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How This Book Can Benefit You 

Everyone dreams of riches, fame, power, and love. Some peo
ple's dreams burst into reality as if brought to fruition in an
other dimension-while other's come to naught! The fulfill
ment of your hopes and dreams is not a matter of chance. 
Success in any undertaking is a result of the proper use of 
natural law. And the natural laws work whether our scientists 
have discovered them or not! 

Men traveled over the water in boats for hundreds of years 
before Archimedes brought forth the concept of displacement 
of liquids which makes it possible for a boat to stay on the 
water. And in this "modern" world, some enlightened souls 
are using laws of the mind to achieve their hearts' desires
even though science is still unable to explain it. 

; 

· . How ESP can enrich your life 

YOU can learn to experience another dimension of life 
·• · through extra-sensory-perception (ESP). This unfoldment will 
· . bring new meaning and purpose to all areas of your existence. 

· .· Yes, you can use it to gain health, wealth, power, true love, · 
.··•·· fame, or anything else you may desire. But its greatest value 
.•. lies in the change it is certain to bring in your understanding 
• ··of life. There are depths of meaning and experience far beyond 
·•
··.· the average man's imagination. The following pages will show 
· •. you how to develop your extra-sensory powers and use them 
•··• to attain new understanding and the ability to make your 
•' dreams come true. 
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8 HOW 1HIS BOOK CAN BENEF'IT YOU 

Wonderfully positive experiences occur in the lives of normal 
people all over the world-every day. Many are spontaneous, 
but others happen because some of us are learning the ele
mentary laws of another dimension. Your neighbor may be 
working the same natural laws that brought an ancient prophet 
to flatly state: 

"He will give His angels charge over you, to guard you in 
all of your ways. They will bear you up in their hands, lest 
you strike even your foot upon a stone." 

This is not an idle dream of some starry-eyed mystic. It is 
a statement of UNIVERSAL LAW THAT WILL WORK FOR 
YOU/ 

Why this book is so easy to use 

This book is not intended to be "scientific" or "scholarly." It 
is designed for your use as a tool-to enable you to attain your 
heart's desires, and more besides! The examples used are from 
the ordinary lives of normal people. Most of them were ob
tained from individuals who are eager to share their experi
ences with others in the hope of bringing upliftment to all 
mankind. Many came from friends whose integrity is, to me, 
absolutely beyond question. There may be no incontrovertible 
"scientific proof" for any of these experiences-but they hap
pened, and lives were euriched as a result! 

We start with the assumption that you have never recognized 
a psychic experience in your own life. This puts you on the 
same footing with me when I first looked into the confusion 
of ideas about the next dimension. Then we will demonstrate 
to you that you already have some degree of ESP which you 
should be using every day. Next we set up a positive program 
for your development of ever increasing ESP. All this is in the 
first chapter. 

The remaining chapters develop the fine points of application 
of your new abilities to each major area of your life. No special 
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talents or aptitudes are required. Nature endowed you at 
birth with all the necessary tools. Happiness, health, riches, 
friendship, peace of mind, love, and fulfillment are yours al
ready. This book is designed to show you how to realize your 
birthright, and attain all these things, now! 
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chapter 1 

/tow to 

Develop Your ESP 
' 
' 

' I ·, . : . An old man comes slowly down the street, tapping a white 
.•�.· cane to guide his way. Your heart must go out to him in com

' , passion. You have a tremendous advantage over him-you can 
·, see, hut he can't! 

Let's stop and think for a moment! A person with well de
veloped powers of ESP has much the same advantage over the 

·•· · .. · average man that you have over the blind man. Look at this 
, • natural occurrence: 

1 
"AI, I couldn't tell just anyone about this," the voice on my 

. telephone blurted, ''but I know you'll understand. I was com-
·. ing about sixty-five miles an hour on the Pasadena Freeway 

afternoon, lost in thought. About a mile before the big 
curve I saw a vision of a terrible accident with twisted 

blocking the two left lanes. The scene was so vivid 
my mind that I simply had to slow down. I coasted to about 

and moved over into the right hand lane as I rounded the 
Sure enough, there was the accident exactly as I had 

it! H it weren't for the vision, I'd have ploughed right into 
wrecked cars and I'd be in the hospital or the morgue 
now. , 

This is a simple example of a helpful psychic phenomenon. 
will look at many more as we explore practical methods of 

this great realm of the unknown. But is the psychic 
really so unknown to you? 
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You have already experienced many 
psychic phenomena 

HOW TO DEVELOP YOUR ESP 

Where did your last idea come from? Where did it exist? 
What is its reality? Its substance? An idea is an intangible sub
stance, a psychic phenomenon! It is an object in that fantastic 
realm which men call mind, or sometimes even soul. The ac
tual process of thought is not understood by medical men, psy
chologists, or even philosophers; yet it is the means by which 
they ply their trades, and the means by which we all compre
hend the many experiences of life. 

Now you are properly introduced to the world of psychic 
phenomena. You can't say you have never had a psychic ex
perience, because your very act of entertaining the idea is one! 
There are many uncommon or miraculous psychic experiences, 
but that is only a matter of degree. The psychic, or intangible, 
side of life is experienced by every living human, every day of 
his life, and we will do well to spend some time examining its 
many mysteries. 

Legend tells us that Sir Isaac Newton sat under a tree con
templating a mystery. When an apple fell and hit him on the 
head, it supplied the missing stimulus. There was a moment of 
contact with reality, and Newton expounded the law of gravity. 
Similarly, Archimedes is said to have jumped out of the bath
tub shouting, "Eureka!" upon subconsciously solving a prob
lem. His contribution was the principle of displacement of 
water by immersed objects, which paved the way for the float
ing hunks of steel we call modern ships. 

History records both events as milestones in science's march 
toward understanding of our 1miverse. The principles seem 
obvious today, but only after some mind accomplished the 
original thinking. All progress is a series of steps best described 
as the unfoldment of an idea, so in a very real sense, all prog
ress is a result of the psychic. This means that the psychic is a 
sure means to improve your whole life. 

HOW TO DEVELOP YOUR ESP . 

Your five steps to personal success 
and greatness 

19 

A little self contemplation will prepare us for the simple 
five-step path to personal success and greatness. Let's pause for 
a brief look at the miracle that is you. You are much more than 
the little pile of chemicals which comprise your physical body. 
A very real part of you can visit Paris, Sydney, Venus, or the 
moon while your physical body reclines comfortably in the 
easy chair in your own living room. You are capable of heights 
of ecstasy and depths of despondency not experienced by any 
other species of earth creature, and yet you know less about 
yourself than about the automobile which transports your body 
from place to place. · 

. Modern man is a fantastic paradox of wasted potential and 
pathetic ignorance, boundless love and tender compassion, des
olate insecurity and murderous frustrations, mental agility and 
physical adaptability; all embarked on the journey of life to-
ward he knows not where! · 

We squander vast amounts of energy seeking things. Auto
mobiles, television sets, new furniture, and fancy clothes may 
bring us creature comforts, but they can never deliver that 
precious intangible we call inner satisfaction. Your deepest in

. ner hungers can be fed only by your personal experience of the 
·· .. . miracle which is your inner self. Then you can handle the phys
.: ical world easily. It is exactly as Jesus taught it, all those years 
.·· ago: Seek ye first the kingdom of God, and his righteousness; 
' and all these things shall be added unto you. (Matt. 6:33.) 
·•• And where did the Master say to look for it? Within your
. · self, of course! It's hard to argue with a man who demonstrated 
·. so much spirituality along with so many varieties of ESP, so 

·, let's consider his advice instead. Let this set the tone for our 
.•.. approach to the five step path to personal success and great
.· .. ness. Briefly stated, the five steps are: 

' 
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20 HOW TO DEVELOP YOUR ESP 

1. Increase your awareness of yourself and the world around 
you. 

2. Recognize your present psychic strengths and potentials. 
3. Use regular exercises to develop your ESP. 
4. Learn to contact powers greater than yourself for guid

ance and help. 
5. Apply your ESP to improve and enrich every department 

of your life. 
We will go into the first three steps in detail in the balance 

of this chapter. Since the 4th step is also an application of what 
you will learn from the first three, it will be covered in Chap
ter 2. Then we will devote the rest of our space to the details 
of application for the enrichment of each area of your life, and 
explanations of the wonderfully positive results you can obtain. 

How to Increase your awareness of 
yourself and the world around you 

The owner of a small service company was so wrapped up 
in his business problems that he could think of nothing else. 
Any conversation of a cultural or purely social nature made 
him quite uncomfortable. He developed the habit of interrupt
ing everyone with lengthy discourses on the problems of his 
daily business operations. Thus, he effectively prevented any 
possible broadening of his personality or outlook. Because he 
shut out everything he might have had in common with them, 
he lost his wife and family. He wound up with not one friend 
who wasn't some sort of business necessity. His company grew, 
and the business world might call him a success; but he died a 
lonely, broken man. 

How can you have the business or professional success you 
desire, but avoid the pitfall this man fell into? Or is it possible 
at all? Of course it is! But it requires the sincere application of 
yourself to the development of our first tool. We will call it 
relaxed awareness. 

Much study and practice will be necessary to build your re-

HOW TO DEVELOP YOUR ESP 21 
laxed awareness, but the rewards are great. This is one of the 
most useful of all mental disciplines. Each of us has two aspects 
of mind: the conscious, reasoning part which is much like a 

. ,· : · modem computer; and the subconscious part which can be 
your contact with the accumulated wisdom of the ages. Your 
relaxed awareness will grow out of the increasing confidence 

, . ln your ability to cope with life. You gain it by learning to as
•. sign each of your problems to the right part of your mind for 
; solution. 

Today's computers are being used to solve the most com
plex problems of deductive reasoning. They can even be pro
grammed to make routine management decisions, but only of 

, a deductive nature. Your conscious mind is quite like a com-
·:. puter and should be accepted as such. When a computer re
·: · ceives a problem, all the elements necessary for a solution must 
, ·be present or it will light up the tilt and reject the query pend. 
·• · ing the required additional inputs. But how about people? 
, When we encounter a problem but don't have all the necessary 
.''data, we become anxious or frustrated! Why? Because we are 
' . trying to use the wrong mental machine. 

It is only the power of your subconscious which sets yot 

,· 
as more valuable than a computer. The subconscious is 

your source of the missing data for the solution of any problem, 
1 you will but learn to use it. Next time you are faced with a 

and your reasoning mind can't arrive at a good an-
swer, don't allow anxiety to rob you of your peace of mind. 

· 

tum it over to the subconscious and trust your inner 
eu to deliver help at the right time. Meanwhile you can con

to genuinely participate in each moment of life. You will 
it no longer necessary to grunt in response to your spouse 

child while you are absorbed in anxious thought. You can 
your family and friends and get a better solution to the 

as well. A little further along we will present a simple 
for concentration to turn over your knotty problems 

the subconscious mind for certain and trustworthy solutions, 
l 
l 



22 HOW TO DEVELOP YOUR ESP 

but first we need to examine some of your areas of psychic 
potential as outlined below. 

Seven simple tests fe>r your special 
psychic abilities 

There are many simple experiences which our materialistic 
culture has taught us to shrug off as meaningless or sheer coin
cidence. They are real psychic experiences, and they can serve 
as definite clues to your own areas of special psychic aptitude. 
All of us are involved in some of these at least once in a while. 
How often do you experience one of these? 

1. HUNCHES. 

You get a feeling about some present or future occurrence, 
and it is strong enough that you feel impelled to remark, "I 
have a hunch that ...... " Sure enough, it turns out that you 
were right. (Hunches are generally associated with clairsen
tience or intuition.) 

2. FEEL SOMEONE'S EYES. 

While in a public place, you suddenly feel someone looking 
at you. When you turn around, you meet the other's gaze and 
know you were right. (This is also most often a form of clair
sentience. ) 

3. PROPHETIC DREAMS. 

Last night you dreamed that Aunt Susie came to visit you. 
Then this morning you received a letter saying that she will 
arrive on Monday. Or any dream that turns out to be sub
stantially fulfilled shortly afterward. (This is commonly called 
precognition.) 

4. YOU'VE BEEN THERE BEFORE. 

While visiting some new place, you have a funny feeling you 
have been there before. You somehow seem to know what type 
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of building will appear as you round the next corner; or per
haps you know exactly the words your companion will use to 
describe a scene or another person. (This could be clairsen
tience, or precognition, or possibly a previous astral experience.) 

5. MENTAL PICTURES OR INNER VOICES. 

While sitting quietly with your eyes open or closed, you see 
a picture of a scene or a person on the screen of your inner 
vision. Or you hear someone whisper your name or a short 
phrase, but you are quite alone. (This would be simple clair
voyance or clairaudience.) 

6. TELEPHONE COINCIDENCE. 

You want to call up a friend or relative, but while you are 
· still looking for the number, your telephone rings and it is that 

· person calling you. If this has happened to you more than once, 
either as the one about to make the call or the one actually 

· calling, forget about coincidence. This is a definite manifesta
tion of telepathy. 

7. WOMAN'S INTUITION. 

The thing called woman's intiution is just as common to men 
• as to women, though men are not as apt to admit it. If you have 
·ever considered using a term like this to explain how you knew 

you admit that you have definite psychic aptitude. 
I feel completely safe in saying that everyone who reads this 

has had many such experiences. If you feel you have not, . 
is undoubtedly a matter of awareness. We have been trained 

childhood to ignore such things or shrug them off as co
Start looking for it, and within one short week you 

notice at least three such experiences. 
These simple psychic experiences are important! They can 
the beginning of a richer and more meaningful life for you. 

are your key to the doorway to ever increasing health, 
happiness, and spiritual progress. Even if you feel you 

' ! 
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24 HOW TO DEVELOP YOUR ESP 

failed all seven psychic tests, there is no reason to be discour
aged. Psychic ability is an inherent part of every human be
ing, and like the ability to read, it can be learned at any age. 
Naturally some people will develop into better psychics than 
others, just as some learn to read with greater speed and reten
tion than others. But the advantages of a reader over a non
reader are quite similar in quality to those of one who con 
sciously uses the psychic over one who does not. 

There is an old truism, "That which you seek is seeking you." 
In modern language we might put it, the application of your 
interest tends to attract its subject. Begin now to seek manifes
tations of the psychic in your daily experience. As you progress, 
we will show you how to build it into a working tool that is 
useful in all areas of your life. 

Your five senses are your link to the psychic 

·Science recognizes five basic senses, or means by which indi
viduals perceive conditions and events in the world around us. 
They are named sight, hearing, touch, taste, and smell. How
ever they are not as specific and concrete as we might first 
think. There is a tremendous variation in the degree of each 
sense as it is demonstrated by different individuals. Glasses and 
hearing aids bear constant testimony to our many variations of 
less than normal sight and hearing, but there are also cases of 
exceptionally keen degrees of these key receptors. 

The senses are your mind's basic method of perceiving the 
objective world. Thus they are a link between the concrete
physical and the subjective-psychic realms. The intensity or 
effectiveness of this link varies not only from individual to in
dividual, but in the same person it varies as a function of 
health, inclination, and attention. We all know some�ne who is 
quite hard of hearing except when you softly speak something 
you don't want him to hear. 

His teacher reported that young Johnny seemed to be hard 
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of hearing. She regularly had to call him two or three times to 
get his attention. Subsequent tests revealed that his hearing 
was completely normal, but his intelligence level was above the 
work of the class and he daydreamed out of sheer boredom. 
A more challenging class and increased parental interest re
moved the problem in less than three weeks. 

Some degree of the same lack of awareness exhibited by the 
unchallenged child is found in each of us. We often fail to ob
serve events in our immediate vicinity because we "couldn't 
care less." Conscious development of the power to regularly 
��trol and direct your interest will add many degrees to your 
livmgness, and to your ability to recall important facts and 
events you previously would not have even noticed. This power 
is most accurately labeled concentration. 

How to develop the art of concentration 

• Concentration is an art, like painting or playing a musical 
mstrument. Your inherent ability must be developed by regular 
practice, and application of yourself to a program graduated 

, in difficulty to bring you from a point of amorphous potential 
I to a peak of professional skill. The usefulness of a super ability · 
.. •·. �o �oncentrate obviously extends to every area of your life, and 
.. 1t lS certainly worth a little effort to achieve. 
:, Most people actually miss about three quarters of life because .··.they don't observe what they think they see. Listen to three 
·.disinterested witnesses of an automobile accident as they give 
. their accounts of the details. Generally you would think they 
, must be talking about events that took place at widely differ
: ent times and places, because of the conflicting details. The 
·'simple ability to accurately observe and recall detail is a man. of applied concentration. Let's begin with an exer

to develop yours: 
Look around the house and find an old wooden pencil. Ex

it carefully and make a list of everything you observed 
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about it. Finish your own list before you compare it with the 
one below. 

Details of an old wooden pencil: 

A. Colors 
1. Point-dark gray graphite 
2. Wooden part of point-many shades of brown and 

gray. 
3. Shaft-painted yellow-orange, chipped here and 

there with bare wood showing through 
4. Lettering-some black and more by indentations 

in the painted finish 
5. Metal eraser holder-brass with two red stripes 

around it 
6. Eraser-pearly pink with smudges of black and 

gray 

B. Shapes 

1. Tip of point rounded 
2. Point conical 
3. Shaft hexagonal, about 5 inches long 
4. Eraser holder-cylindrical, but ribbed and per

forated 
5. Eraser-cylindrical, but worn to many shapes of 

flatness and little comers 

C. Materials 

1. Graphite 
2. Wood 
3. Paint, orange and black 
4. Brass 
5. Red anodize material on the stripe 
6. Rubber 
7. Flecks of dirt 

D. Distinguishing Features 
1. Trademark 
2. Brand name and number 
3. Lead hardness-#3 

' 
,. 

. . 
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4. Made in U.S.A. 
5. Process-"Chemi-sealed" 
6. Quality control number 316325 
7. Many dents and teeth marks 
8. Point very dull 

E. Potential Uses 
1. Writing 
2. Erasing 
3. Drawing 
4. Weapon (stab or scratch) 
5. Wedge or shim 
6. Window prop 
7. Lever 
8. Fuel (the wood) 
9. Lubricant (the graphite) 

10. Hair roller 
11. Spool for string or thread 
12. Stirring rod 
13. Dip stick for shallow tank 
14. Measuring instrument (length) 
15. Subject of a painting 

.. This list merely scratches the surface, but it was prepared 
}n less than three minutes and it serves to illustrate our point. 

powers of observation will increase by leaps and bounds 
,as you practice focusing your whole attention on one subject 

a time. Practice this exercise on a diHerent object each day 
two weeks, and you will be on your way to its mastery. Use 

things at first, like a knife, fork, scissors, mirror, glass, 
dish, etc. When you think you're good at it, try a flower 
as a rose. You should feel that you could fill a whole book 
the details of just one rose. 

Practice! It is well worth your while. When your concentra
is well sharpened by this process, you are ready to apply 

to solving real life problems. 
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How to solve all your problems through 
concentration and meditation 

HOW TO DEVELOP YOUR ESP 

Somewhere in the psychic realms there exists a creative solu
tion to your every problem. You can tune in on it, and manifest 
harmonious progress by a combination of concentration and 
meditation. The preliminary process is applied concentration. 
By us:i_ng the powers of concentration you have just developed, 
clearly analyze and define your problem; that is the purpose 
of your conscious mind. Then you are ready to use that part of 
your being which makes you better than a computer. 

You will find that your applied concentration reveals the 
solution to the majority of your problems with no further effort. 
The remaining ones, being clearly defined, now lack only the 
creative idea that leads to their mastery. In years gone by, 
such creative solutions were often chalked up to Yankee in
genuity. You are endowed with an endless fountain of this 
Yankee ingenuity; it is only necessary to open the valve and 
let it flow into your experience. 

The process of turning on your mental tap is best called 
meditation. Sit quietly alone, and calmly review your analysis 
of the problem. Next, talk to your own subconscious a� if it 
were another person. Say something like: "O.K., Subconscious, 
I know you are the source of all creative ideas. Let's see how 
you handle this one." Then relax and wait. If you get no imme
diate answer, don't be discouraged. Get busy with your rou
tine chores, and your answer will come in an intuitive flash 
during a moment of mental relaxation. 

A man had just lost $100,000 in a disastrous used car ven
ture. He talked it over with his subconscious like this: "Look 
here, Subconscious, because of this big loss, I can make $100,-
000 tax free in the next few years. What are we going to do 
about it?" For two days nothing happened, but he didn't worry. 
There were plenty of tasks involved with winding up his ill
fated venture, and he kept busy with them. On the morning 

i 
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·
.· of the third day he awakened with a simple chemical formula 

:: running around in his head. By noon it had jelled into a novel 
· process for making a widely used product, so he called up an 

·. old acquaintance who arranged the necessary financing. The 
result? In just 18 months he had his $100,000 back and haH of 

. , a prosperous business as well. 
· . The real secret of using the meditative art of problem solv
.• ing lies in the approach of the man in our example. He didn't 
1, cry over his loss and wallow in sell-pity. Rather, he adopted 
, the most positive outlook. Here was not a personal catastrophe, 
· a beautiful opportunity to make a lot of money, tax free! 

or despondency will prevent your subconscious from 
the goods; but a positive, optimistic attitude abso

guarantees success. Never accept anxiety and frustra
as a way of life. Use the meditative process to clear away 

pressures by solving all your problems. Begin to enjoy every 
of life, now! 

learn about ESP from the Orient 

With our materialistic pressures of life relieved, we are ready 
look deeper into the realm of ESP. From centuries before the 

of Christ, men of the Orient have been teaching the devel
of the psychic senses. It will help us to examine some 

. these ancient Eastern teachings. There are practical uses for 
of them in our Western world today. 

·, Basically the great Eastern teachers look upon man as a spirit 
through a soul which uses, among other vehicles, a 

body. This physical body is understood to be a beast of 
. like a horse, which provides transportation for the soul 
: · the earth plane, even as the milld provides a means of ex

in the thought realms. The physical senses are tools of 
body, and the psychic senses are tools of the finer 

of light which is most often called the astral body. 
proper conditions the astral body, which contains the 
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seat of consciousness, can be separated from the physical body 
and travel independently for great distances. The energy, and 
the very life, of the physical body comes to it through the astral 
vehicle which connects with the physical through the sympa
thetic nervous system. Thus the astral is associated with the 
emotional part of your being. If you stop to think about it, 
energy flow through your body is always the result of emotion. 
There is an energy of love, hate, enthusiasm, pride, joy, jeal
ousy, greed, and the like. 

Each one of us has experienced the spark of enthusiasm that 
drives fatigue out of the body and equips it to enjoy a few 
lines of bowling or rubbers of bridge after a truly hard day's 
work. This is only one of many indications that the Eastern 
masters know a lot more than our modem culture is willing to 
admit. We will omit much of the detail of their teachings, ex
amining only the bare essentials necessary to a useful under
standing. From our standpomt, the main question is: If there 
really is an astral body, can we learn to make conscious, prac
tical use of it in our daily lives? And though many may quarrel 
with the terminology, we will find the answer to be a definite 
yes/ 

The mechanics of psychic sensation
psychic centers 

By a process analogous to the transmission of electricity, the 
physical body is supplied with light-energy through the sym
pathetic nervous system. A brief review of the household use 
of electricity will aid our understanding. For purposes of econ
omy, electricity is transmitted from the generating station at 
relatively high voltages, then it is converted to the safer energy 
we use in our homes by means of step-down transformers. The 
energy supplied to most homes comes in at 115 volts, but 
for many applications, such as your doorbell, other step down 
transformers are required to reduce the voltage to the 6 or 12 
volts used by the more delicate apparatus. 
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The light-energy is transmitted within your body-house by 

· the nervous system. Each nerve is like an electric wire in your 
· . house, and the nerve centers are like the secondary coils of a 

·. :·· transformer. Then where are the primary coils? They are in 
·.i your astral counterpart. Consequently, each ganglion or nerve 

.
', center in your body is also a psychic center, and these are the 
t 

. 
suppliers of the vital energy which is the life of your body. ' Because pain is a form of energy, we see that it is through 

· . the astral body that we experience the sensation of pain. When 
• the astral is separated from the physical body, there is no feel

·. ing of any kind left in the physical. With this little bit of back-

' 
ground, you can readily understand the mechanics of psychic 

and learn to use it in almost the same way you 
to coordinate your eyes and intellect in the process of 
There is a special form of yoga used by our Eastern 

to gain conscious control over each individual muscle 
their bodies, and another yoga used to attain similar control 

the many psychic centers. These disciplines represent truly 
attainments, but they are of only academic interest 

us. Our purpose is to improve your life in our modem, West
civilization; and we are interested only in that which spe

helps us here and in the reasonably near now. For our 
approach we need consider only seven major psychic 

seven most important psychic centers 

. · For those who are interested in more detail, a trip to your 
library to look up some topics like chakra, Ida, pingala, 

or the fire of the kundalini should provide much in
reading. But we will confine this discussion to the fol

centers: 
The Root Center is located at the base of the spine. It is 

with the organs of reproduction, and thus with phys-. creativity of all kinds. It provides much of the energy that 
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men call ge upand go or drive in union with the two other 
lower centes. 

2. The S;lee1 Center is located along the spine in the area 
of the splee. Its an energy purifier and a transformer of low 
vibration emg) to higher. As the middle man of the lower 
three, one o itsnajor functions is coordinating and balancing 
the activity)£ i; immediate neighbors. · 

3. The Slar 'lexus Center is located in the area of the navel 
or the physialslar plexus. This is the center most sensitive to 
the animal mo1ons, and is recognized by modern psychology 
when it speks f gut level discussions. All the negative emo
tions such s fer, hate, anxiety, lust, and despair hit us in the 
gut; causin! buterflies, knots, indigestion, or ulcers. This is an 
amazingly ensilve receiving station for picking up the lower 
emotions mothr people. 

4. The lear; Center is located in the area of the physical 
heart. This s th middle center, representing the balance be
tween the ighr mental centers and the lower physical cen
ters. It is te bmsformer which brings the positive emotions 
of love, corpasion, and enthusiasm into usable energy on the 
physical pine. �ove is the perfect balance between the heat 
of the lowr plysical drives and the intellectual cold of the 
higher cent€s. )f course all the centers are necessary to the 
total functioin; of a complete spiritual being. 

5. The Tiroa;Center is located in the region of the thyroid 
gland. It is he )Wer center of the upper three, and is asso
ciated with reavity like its counterpart, the root center. But 
this creativi1r is,£ a higher abstract nature which includes the 
arts, literatue, msic, and science. 

6. TheBJw !enter is located behind and slightly above the 
eyes, in the ·egin of the pituitary gland. Like its spleen cen
ter counterprt,lt is important particularly in purifying and 
balancing te eergies flowing between its immediate neigh
bors. The bnw enter is symbolized by a jewel worn near the 
center of th foehead, and it is often called the gateway to 
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because it is our means of activating the highest 

7. The Crown Center is located near the top of the head in 
l;he region of the pineal gland. It is no accident that the occult 

of the ages has branded the pineal gland the seat of psy-
1i( ability and the instrument of spiritual attainment. The 

power flowing through a fully functioning crown cen· 
is wonderful beyond finite belief, yet it brings a distinctly 

relationship with God and all his creation. In a very 
sense, the purpose of this book is to help you develop this 

as your means of certain accomplishment of any goal. 

. basic exercise to develop your ESP • 
': As we begin work to increase the activity of your psychic 

it is extremely important that we stress simple balance. 
Bible insists that you are created in the image and like
of God. Now this doesn't mean that God has to look like 

physical man! But it does mean that, like God, you are a 
being. You are a composite whole, made up of physical, 

mental, and spiritual aspects. You attain 
effectiveness only when all of your parts are working 

. On a football team the guard and tackle positions are 
the glamor spots. They may be noticed by the average fan 

when they miss an important block or tackle, but their 
performance is the mainstay of the team. Similarly, 

spiritual leaders forget the value of the physical body and 
on its subjugation, but without the physical body we are 

to manifest on this earth. We must bring our whole 
along on a program of balanced development. True, we 

learn to control the wonderful horse that is our physical 
but the stronger the horse the better the ride. 

.• Here then, is our first psychic exercise designed to promote 
increase in your overall psychic activity: 

or stretch out comfortably where you will not be dis-
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turbed. Relax your body and quiet your mind as much as pos
sible. Now concentrate on your root center. Try to imagine that 
all of your consciousness exists at that one spot, that all your 
thought, feeling, and sensation is centered there. Soon you will 
feel a warm tingling sensation near the base of your spine. As 
you begin to feel this psychic response, imagine a whirling 
circle of Harne ever growing and increasing its speed of rotation 
while stepping up the power of the center. 

Now direct this energy to your spleen center, causing it to 
tingle and itself become a vortex of whirling flame. Transfer all 
your attention to the spleen center, and imagine the Harne grow
ing and rotating faster and faster. Feel the increased power 
flowing through this center! Now direct this energy to your 
solar plexus center and repeat the whole process. Intensify the 
Harne and lift it, repeating all the steps, in tum to the heart, 
throat, brow, and finally the crown center. When you feel your 
crown center tingling with all the energy you can bring to it, 
make the following statement: 

"I seek to promote the growth of my overall being through 
the stimulation of my psychic senses. This is good for me and 
I know that my subconscious self is cooperating in every way. 
I sit in the silence awaiting the voice of my inner self." 

Then just sit quietly for a few minutes. You may receive 
nothing at first, or you may be amazed at the immediate results. 
But you are definitely progressing! Either way, continue the 
exercise daily if possible, but at least three times a week. 

Understand that you are stimulating the How of the psychic 
energies throughout your body as you continue the exercise. 
If some part of your body is not functioning at peak efficiency, 
you can help it  by directing the psychic energies you are sum
moning to yourself from the universe. As you consciously bring 
each center to its maximum vibratory rate, direct its healing 
force to your aHlicted part before transferring your attention to 
the next higher center. Thus you bathe the limb or organ with 
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· healing energy of seven different rates of vibration, and it must 
· . be improved! • 
. One big word of caution is in order here. There is a poten-
: tial danger from habitual incomplete use of this exercise! If you 

. 
regularly fall asleep or quit in the middle, you will be develop·. ing your lower centers more rapidly than the balancing upper 

: centers. Such an imbalanced development could lead to an 
. overemphasis of the sex drive or other strictly material urges. 
:Of course sex is beautiful, and material things are delightful; 

.
but without the complementary esthetic and spiritual experi
ences, life is hollow and empty. Health is not of the physical 

I It is a natural by-product of mental, psychic, and spiritual 
along a balanced path. All parts of life are equally im
and none should be neglected. As you use this exer

apply special emphasis to those centers which seem to 
to your weaker departments. Strive for balanced 

and you will achieve health, prosperity, and happiness 
your most cherished dreams. 

to develop clairvoyance 

, As my telephone rang I closed my eyes and got a mental 
of the rabbit which I had previously associated with 

particular friend. So I reached for the receiver and an
"Hello, Eddie, how are you?" 

.You can easily imagine his reaction. You will find it lots of 
to amaze your friends with simple demonstrations like this. · . . an interesting little sidelight, you will be fascinated by the 

of your symbols to important personality traits of 
victims. 

everybody does some mental imaging. For instance: 
you hear the word apple, what do you see? How about 

Or horse? Some years ago I still believed I was a non
. I took some consolation in the knowledge that words 

. I 
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turbed. Relax your body and quiet your mind as much as pos
sible. Now concentrate on your root center. Try to imagine that 
all of your consciousness exists at that one spot, that all your 
thought, feeling, and sensation is centered there. Soon you will 
feel a warm tingling sensation near the base of your spine. As 
you begin to feel this psychic response, imagine a whirling 
circle of flame ever growing and increasing its speed of rotation 
while stepping up the power of the center. 

Now direct this energy to your spleen center, causing it to 
tingle and itself become a vortex of whirling flame. Transfer all 
your attention to the spleen center, and imagine the flame grow
ing and rotating faster and faster. Feel the increased power 
flowing through this center! Now direct this energy to your 
solar plexus center and repeat the whole process. Intensify the 
Harne and lift it, repeating all the steps, in turn to the heart, 
throat, brow, and finally the crown center. When you feel your 
crown center tingling with all the energy you can bring to it, 
make the following statement: 

"I seek to promote the growth of my overall being through 
the stimulation of my psychic senses. This is goort for me and 
I know that my subconscious self is cooperating in every way. 
I sit in the silence awaiting the voice of my inner self." 

Then just sit quietly for a few minutes. You may receive 
nothing at first, or you may be amazed at the immediate results. 
But you are definitely progressing! Either way, continue the 
exercise daily if possible, but at least three times a week. 

Understand that you are stimulating the How of the psychic 
energies throughout your body as you continue the exercise. 
If some part of your body is not functioning at peak efficiency, 
you can help it by directing the psychic energies you are sum
moning to yourself from the universe. As you consciously bring 
each center to its maximum vibratory rate, direct its healing 
force to your affiicted part before transferring your attention to 
the next higher center. Thus you bathe the limb or organ with 
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healing energy of seven different rates of vibration, and it must 
be improved! 

One big word of caution is in order here. There is a poten
tial danger from habitual incomplete use of this exercise! If you 
regularly fall asleep or quit in the middle, you will be develop
ing your lower centers more rapidly than the balancing upper 
centers. Such an imbalanced development could lead to an 
overemphasis of the sex drive or other strictly material urges. 
Of course sex is beautiful, and material things are delightful; 
but without the complementary esthetic and spiritual experi
ences, life is hollow and empty. Health is not of the physical 
only! It is a natural by-product of mental, psychic, and spiritual 
growth along a balanced path. All parts of life are equally im
portant, and none should be neglected. As you use this exer
cise, apply special emphasis to those centers which seem to 
correspond to your weaker departments. Strive for balanced 
growth and you will achieve health, prosperity, and happiness 
beyond your most cherished dreams. 

How to develop clairvoyance 

As my telephone rang I closed my eyes and got a mental 
picture of the rabbit which I had previously associated with 
one particular friend. So I reached for the receiver and an
swered, "Hello, Eddie, how are you?" 

You can easily imagine his reaction. You will find it lots of 
fun to amaze your friends with simple demonstrations like this. 
As an interesting little sidelight, you will be fascinated by the 
resemblance of your symbols to important personality traits of 
your victims. 

Almost everybody does some mental imaging. For instance: 
When you hear the word apple, what do you see? How about 
purple? Or horse? Some years ago I still believed I was a non
imager. I took some consolation in the knowledge that words 
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like love, courage, or beauty cannot be seen by mental imag
ing. In my sour-grapes, I decided that my abstract thinking 
must be superior to that of an imager because my mind was not 
cluttered up with a lot of pictures. But that is utter nonsense! 
Everyone sees a mental picture of some sort once in a while 
and that is all that is necessary. 

Clairvoyance is nothing more than the reception of mental 
images with some recognition of their meaning. Basically, you 
develop clairvoyance by learning to pay attention to something 
that has always been with you. Try it now! Close your eyes 
and stare at the patterns you see. Like a child watching a cloud 
formation, use your imagination to decide what it is and what 
it may mean. Form your thoughts into words, preferably spoken 
aloud, and as you vocalize them, your image will tend to focus 
itself and confirm the accuracy of your speculation. 

Our next exercise concerns telling time. Next time you won
der what time it is, stop before looking at your watch. Close 
your eyes and picture a large white clock face before you. Now 
look at the hands and read the time. If it checks with your 
watch, you have produced an excellent demonstration of clair
voyance. Practice is the major ingredient for successful devel
opment of this very useful faculty. 

Another good exercise is to use clairvoyance to locate miss
ing articles. Instead of thrashing around the house looking for 
your scissors or pen, close your eyes and visualize it, carefully 
noting its surroundings. When you walk to it, there where you 
saw it, you are demonstrating another practical application of 
clairvoyance. 

Don't become discomaged if you are not highly successful 
with each exercise in the beginning. The basic exercise to ac
tivate your psychic centers will work to improve all of your 
extrasensory faculties . Persistence and practice will produce 
startling results in a few short weeks. 

Here is another phase of clairvoyance that can be very fruit-
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ful. During your quiet, relaxed moments, you will often receive 
a mental picture with no apparent cause. Learn to pay atten
tion! Recognize these pictures as messages from the great sub
conscious domain and contemplate their significance. The sub
conscious speaks to us in symbols, but speak it does and much 
helpful information and insight can be obtained in this man
ner. There is literally a whole new world hidden beneath the 
threshold of our course, normal consciousness, and it has count
less practical uses. The key to entering this exciting place is 
simply to become alert and sensitive to the many little things 
we have ignored or shrugged off in the past. Let's turn now to 
another phase of ESP that is even more accessible to rapid 
development. 

How to develop clairsentience 

Clairsentience is the extension of your consciousness by the 
vehicle of feeling. A businessman had scheduled the 8 P.M. 

flight from Los Angeles to San Francisco because it suited his 
timetable perfectly. On this particular morning he awakened 
with an uneasy feeling that he should take an earlier flight, 
even if it meant cancelling his late afternoon appointments. As 
the day wore on, the feeling became so strong that he "gave in 
to it" and took the 6 P.M. plane. Next morning at breakfast his 
paper carried the story of the tragic crash of the 8 P.M. flight. 
Clairsentience had clearly saved his life. 

At some time or other, everyone has experienced an unex
plainable feeling of uneasiness. This feeling is a manifestation 
of your clairsentience. Certainly you have at least one acquaint
ance whose very presence makes you uncomfortable, and oth
ers with whom you instinctively relax. This is an example of 
elementary clairsentience, but it can also be the basis of a good 
exercise for further development. Start paying attention to that 
feeling! Next time you get a letter or phone call, observe your 
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feeling about it first. See if you can tell what the subject mat
ter will be and who is trying to reach you before you open the 
letter or answer the phone. 

Your increasing awareness of the little things taking place 
within and around you will lead to accomplishments and the 
unfolding of talents beyond anything you can presently imag
ine. We must hammer away at the concept of paying attention 
to those little feelings and images that were always there, but 
have regularly been ignored. 

The feeling that ''I've been here before," as you enter a 
place for the first time, is generally another manifestation of 
clairsentience. That feeling is most often produced by our acci
dentally tuning in to the subconscious vibrational patterns of 
the new place and finding that they coincide with strong feel
ings in our memory. We feel that we have been there before 
because we have experienced feelings like those being picked 
up before. There may be other instances when you have been 
there before in your astral body, but we will come to that dis
cussion in a later chapter. 

You can learn many things about any place you visit by pur
posely tuning in on the subconscious feelings that are ever 
present in its atmosphere. You tune in simply by focusing your 
attention on the feelings which are impinging upon you from 
your surroundings. Have those who lived here been generally 
happy, or sad? Which way do you feel as you mentally ask the 
question? That is your answer, unless your personal feelings 
have crowded out the truth. You can feel a generally sound an
swer to almost any question you would expect the place to hold 
in its memory. 

Here is an exercise close to home. How often do you instinc
tively sense the mood of your spouse or a good friend? That is 
clearly clairsentiencel You can easily improve your ability to 
sense another's mood by applying more of yourself to it. Let 
your conscious mind be temporarily pushed aside by the in
coming feelings. Become the other person for an instant; feel 

' 
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his feelings and think his thoughts, not as yourself, but as the 
other person; then bring the impressions back into sharp men
tal focus. This can be a doubly good exercise. It helps develop 
your clairsentience and improves your human relations as well. 

Common sense will tell you that clinching your teeth, grunt
ing, or anxiously striving will never help you feel anything. Use 
your relaxed awareness. It is the key, now and always! 

How to listen for the voice of clairaudience 

For centuries, poets and clergymen have rambled on about 
the still small voice that speaks to you in the silence. It can 
become prattling when the writer is talking about a concept 
rather than a direct experience. But just because an idea isn't 
always well presented, is not a valid reason to dismiss it as 
worthless or untrue. There is an allegorical still small voice 
which is intuitional and directly related to clairsentience, but 
there is also a true voice of clairaudience. 

Did you ever think you heard your name whispered softly in 
your ear, but when you looked around there was nobody there? 
If you must answer, "no," listen carefully in the future, it will 
be there. History records an excellent example of guidance and 
comfort from the voices of clairaudience; and fortunately for 
us, society is more tolerant today. The voices that led Joan of 
Arc were real! They stand ready ro guide and help you today! 
You have only to pay attention. 

We call mental pictures clairvoyance, feelings clairsentience, 
and hearing clairaudience, but in a larger sense they are all 
one. They are more likely to manifest in concert with one an
other than separately. It is the same with the five physical 
senses, the occasion is rare indeed when one sense is used alone. 
Taste and smell greatly reinforce one another and a television 
set minus either picture or sound is much less effective. So it is 
that all ESP has been poetically called the sixth sense. Our goal 
is to open ourselves to the guidance and inspiration of the great 
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subconscious realm and the name given to the process is of lit
tle consequence. 

To develop clairaudience you must sit in the silence 
listen! But it would be folly to reject mental pictures or 
sentient impressions while doing so. As you practice the 
cise for awakening your psychic centers, and direct your re- : 
!axed awareness to the whole of the psychic realm, you will get ·• 

results. You may notice a buzzing or ringing in your ears as 
you sit and listen. Accept it with thanks as the beginning of . 
your clairaudience. 

You have probably spent years rejecting such ideas. Those 
old thought patterns may impede your progress but you will · 
improve daily. Just as it takes time for an athlete to attain a · 
peak of physical condition and develop the skills of his sport, . 
it takes a while to condition yourself to the ways of the psychic · 
and develop your powers of reception. The help to be gained ·. 

from the psychic is far more valuable than any gold medal won 
on the field of athletic competition. You can use it to achieve ·· 
any goal, or open any door! The price is always growth and • 
self-development. But where else does paying the price so di
rectly enrich the payer? 

How to dear away the blocks to extra
sensory development 

In the early stages of psychic development we tend to build .·• 
up blocks to our progress. The three major blocks are: 

. 

1. Disbelief. 
2. Fear and its consequent tension. 
3. Anxiety or just plain overeagerness. 
It is important to dissolve these blocks as quickly as you 

notice their development. To fight them is only to give them 
strength, but they can be gently dissolved with knowledge and 
understanding. Let's work on them one by one. 

The block of disbelief can rob you of your will to try. It must . 
be dissolved in order to maintain the enthusiasm necessary to 

. · ···-------
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�nccess. The great and growing science of Parapsychology gives 
p!tmty ofintellectual credence to ESP. We will assume your 
lutcllectual acceptance for the moment and consider the reli
l(fous aspect. The greatest value of the New Testament lies in 
I lao Master's challenge and promise: . . .  He that believeth on 
ma, the works that I do shall he do also; and greater works than 
I IIese shall he do . . .  ( John 14:12. ) 

And what are these works? Certainly much of Jesus' life 
Nlory is involved with demonstrations of ESP. There are a good 
hundred examples of the Master's highly developed ESP in the 
rour gospels. Let's take a brief look at one from each: 

Matthew 17:27: Notwithstanding, lest we should offend 
them, go thou to the sea, and cast a haok, and take up the first 
fish that cometh up; and when thou hast opened his mouth, 
thou shalt find a piece of money: that take, and give unto them 
for me and thee. ( Clairvoyance and/ or materialization of phys
Ical substance) 

Mark 9:4: And there appeared unto them Elias with Moses: 
and they were talking with Jesus. ( Spirit materialization) 

Luke 5:22, 23: But when Jesus perceived their thoughts, he 
answering said unto them, What reason ye in your hearts? 
Whether is easier to say, Thy sins be forgiven thee; or to say, 
Rise up and walk? ( Clairsentience ) 

John 1:47, 48: Jesus saw Nathanael coming to him, and saith 
of him, Behold an Israelite indeed, in whom is no guile. Na
thanael saith unto him, Whence knowest thau me? Jesus an
swered and said unto him, Before that Philip called thee, when 
tlwu wast under the fig tree, I saw thee. ( Clairvoyance ) 

These four illustrative examples were picked for their brev
Ity. There are many longer and more dramatic accounts of 
Jesus' regular demonstrations of all forms of ESP. Remember 
that he claimed to be not the great exception, but rather a chal
lenging example to all men! Shall we break the faith and re
fuse to follow Him? Reread the Gospels while carefully watch-
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ing for examples of ESP and let all doubt and disbelief dissolve • 
in your new enlightened understanding. 

The block of fear can drive your results away. At the moment ·. 

when we experience our first clear demonstration, many of us . 
feel an almost overwhelming fear of the power of the unknown. · 

This fear tends to drive away any further demonstrations. There .. 
are only two solvents for this block. They are knowledge and 
the familiarity born of broadened experience. It takes real cour- . 
age to keep on in the face of that formless fear. I freely admit . 
that the hair stood straight out on the back of my neck the , 
first time I was aware of the touch of a being without a phys- • 

ical body. There was an almost overwhelming urge to run! But 
the conscious mind couldn't ftnswer my next question, "Run · 
where?" So I sat still and enjoyed a wonderful experience. 
There is nothing to fear but your own thoughts! 

Now disbelief has been replaced by understanding, and fear 
by knowledge and experience; it should all be down hill. It is 
here, as we recognize the great value and fantastic potential of 
ESP, that most of us get overanxious. We want it all, now, with · 
no further work or waiting. So we tense up and try too hard. 
Nothing is more destructive to your ESP! When you get tense, 
decide to relax immediately, then help accomplish it with a 
simple breathing exercise. 

Shut your mouth and inhale through your nose. Fill your 
lungs to capacity and hold your breath while you count slowly 
to twenty-two. Then exhale slowly through your nose, empty
ing your lungs as completely as possible. Now immediately in
hale through your nose, filling the lungs again. Continue for 
from three to seven complete breaths until you feel the anxiety 
abated. 

Now practice 

On May 8, 1965, Randy Matson became the first human to 
· 

put the shot over seventy feet, just a few short years after 
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Roger Bannister broke the four minute mile. How well do you 
think either of these men did the first time they tried? Success 
in any worthwhile undertaking is the resJlt of great effort ap
plied in an organized manner. You don't have to become the 
equivalent of a Matson or a Bannister to bring a good measure 
of ESP into your life, but you must put forth a reasonable 
amount of plain old effort. Every moment you spend practicing 
the exercises will bring its reward of increased proficiency. 
Then you can turn your attention to the many practical appli
cations of your ever growing proficiency. 

Points to Remember 

I. The five steps to personal success and greatness 
A. Increase your awareness. 
B. Recognize your psychic ability. 
C. Develop your ESP. 
D. Contact powers greater than yourself. 
E. Apply your ESP. 

II. Work for relaxed awareness. 
III. You already have psychic ability. 
IV. Develop your concentration by use of the exercise. 
V. Apply concentration and meditation to the solution of 

any problem. 
VI. Man is a spirit expressing through a soul which uses 

a physical body. 
VII. Practice the basic exercise to develop your psychic 

centers. 
VIII. Exercise to develop your clairvoyance, clairsentience, 

and clairaudience. 
IX. Work to dissolve the blocks to your psychic develop

ment. 

, 



c h a p t e r  2 

/tow to 

Contact Powers Greater 

Than Yourself and Get 

Real Help for Your ESP 

If ESP were just a parlor game or something to occupy a few 
men in ivory towers, we would have no reason to give it our 
attention. But it has a range of intensely practical applications 
stretching from the finding of a lost cuff link, acquiring fame 
and fortune, to achieving an intimate, personal relationship with 
the Creator of the Universe. 

Your place in the universe 

Since he first climbed down out of the trees and began to 
assert his dominion over the earth, man has intuitively sensed a 
purposeful, creative force underlying the manifestation he calls 
the Universe. The intricate detail of the atom repeats itself in 
ever more complex patterns which stretch into the vast galaxies 
of outer space. Throughout the great scheme of things, the or
der and intelligence is so obvious that no thinking individual 
can shrug it all off as a gigantic accident. 

History records many changes in man's understanding of the 
details which make up our world, but the creative intelligence 
and power behind it all remains forever unchanged. Most men 
agree to call this intelligent force God, and the seeking of a 

45 
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personal relationship with it religion. The plain fact is you can't 
go it alone. God is the life and the very substance of your being, 
whether you like it or not! You will find life . a much richer ex
perience when you have surrendered your separateness and re
placed it with a living religion. 

Modem psychology confirms the necessity of religion to our 
mental health. The brand or denomination is not important: 
but if an individual is to be a "whole being," it is essential 
that he establish a satisfying relationship with the power he 
recognizes as God. Religious diversity is good. It provides a 
channel of experience and expression for the varied natural in
clinations and aptitudes of the hodgepodge we call mankind. 
But within it all there are many threads of essence, common 
truths and manifestations which truly bind the entire species 
of man to the loving worship of one true God, though they may 
call Him (or It) (or even Them ) by a thousand different names. 

One of these threads is love. We find it even in the fiercest 
-

oriental-despot type deities conceived by primitive man. The 
deepest experience of God's love is a common meeting place 
of all religions. This is the glorious union with everything that 
is, which is best described as the mystic experience. We will 
devote a whole chapter to "How to Use Your ESP to Establish 
a Personal Relationship with God." But meanwhile we want to 
look at another of the threads which bind the many religions 
into one. 

Most of the religious scripture of our world is believed by 
its adherents to have come to man directly from God. How
ever, a study of the scriptures themselves reveals that they pur
port to have come by the intervention of spirit entities on God's 
behalf. For instance, the great religion, Islam, grew out of a 
series of mystical conversations between Mohammed and an 
entity or entities described at different places in the Koran as 
the Spirit, the Holy Spirit, and the Angel Gabriel. Or in the 
story of the beginnings of Christianity we find, right in the 
first chapter of Luke: 
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And there appeared unto him an angel of the Lord standing 
the right side of the altar of incense. And when Zacharias 

saw him, he was troubled and fear fell upon him. But the angel 
said unto him, "Fear not, Zacharias: for thy prayer is heard; 

· and thy wife Elizabeth shall bear thee a son and thou shalt call 
, name John." And Zacharias said unto the angel, "Whereby 
· shall I know this? For I am an old man, and my wife well 

in years." 
And the angel answering said unto him, "I am Gabriel, that• 

; in the presence of God; and am sent to speak unto thee, 
• and to show these glad tidings. And behold, thou shalt be dumb, 
' and not able to speak, until the day that these things shall be 

. because thou believest not my words, which shall 
fulfilled in their season." 

Certainly �pirit contact didn't end with the last accepted 
of scnpture. Down through the ages into the present 

men pray. They pray to the Saints, the Virgin Mary, Jesus 
Nazareth, or directly to God; and they expect to be heard. 
its very definition, any form of prayer is an attempt at spirit 

Our purpose in this chapter is to unfold your ability to 
those spirit beings who can and will be of the utmost 

to you all the rest of your life. In other words we will 
How to be sure of an answer to all our prayers. We will 
by learning to contact your own higher self. 

to use ESP to contact your higher self 

The logical first subject for an attempt at spirit contact is 
ever present entity, your higher self. The ancient occult 

tell us to begin by purifying the temple. Naturally 
temple referred to is your mind-body, even as Jesus referred 

.
·
. his body when he said that he could rebuild the temple in 

days. It stands to reason that the higher elements of life 
not be attracted to a body which is in a run down or de

condition. 
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Here common sense is the watchword. It isn't necessary to 
give up any of life's pleasures, but we should avoid overindul
gence of all kinds. The healthier the body, the sharper will be 
its means of perception, both physical and extrasensory. We 
won't dwell further on purifying your temple except to say that 
purity of thought is of even more importance than purity of 
the strictly physical temple. Your response from the spirit reahns 
will always come in harmony with your dominant mood at the 
time you seek the contact. Let's take care to seek the higher 
self only after we have cleansed our mind of its collected neg
ative thoughts. 

Now find a quiet place where you will not be disturbed and 
begin to seek the contact. There is a part of your being which 
already exists on the higher planes of life. It is the seat of all 
your morality, and a source of inspiration and positive impulses. 
It is so much higher than what you normally consider to be '
yourself that it is easier to comprehend if we think of it as a 
separate personality and give it a name. For many years I have 
called my higher self "George," but you should pick the name 
for yours which seems most appropriate for you. For ease of 
illustration, I will use the name "George" for your higher self 
in the following exercise: 

Relax in your quiet place and fill your mind with thoughts 
of peace, prosperity, harmony, health, abundance, love, and 
joy. Briefly run through our basic exercise for psychic develop
ment to sharpen your receptivity. Then call George by name, 
saying something like: "George, we have been together for a 
long time. Now I am ready to get better acquainted. What 
should I be learning from you, now?" 

Expect an answer through one or more of your rapidly devel
oping channels of ESP. No one can describe the thrill of that 
first contact, no matter how slight it may later seem. With a 
little patience you will get your response! You can talk over all 
your problems with George, and get surprisingly helpful an
swers. Remember the response doesn't have to come in a loud 

' 
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' 
, voice or a thunderclap. Your awareness of the little things and 

: understanding of their meaning is the secret of successful re-
ception. Practice regularly, and pay attention! Ask George to 
set the mental tone for each day before you get out of bed in 
the morning. This contact is the most basic, and it is certainly 
worth all the effort necessary to establish it. 

' How to receive guidance and help from our 
"older brothers" in the next dimension 

' 
• 

Again let's start our approach with a peak at the occult lore 
of the ages. Throughout the mass of occult literature there runs 
the thread of the concept of the Divine Hierarchy. This Di
vine Hierarchy is said to be an organization of members of the 
spirit world, headed by the ascended masters and staffed with 

. many devoted workers whose last earth lives were spent in 
· study and earnest spiritual service to mankind. The express 

. · purpose of this organization is the upliftment of mankind and 
· the furthering of its progress or evolution along spiritual lines. 
' Contact with the Hierarchy can be most beneficial along 

'u as well as spiritual paths. When you have identified 
own teacher and clearly established your contact, you can 

tangible help of any sort you need. In the next section 
will look closely at several specific examples of help in find
a better job, a perfect wife, and a whole new path of spir

unfoldment; but first we will begin our approach to the 
of this help. 

Your own higher self is the best means of introduction to 
spirit teacher. Go to your quiet place and contact your 

self by the method we just explained. When you are 
of the presence, say something like, "George, I am ready 

seek my first conscious contact with my spirit teacher, please 
me now." Repeat your request, then relax and await the 

Again it is necessary to be alert and aware of the 
things which are slightly out of the ordinary. 

your spirit teacher is himself (or herself ) a complete 
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entity, the method of response may be much more varied than 
the normally internal response of your "George." It would be 
quite normal to feel a gentle touch on some part of your body, 
or a cool breath on your cheek. Or you might see a ball of mist 
before you, one or more lights of almost any size, or even a full 
size human shape in a soft misty light. You may hear a voice 
in your ear, or feel a wave of electricity pass through your 
body, or you may simply be impressed with a new thought of 
some kind. 

When you recognize that first response, answer immediately. 
Don't choke up with fear! This is a normal and natural occur
rence. Answer with a heartfelt, "Thank you," and, "It's wonder
ful to know you are here." Then ask for the name of your teacher 
and the recognition symbol he will send to let you know of his 
presence. As you progress in this work you will undoubtedly 
attract many teachers. Each will have his owu recognition sym-
bol so you can know who is with you at all times. . 

To you doubters: This is not a bunch of hogwash! The spirit 
world is just as real as the material, and it is certainly as im
portant to you. Give this a good solid, open-mind�d try befor

_
e 

you dismiss it as nonsense! One good contact IS all that IS 
necessary to show you its reality. 

How beings from the next dimension can 
help you 

A few words of why may make this particular how a little 
easier to understand. Why should beings from the next di
mension want to help you? Our answer comes clearly from the 
concept of one God, one universe, one life, and one conscious
ness. Dwellers in the spirit world, not blinded by the demands 
of our kind of physical existence, naturally understand this. 
They know that we are all one in essence, and their individual 
progress is best furthered by contributing to the overall prog
ress of the species. 

Obviously there is only a small portion of our present popula-
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which is ready to accept the reality of spirit helpers and 
to work with them. So you are extremely important as a 

channel for their work down here. This is merely a 
of the ancient truism, "As you turn to God, God 

turns to you." We are saying, "As you turn to the spirit world, 
·. it turns eagerly to you." One of the best avenues of growth for 

on the spirit side of life is active help and participation 
the evolution of those souls who are currently struggling for 

within the confines of a material body. Thus we can be 
of the wonderful mutuality of spirit �elationships-helping 
helps them! · 

' 

Now specifically how can they help you? Any way you can 
another flesh and blood human being helping, and a 

ways knowu only to spirit! Let's look at some real life 

• A man was completing his divorce, and seriously wondering 
there is such a thing as true marital bliss on this earth. He 

begun to study and search for spiritual truth, however, 
during a period of extreme loneliness he reached a new 

He reasoned: I have just conclusively proved 
my judgement in the area of marriage is such that I am 

unqualified to choose a mate for myself. But I am not 
to accept a sentence of loneliness for the rest of my life, 

I must seek help from a higher intelligence. 
the quiet of his apartment he reached out for contact 
his spirit teacher, and asked for help like this : "Professor, 

that Infinite Spirit knows the whereabouts of the per-
companion for me. I know that, of myself, I have not 

vision to pick her, but Spirit can. I ask your help in 
me to her now. Thank you for this gift of divine com

" He repeated this request each evening at bed
talking to his professor just as you would talk to a friend 

who you were sure really wanted to help you. 
less than two weeks he felt a powerful urge to visit a 

church. There a medium told him that a wonderful girl 
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was about to enter his life; and followed with a description 
which included her hair style and color, the color of her eyes, 
and her first name. He continued his daily prayer, and two 
weeks later met t;he girl who matched the medium's descrip
tion, but at another church not previously known to himself or 
the medium. The couple's spiritual affinity was obvious from 
the very beginning, and each found a depth of feeling and 
companionship more wonderful than either had dared dream 
possible. They have been happily married for many years now, 
and the passage of time has added nothing but richness to their 
relationship. This was not coincidence or accident! It was the 
certain working of spiritual law. Your birthright is fullness of 
joy and expression on all planes and in all areas of your life. 
Now is the time to claim it! 

Another man became interested in working with the spirit 
• 

world, but it seemed that he could find no time for study or 
meditation. In order to hold his job, he was required to attend 
meetings in the evening on almost no notice and with such 
regularity that it made any kind of class work out of the ques
tion. He came to me for advice and we reasoned together as 
follows: In this materially oriented civilization it is absolutely 
necessary for a man to work and earn the kind of comfortable 
living he feels his family deserves. However, a balanced lifo 
must also include time for recreation, a normal home life, and 
spiritual study. Naturally the man agreed, but then came tho 
problem: I obviously need to find a different job where I can 
still make a good living, but I can't afford to quit and go sev· 
eral weeks without income, and I certainly don't have time for 
job hunting while I'm on my present schedule. 

But here was a problem tailor made for spirit help. He was 
. really trying to meet all his obligations and still find time for 
spiritual work. The only missing factor appeared to be his per·

. mission for spirit to help him. He entered his own place ol 
silence and simply presented his problem to his spirit teachcn 

• 
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·: with a heartfelt request for help. He repeated this process each 

'· evening just before retiring. 
On the afternoon of the fourth day he received a phone call 

from an old business acquaintance, asking if he knew of any· 
. one who might be available for a position with his company. 
The old associations were fresh and pleasant enough that it 
took only two telephone conversations to agree on terms and 

. · salary for the new job. He immediately gave notice, and two ' 

weeks later he began his new career, but this time with ample 
1 opportunity for his spiritual studies. Happily he remembered 
' his obligation to spirit, and he has progressed wonderfully in 
·' . spiritual things while steadily improving his economic lot. 
, Let's look at one more quick one before we move along. A 
; woman was waiting for the traffic signal to change at a busy 
; Intersection. Just as it turned to "go" she reached for the gear 

shift to move on, but somehow her hand grabbed the ignition 
· ·key and turned off the motor instead. While she was restarting 

motor, a speeding vehicle came from nowhere through the 
Intersection against the light. That evening in her quiet place • 

received this answer from her spirit teacher, "The only way 
could keep you from being hit in that intersection was to 

your hand turn off the motor." Yes, many serious mis· 
are avoided by the direct intervention of beneficent spirit 

Again a word of caution is in order. Just because a person 
to you without a physical body is not total assurance 

he ( or she ) knows any more about the true nature of life 
you do. We are given this admonition in the Bible: Be

believe not every spirit, but try the spirits whether they 
of God: because many false prophets are gone out into the 

( 1 John 4 :1 . )  
John continues by prescribing a test: Hereby know ye the 

of God: Every spirit that confesseth that Jesus Christ is 
in the flesh is of God: And every spirit that confesseth not 
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that Jesus Christ is come in the flesh is not of God: and this is 
that spirit of antichrist, whereof ye have heard that it should 
come; and even now already is it in the world. ( 1  John 4:2, 3. ) 

In modem language, treat any new spirit with the same 
friendly but cautious reserve you would use on a stranger who 
knocked on your front door. See that he qualifies himself to you 
by his words and actions before you place too much trust in 
him. 

Your spirit guides and protectors 

It will pay you to spend as much time as possible getting ac
quainted with your spirit teacher. When you can recognize his 
presence easily, and your confidence in him is born out of your 
own happy experience, you are ready to meet other members 
of your spirit band. It is not 1musual for one earth being to 
work with a band of from six to twenty-four spirits who devote 
a great deal of time to the affairs of just this one group. The 
composition of your group will be unique in character, match
ing your own special personality. The direction of your natural 
talents and aptitudes is often obvious from the backgrounds 
and earthly occupations of the closer members of your band. 

If you want to be a musician for instance, you will undoubt
edly find several musicians in your group; but you will also 
probably find a doctor, two or three American Indians, an art
ist, and business manager. Each one comes to fulfill a specific 
function in furthering your spiritual progress and such work 
for spirit as you may be inspired to undertake. 

Most of us don't regularly recognize every member of our 
band, but this isn't mandatory. A friend can accomplish many 
favors for you while you are unaware of his efforts. Again this is 
that wonderfully mutual situation where helping you helps 
them, so always give thanks to your teachers for your "lucky 
breaks"; but don't worry too much about which individual ar
ranged them for you. 

. . .  ·- -------------
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As your spiritual unfoldment progresses, you will experience 
new urges toward achievement along some line of creative en

. · deavor, and this may attract new members into your band. 
· One woman began her serious study of the spirit world and 

soon felt a vague urge to paint. At about the same time she 
noticed two new presences during her meditations, and politely 
asked them how they would identify themselves. Each showed 
her a symbol of a painting in a golden frame, one was a land

. acape, the other a portrait. Thus she learned how these two 
.· apirits hoped to improve their knowledge and ability to paint 
by helping her. She spent several days in the library reading 
about artists and techniques before she finally bought her first 

. artist's supplies. The beautiful work she now turns out is a de
to her family and friends. It carries a shimmering ethereal 

and somehow seems to bring a personal message to 
individual who stops to admire it. 

Spirit is interested in the unfoldment of you! Your spirit 
are capable of helping in any way you will accept. But 

will never act as servants in the sense of doing things for 
that you should do for yourself. However, they will be 

in their assistance of your unfoldment in any way that 
add beauty or inspiration to life. The more people who 

to benefit from your success, the greater will be spirit's 
on your behalf. In elementary physics we learn of sirn

machines by which man has been able to amplify his puny 
The lever, the pulley, and the inclined plane are ex

By these simple devices man gains what is called a 
advantage. Similarly, by working with the spirit 

man gains a spiritual advantage which can manifest as 
help in any worthwhile undertaking. 

Enjoy your newly found friends. You will find them loyal and 
But remember that working with spirit is like using a 
machine. Spirit will happily amplify the force that you 

but you must supply some force. 

. ' 
- . . . -

· 
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How to reach out to the infinite 

The purpose of all life seems to be continuous unfoldment or 
evolution. Through the law of natural selection nature tends 
constantly to improve each species by the survival and repro
duction of the fittest. Man often tampers with this law of selec
tion for his own benefit. By scientific breeding, the poultry of 
today has been made s� much better than that of just fifty 
years ago that you wouid no longer buy meat from the older 
strains. Luther Burbank became world famous for his develop
ment of superior plants. Everywhere, man is helping nature do 
things better. The only major exception seems to be in the im
provement of the species of mankind itself. 

But what is necessary to the improvement of the species, 
my fellow beings? Logically it is the same basic kind of co
operation with nature that has improved everything else. How
ever in man's case we encounter one big difference. As a self 
conscious, abstract thinking entity; one man is quite the same 
in his evolutionary potential as a whole species of plants or 
lower animals. You can exercise a process of planned evolution 
upon yourself and produce results every bit as startling and im
portant as Luther Burbank achieved with his plants. In doing 
so, you will blaze a new path to achievement for all the souls 
who follow after. 

The path of self-improvement or unfoldment logically leads 
us into a deeper and more meaningful relationship with the 
source of all life, the Creator of the Universe. The history of 
man's seeking this at-one-ment with God reveals two quite dif
ferent paths; the inner path of love, called mysticism; and 
the outer path of power, called occultism. Let's examine them 
briefly as follows. 

The Mystic's Approach 

Traditionally, the mystic spends a life of quiet contempla
tion, experiencing God's love in the sunshine and rain, the birds 
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bees, flowers, trees, and even the thorns. The mystic rea
: since God is infinite, he is equally present everywhere; 

by contemplation of the essence of my own beingness I must 
experience deity at the center of my being. And through 

I will feel my oneness with all of creation. The keynote 
the mystic is love of everything as the ultimate form of wor

of God. 

:, . The Occult Approach 
The occult approach is one of action. The occultist reasons: 

great unseen forces which created the universe must still 
operating or it would collapse back into the nothingness 

whence it came. So by learning to direct these forces I 
influence the course of creation and thus become more 

one with God by performing more of his creative func
The keynote of the occultist is achievement as the ul

demonstration of worship of God. 

' The Balanced, Combined Approach 
, The great pitfall of mysticism is the development of a beau
. loving) mpracticality of existence, while the danger fac

the occultist is the tendency to become a coldly calculating 
Either one is way out of balance! But the solu

te this problem is obvious. Why not follow a combined 
balancing the coldly practical occultism with the 

of deep mystical experience? This will be the theme 
our study of practical applications of ESP and spirit 

The truly s�iritual approach to the infinite is loving 
of the self to improving all areas of the particular. 

. richer and fuller your life, the more you are fulfilling your 
as a thinking being. 

to gain complete personal protection 

have looked at several examples of spirit help that amount 
of your physical being. Now let's discuss ways 
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and means of insuring this help for you, not only for your phys
ical being, but also for all your physical, mental, emotional, and 
spiritual affairs. 

Our example from the science of physics is again in point. 
Spirit generally works by amplifying your own efforts, so we 
must look first at what you can do to help yourself. 

In discussing what they call accident-prone people, modern 
psychologists recognize the fact that most accidents are at
tracted. It is a short step from there to the realization that acci
dents never just happen, they are caused by people; and the 
happy occurrences which save others from harm are also caused 
by people. Your studies are making you more and more aware 
of the unseen forces whose existence provide your means of 
extrasensory experience. Even our scientifically oriented society 
is accustomed to similar unseen things-at least one airliner 
crash was attributed to interference with the crafts communi
cation system by a tiny transistor radio being operated in the 
passenger cabin. 

We can logically infer that there is some quality of human 
consciousness which attracts trouble and _ accidents, and some 
other quality which tends to repel them. Some people manife�t 
a certain intensity of consciousness that overshadows even theu 
physical senses to a degree, and may make others within their 
proximity downright uncomfortable. This is the consciousness 
of the accident-prone, the jinx that attracts disaster of all shapes 
and sizes. We all produce some degree of this negative con
sciousness when we become tense or overanxious, and simply 
learning to eliminate these conditions will be a major step for
ward. The greater your success in achieving the relaxed aware
ness we discussed in Chapter 1, the more you will be eliminating 
the sources of trouble. The achievement of a reasonable degree 
of relaxed awareness is a prerequisite for obtaining effective 
protection through the aid of our friends in the spirit world. 

Let's contemplate the nature of the next dimension as a 
means of understanding the mechanics of spirit protection. 

�--
-

- -- -
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the impediment of the sluggish reactions of dense 

, dwellers in the spirit realms must find the mind to be 
somewhat different tool than it is on our lower earth plane. 

Here below, thought is certainly creative, but it is impeded by the inertia of material objects. But mental creation and even -
in the spirit realms is essentially instantaneous. This also 

a completely different meaning to the concept of time. 
to a tremendous extent, each spirit lives in a world of his 

mental creation; and this is formed at first from the be
and quality of consciousness he brought with him from his 

life. Then it is modified by his newly acquired knowledge 
experience as his spirit life progresses. 

Thus a criminal or ne'er-do-well passing into spirit will prob
enter a world of misery and hate such as we might expect 

mind to create. Now if such an entity should wander into 
)U quiet place and try to communicate with you, you would 

in danger of being deceived or even driven toward some 
act. Our Bible often speaks of spirit possession as an 
like any other disease. Modern science pooh-poohs 

as ancient superstition, but there are those in mental hos
today who might return to normal lives with a little old

"casting out of 'evil' spirits." Since such entities will 
enter a thought atmosphere which is compatible with 
own, you can best avoid them by maintaining an attitude 

happy spiritual aspiration. Fill your quiet place with your 
bright spiritual light, then you can expect the most help 
your spirit band. 

Let's return to our Bible for help in this understanding. 
is associated with light-And God said, Let there be · 

and there was light. And God saw the light, that it was 
and God divided the light from the darkness. ( Genesis 

4.) In the world of spirit, those who have gained under
live in the light, while the confused souls dwell in a 
of their own creation. Now if you have been in a dark 

for some time, and someone suddenly turns on a bright 

- - - ----;, 
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light, you experience a very real discomfort. In much the same 
way, those spirits who dwell in the darkness cannot stan� a 
bright spiritual light. Thus your effective prayer for. protectiOn 
is:  I dwell in the bright Christ Light, all goodness rs attract.ed 
to me, and nothing of the darkness can come near me; I grvc 
thanks for the wonderful light. 

Use this prayer each time you enter your quiet pla
.
ce for 

meditation and any time you feel uncomfortable. Spmt pro
tection is ;ours for the asking. It can be the most positive �n
flucnce in your life. Use the little prayer just on ge�eral pn�
ciples at least five times every day-I dwell in tl�e bnght Chnst 
Light, all goodness is attracted to me, and nothmg of the dark
ness can come near me; I give thanks for the wonderful hght. 

Your special place in the divine scheme 
of things 

Wherever we look in this tremendous universe, we see order 
and organization. From the tiny particles which make up one 
atom, to the vast galaxies of space, man has observed a con
sistent manifestation of law and intelligence which keeps the 
electrons in their orbits around the atomic nuclei and the plan
ets in their paths around the suns. If this were not so, the 
universe would disintegrate into a giant chaotic mess. Back of 
all manifestation is an Intelligence minute enough to control 
individual electrons, yet vast enough to direct the course of 
whole galaxies. There can be no doubt that this Infinite Intelli
gence has some sort of a master plan for the development of 
its manifestations. 

From our vantacre point astride this speck of dust we call 
the earth, we are i� position to understand only a tiny fraction 
of the Creator's over-all plan. But how much is a fraction of 
infinity? The part we can experience now is close cn?ugh to 
infinite that we won't know the difference for many mcarna
tions to come. Now how shall we perceive mankind's part in 
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the Divine Plan? How shall you discover your special part 
of it? 

Life, as we are able to observe it, is embarked on an ap
parently endless spiral of evolution or improvement. So far, 
man is the only earthly manifestation of self-consciousness 
with the power of choice best described as initiative and selec
t ion. Therefore we are the first earth beings with the power to 
choose whether or not we will cooperate with the laws of evo
lution. To continue to ignore the laws leaves us no worse off 
than we have ever been, but what is the potential reward of 
complete cooperation? Isn't it the achievement of a new level 
of consciousness where man understands the true meaning of 
being created in the image and likeness of God? 

In truth, \ve are intended to grow into the realization that 
man is God in potential, here and now! And we should begin 
to demonstrate this truth by manifesting beauty, peace, abun
dance, love, and joy as a beacon of hope for all those who have 
uot yet grown to this beautiful realization. Now why are you 
No important to this Divine Plan? Precisely because this great 
realization must be experienced by individuals! Since the 
realization and the power both exist only deep within the re
cesses of individual beingness, you as an individual are the only 
uvenue through which mankind can achieve this great evo
lutionary advance. Thus, as you help yourself the most, you 
simultaneously make your most important contribution to the 
advancement of mankind. 

You are entitled to tangible help from spirit in every phase 
of your existence. But isn't it logical that spirit will tend to 
shower the greatest help on those who are consciously striving 
for the advancement of the common cause by the sincere im
provement of their own beings? The Master left us this same 
thought when he said: And seek ye not what ye shall eat, or 
what ye shall drink, neither be ye of doubtful mind. For lzll 
these things do the nations of the world seek after: and your 
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Father knoweth that ye have need of these things. But rather 
seek ye the kingdom of God; and all these things shall be added 
unto you. 

Spiritual growth is the key to all progress, happiness, fullill
ment and joy. Join your spirit teachers in mutual seeking and 
you will unfold a life of joy beyond the limits of imagination. 

Points to Remember 
I. All major religions have a heritage of spirit contact. 

II. Purify your "temple" before seeking contact. 
III. Start by contacting your higher self. 
N. Ask your higher self to introduce you to your spirit 

teachers. 
V. Ask for help whenever you need it. 

VI. Live always in the bright light of spirit protection. 
VII. Find your place in the Divine Plan and grow in joy, 

usefullness and fulflllment. 

/tow to 

- - -- - -·---- - - - � - ---------

c h a p t e r  3 

Attain Perfect Health 

for Yourself and Others 

.•. Let's begin our quest for perfect health by agreeing that any 
is good, regardless of the method by which it is at

Some religious and occult sects preach against doctors 
medicines, but this is obviously foolishness. Divine pro

is a fact for many of the faithful, but if you have a 
problem, it simply shows that you haven't yet at

the perfect consciousness of protection. So why suffer 
when medicine can help? 

I 
I 

value of modern medicine 

11  
The science of medicine has unquestionably grown up into 

adulthood. Through applied research, it has 
doubled our average life expectancy in the last fifty 

and made the process of daily living more comfortable 
the way. As the frontiers of medicine push ever forward, 
killer diseases of years ago are one by one becoming only 

· 
. .  memories. To deny the good works of medicine would be 

but to consider it the only hope or the omnipotent 
of disease would be equally silly. Let's quickly agree 

· there is a time when any prudent individual would con
a competent medical doctor. 

63 
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Certainly you would expect to let a good doctor set your 
broken leg or stitch up a nasty cut. And for any persistent ache 
or pain, it is a good idea to let your physician decide whether 
there is an organic problem. Then pay attention to his diagnosis 
and submit to expert treatment. But we should carefully un
derstand that doctors treat the symptoms, or at best the sec
ondary causes of our symptoms. The physician's field is 
basically restricted to treatment of your physical body; but we 
will clearly see that all disease originates in the mental or astral 
bodies. Your doctor does his best with the knowledge and tools 
at his command, but without your help in removing the mental 
and emotional causes underlying the symptoms, his results are 
bound to be limited both in scope and duration. 

Don't be misled by this line of reasoning. Some people re
fuse to take aspirin for a headache because it "doesn't cure the 
cause." But others take aspirin and find that they are much 
more comfortable while waiting for nature to remove the cause. 
And it seems to take the same length of time with or without the 
medication. There is no reason for you to be foolish about it. 
Use anything that will help! 

Then if you should happen to be one of the many people who 
enjoy a physical problem that medicine has not yet cured (or 
perhaps even found a name for ),  you can join that growing 
group of sincere spiritual workers for the comfort and uplift
ment of man. We call them spiritual healers. Most of us who 
become interested in spiritual healing do so because of personal 
experience in an area of modern medicine which has not pro
gressed far enough to cure our problem. Then when spiritual 
healing works for us, we somehow feel bound to repay oor 
spirit friends by helping others. As is so often true in this work, 
you will find that the best way to help yourself is to set out to 
learn how to help others. So let's start helping ourselves now b:v 
learning the rudiments of spiritual healing. 

·�-· - - - ----------------
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How you can become a spiritual 
healer 

65 

The big advantage of the spiritual healer is his approach to 
the individual as a spiritual entity-a whole being, consisting 
of a soul which is manifesting through mental, emotional, and 
physical bodies. A simple recognition of the vital energy flow 
from the emotional body to the physical, as directed by the 
mental body (or mind ),  gives the healer more ammunition 
than all the scalpels and antibiotics in the country. You will 
learn that every physical symptom is the result of a maladjust
ment in the energy flow coming into the solid body. Careful 
cooperation between the patient, the healer, and the spirit 
forces can always correct the adjustment and bring about the 
return to the original health state of the divine archetype. 

With only a little practice, you can learn to see the energy 
field around yourself or your patient, so you will know that 
we are not carrying on a modern witch hunt. The field of en
ergy which holds your physical body in shape and vitalizes 
it is known as the aura. It is most easily noticed around the 
head or the fingers; but it actually permeates your physical 
body, and extends beyond it in all directions for several inches 
in the easily visible spectra and for much greater distances 
in the finer, less visible vibrations. Your first glimpse of your 
own aura is important because it proves that your body is much 
more than a mere pile of clay. It is a new look at the livingness 
which is you! 

The aura is light. Now if you want to get a careful look at any 
subtle light source, how do you go about it? Naturally you try 
to set up conditions that provide a minimum of interference 
from other light sources or variegated backgrounds. For your 
first attempt to see your aura, try this simple experiment : 

Sit in a room that is dark except for one or two candles burn
Ing on the table. Spread a few pieces of clean white paper on 
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the table and against the wall to provide as unbroken a white 
background as possible. Now hold your hands at a comfortable 
reading distance in front of you with the palms facing each 
other and the fingers comfortably curved. Bring your hands 
near each other until the fingers almost touch, then slowly pull 
them apart for a distance of three to five inches. Stare carefully 
at the space between the tips of your fingers as you move your 
hands slowly together and then apart. Soon you will notice the 
shafts of light running between your fingers. You may sense 
the vibrations more like the waves of heat that we often see 
rising from a dark surface on a hot day. But whether you see 
light or vibration, watch it stretch thin as you move your 
fingers apart, then grow fatter as the fingers come closer to
gether again. 

Continue the exercise and notice how you are using your 
eyes when the aura of your fingers seems most visible. Then 
try to see the aura around your head in a mirror, using your 

. eyes the same way. Next, observe the effect on the aura around 
your head when you bring your open hand near it. Then try 
a mental exercise:  see if you can expand the visible aura around 
your head by willing it. Can you vary its shape? How about 
changing its color? 

Since the aura is a special kind of light, we can learn to turn 
it into a healing light. This, too, is a matter of will. You have 
mentally affected the aura around your head, and the same 
principles apply to any part we choose to work with. Start 
controlling the energy around your hands and directing it to 
become a most beneficial healing agency for anyone you touch 
with this light-energy. A good exercise for developing your 
healing faculty is to sit before a mirror and hold up your hands 
like a saint giving the benediction; then ask your spirit teachers 
to join you in sending forth the healing energy to bless all 
mankind. Feel your hands tingle as the healing energy flows 
out of them. Regular practice of this universal healing exercise 
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will improve your effectiveness and prepare you for the time 
when you need to help someone close to you ( or even your
self ) by using your wonderful new healing hands. 

You will have an unquestionably positive effect on all who 
cooperate. An excellent example of the need for your patient's 
cooperation came in my relationship with a lady in the business 
world. Because we worked fairly close together, I learned that 
she often suffered from headaches. One day I offered to help 
her get rid of a bad one she obviously suffered from at the 
moment. Without telling her what I was doing, I worked with 
the spirit forces to manipulate the healing energies and easily 
removed the psychic block which was causing the trouble. In 
less than five minutes her headache was completely gone and 
she was very thankful for the assistance. However, she was a 
rather high-strung individual and managed to produce a new 
block for herself every few days. For several weeks I was able 
to cure each headache with dispatch. But finally her curiosity 
got the better of her and she pointedly asked me how I did this . 
She had a strong anti-religious prejudice, and my explanation 
unfortunately angered her. From that day forward, I was com
pletely unable to relieve her pain. Her elimination of the ele
ment of receptivity blocked the flow of beneficial energy from 
my hands and even from my spirit helpers, so she resumed her 
use of aspirin and tranquillizers. 

The example serves to illustrate two important points. First 
receptivity, or at least the absence of conscious resistance, is 
definitely required. But second, and perhaps more important, 
the energy flow itself works primarily on the symptoms. So 
without the removal of the mental cause, it is no more able to 
effect a permanent cure than the aspirin. The only way to 
produce a permanent cure is to move from the mind through 
the emotions to the physical. Let's begin to examine the follow
ing basic steps in spiritual healing. 
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The five steps to spiritual healing 

We will examine the five steps to spiritual healing in detail, 
but first here they are in brief: 

1. Determine the broad mental cause and explain it to the 
patient. 

2. Invoke spirit world help in breaking the basic thought
reaction patterns of the cause, and healing of the mental, 
emotional, and physical bodies. 

3. With the cooperation of spirit, apply the healing light 
to the afflicted area. ( laying on of the hands ) 

4. Assist the patient in establishing healthy new mental and 
emotional patterns to prevent further outbreaks. ( He 
must change his . way of reacting. ) 

5. Keep up the prayer and healing work until the patient 
has completely recovered. 

How to determine the mental cause of 
illness or disease 

Obviously no one can make a simple table that says exactly 
what thought pattern causes each physical disorder. Life isn't 
nearly that simple. Apparently identical thought patterns in 
two different individuals may cause a heart attack in one and 
nothing worse than a simple headache in the other. However 
there is some general correlation between the major negative 
thought patterns and broad groups of physical troubles. In 
The Miraculous Laws of Universal Dynamics, I presented a 
table of mental poisons and their general symptoms. It seems 
useful to reproduce it here with only minor variations from the 
original. 

The table should be studied like a mystical poem, for the 
feeling it produces within you, not for specific case informa .. 
tion. 

Obviously everyone living here on this earth still has a few 
negative thought patterns. It will pay you well to look within 
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Table of Mental Poisons and Their Symptoms 

Mental Poison 

1. Resentment, bitter
ness, hatred. 

2. Confusion, frustra
tion, anger. 

3. Anxiety, impatience, 
greed. 

4. Cynicism, pessimism, 
defeatism. 

5. Revulsion, fear, guilt. 

6. Antagonism, inferior
ity, introversion. 

Resulting Symptoms 

Skin rash, boils, blood dis
orders, allergies, heart 
trouble, stiff joints. 

Common colds, pneu
monia, tuberculosis, dis
orders of the respiratory 
tract, eyes, nose and 
throat, asthma. 

High blood pressure, mi
graine headaches, ulcers, 
nearsightedness, hard of 
hearing, heart attacks . 

Low blood pressure, 
anemia, polio, diabetes, 
leprosy, low income, kid
ney disorders. 

Accidents, cancer, per
sonal failure, poverty, 
poor sex, "bad blood." 

Allergies, headaches, lack 
of friends, heart murmur, 
accidents. 
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yourself and root out as many as possible before they have a 
chance to cause more trouble. For every negative pattern of 
your own that you notice, you will find that you have a neat 
bit of mental gymnastics by which you justify harboring such 
a dangerous felon. It will be an excellent exercise for you to 
write down each justification, then study it carefully to detect 
the basic flaw in your reasoning. Now throw out the negative 
pattern, but keep your understanding of the flaw in your ra
tionalization to use in helping someone else get rid of the same 
sort of mental poison. 
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Whether the patient is yourself, a loved one, or a complete 
stranger, his (or her) cooperation and straight-forward honesty 
are the keys to success in this part of the treatment. ·with en
thusiastic spirit cooperation you may accomplish a perfect 
physical healing, but unless you also break up the mental cause, 
you will discover that the healing is short lived. This is what 
Jesus meant when he so often cautioned someone he had just 
healed, Go, and sin no more. The only sins in the universe are 
negative thought patterns and their manifestations. 

So how do you discover your patient's mental cause? If it is 
yourself, by detached introspection, if someone else, by psychic 
communication and the art of conversation. Caution your pa
tient of the need for directness and honesty, then ask a few 
simple questions like: "What do you resent the most?" or, 
"Tell me briefly, what are you most ashamed of?" or, "If a 
good fairy gave you a choice of one person or condition to be 
removed from your life, what would you pick?" As you learn 
to relax during such sessions, you will find that you receive 
psychic impressions which will also help in your understand
ing of the problem. 

Now let's become fully aware of a most important point. You 
are not to be a judge! The Master cautioned us, Judge not, lest 
ye be judged. Then He demonstrated his practice of what he 
preached. For instance, there was His conversation with the 
woman taken in adultery. After they had been left alone, He 
asked her, Woman, where are those thine accusers? Hath no 
man condemned thee? 

She said, "No man, Lord." 
And Jesus said unto her, Neither do I condemn thee: go and 

sin no more. (John 8:10, 11. ) 
No matter how terrible a confession may seem, if you show 

the slightest revulsion or condemnation, you will lose any 
ability to help your patient. Discuss all problems with warmth 
and understanding, and be ever alert to hear the voice within 
which prompts us to say just the right thing to help your pa-

' 
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tient reach a new insight. This new understandin g is a major 
factor in the success, since the spirit world is bound to respect 
an individual's wishes. In other words, it is only when your 
patient wants to change his thought patterns and asks for 
help, that a permanent cure becomes possible. 

H<lw the spirit world helps break old 
reaction patterns 

O.K.-now your patient wants to change, and wants spirit 
help to accomplish it. Logically it's time to assist him in asking 
for it. First call on your own spirit teachers and ask them to 
invite your patient's teachers to join in prayer. Then pray aloud 
somewhat as follows: "Infinite Spirit, in its own way and 
through the agency of our wonderful helpers from the spirit 
world, is helping Joseph ( your patient) to break up all his 
negative mental and emotional patterns now. His mind is be
coming highly sensitized to notice his negative tendencies 
before they get a chance to manifest as emotions, thus he can 
choose to react with divine light and love to all situations. 
He is inspired to find the hidden good in all his experiences 
and seek always to let spirit express through him as harmony, 
health, wealth, peace, unfoldment and fulfillment. Thus he 
turns to God, and God answers with showers of blessings. We 
sit in the silence now, giving thanks for these wonderful 
changes." 

After a reasonable pause, repeat your prayer, then pause 
again. Continue until you or your patient feel some form of 
definite response from spirit. Spirit will always respood by 
sending positive thought vibrations to the mental body and 
soothing energy to the emotional body. Your patient may feel 
a wave of warmth pass through his physical body, or he may 
describe it as a tingling feeling like a mild electric shock. Others 
will simply feel a sensation of peace stealing through their 
being. If you have done your work properly, there will be a 
response from spirit! 
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You must expect your patient to feel this response. Your faith 
will help open the path for the downpouring of the beneficent 
energies. Now you are ready to add your own light to the help
ful spirit energies. 

How to apply the healing light to the 
afflicted area 

We opened this discussion with exercises to develop your 
aura vision and your ability to control and direct this visible 
part of the vital life force. With the help of your spirit teachers, 
you can direct this powerful force to cleanse and heal the pa
tient's physical body by application through his aura. Under
stand that the aura is light which is in the nature of pure emo
tional energy, and it can be directed by the mind to produce 
important tangible effects on the physical body. 

The process is simple. Ask your teachers to participate, then 
mentally direct the powerful light to flow from your aura into 
the afflicted area of the patient and exert a cleansing, healing 
influence on both the emotional and physical bodies. As you 
work in this way, you will make an interesting discovery : that 
you don't lose any vitality in your part of the process. If any
thing, you will feel invigorated by "giving a healing." This is 
because you are only acting as a pumping station for the vital 
energy that is present throughout the atmosphere, and many 
of your own needs will be met by the rush of vital energy 
through your system to that of your patient. How shall we go 
about this? 

If your patient is present, the best method of applying the 
healing energies is by the laying on of the hands. Prepare your 
patient by sitting him in a straight chair with the back turned 
around to one side, leaving you clear access to his spine and 
the seven major psychic centers. Prepare yourself by holding 
out your hands, palms up, and taking a deep breath. While 
holding the breath, mentally send a short prayer to your spirit 
teachers to help in directing the healing energies through you 

I 
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to the patient. Then hold your palms about four inches apart 
and feel the energy flowing between them. You can tell by the 
tingling sensations that one hand seems to be sending, while 
the other receives the energy your body is pumping between 
them, much like an electric circuit. 

Begin your treatment by placing your sending hand on or 
near the base of the patient's spine. Now hold your receiving 
hand about an inch above your patient's head, and move it 
around until you feel the maximum current flowing up into 
your outstretched pahn. At different times this flow of energy 
may feel hot or cold or just tingly, but you should always feel 
something, no matter how slight. Hold this position and let 
the current flow for something over sixty seconds. Then keep 
your receiving hand in place, but move your sending hand up 
to the area of the spleen center. Again hold this position and 
let the current flow for about a minute. Next, go on with your 
sending hand to the point on the spine directly behind the 
solar plexus and let the energy flow some more. Repeat the 
process for each of the first six psychic centers. When you are 
ready to treat the seventh or crown center, move your receiv
Ing hand to the forehead directly above the eyes, and this time 
feel the flow from the crown center out through the brow 
center. As you get used to working with the energies, you will 
develop your own techniques and variations because some 
things will feel more natural and effective for you than others. 
This is good, since no two really effective healers ever seem to 
use identical techniques. Even the same individual healer will 
llnd his techniques evolving with time, and also adjusting 
themselves to meet the needs of particular patients. 

Now that you have cleared the seven major centers with your 
healing light, you are ready to concentrate on the specific area 
of your patient's symptoms. As best you can in the particular 
circumstances, get the afflicted area between the pahns of your 
hands and will the energy to flow again. It helps to mentally 
picture a rushing stream of light flowing from your sending 
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hand through the afflicted area and back into the receiving 
hand. Picture this light as the spiritual equivalent of a swirling 
torrent of water which sweeps everything of a diseased or 
negative nature before it, back into the nothingness from 
whence it came. 

End the treatment with a prayer of thanks to your spirit 
teachers and the Heavenly Father for the perfect healing of 
your patient. Visualize him as absolutely whole, complete, pure, 
and perfect, expressing more and more of the God-life as he 
continually grows in spiritual understanding. Then release him 
to God and go wash your hands, while mentally affirming that 
you are washing away any remaining trace of negativity. If you 
forget this ceremonial cleansing process of the hand washing, 
you may pick up a few of your patient's symptoms and wind 
up needing a healing for yourself. 

Don't get the iclea that this is just for 
professional healers! 

Y au can use it to help your spouse or child, or even your pet. 
And it will benefit your own spiritual growth for the trying. 
By willingly giving of yourself to help someone else, you make 
it easier for your teachers to send help to you. Don't scoff at 
this or shrug it off! Develop your healing ability now, so you 
will be ready to help someone who really needs it tomorrow 
or the day after. 

If you know of someone who needs healing help, but you 
can't be present, you can still participate. Go to your quiet 
place and call on your teachers to help. Then mentally picture 
the whole process being administered to the patient by your 
spirit healing teachers. Again end the treatment with a prayer 
of thanks and a visualization of your patient as absolutely 
whole and perfect. And again wash your hands for your own 
protection and to give a feeling of release for the treatment. 
This is called absent treatment. You will be amazed at the 
excellent results you get with just a little practice. 
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How to establish healthy mental ancl 
emotional reaction patterns 

1\"ow the healing is well under way, and our main concern 
is to prevent recurrence of the mental causes. A simple ex
planation of the interrelatedness of the whole of the human 
entity will be most beneficial. Logically show your patient that 
he i� a soul expressing through mental, emotional, and physical 
veh1cles; and he must look upon himself as a whole being rather 
than a group of isolated parts. Use the example of psycho
somatic medicine to demonstrate that the mind and emotions 
have a definite effect on the physical body. Then follow with 
the next step-a healthy mental and emotional pattern must 
have a �ositive, healing effect on the physical body. 

Convmce your patient that he can't afford to harbor nerra
tivit�. Then review the trouble areas you turned up wl�le 
seekmg the mental cause of his problems. Help him find new 
and positive attitudes to replace the newly up�ooted necrative 
ones. Review and repeat the teaching until you are con�nced 
you are really getting tln·ough to him. The ultimate success of 
the entire treatment depends on the effectiveness of the joint 
effort to change the underlying thought patterns. Your own 
completely. positive approach to life is the best possible argu
ment. It will show through your words and win for you if you 
have taken the trouble to develop it. Similarly, any negativity 
that you demonstrate will work to the detriment of the healing 
process, and could even make the patient worse. \Vork con
stantly to improve your personal attitudes and reactions to help 
yourself and your ability to inspire others. 

Keep working until the healing 
is complete 

Some healings are dramatic and instantaneous, but these are 
relatively rare, and they often degenerate into a later relapse. 
By far the most common and the surest healings are the result 
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of a form of growth. Now the most obvious quality of physical 
growth is its lack of noticeable speed. A seed sprouts and sends 
the first little shoot up through the ground, then the tiny plant 
slowly unfolds, and even more slowly grows into a bush or tree. 
The naked eye is not capable of registering the moment to 
moment progress of the growth of a plant or a human baby, 
but we know that it is growing all the same. Careful observa
tion from week to week or month to month reveals definite 
progress. 

Such is the normal progress of spiritual healing. New life 
and muscle is added to a shriveled limb or a useless eye, one 
cell at a time; and this only by faith and constant vigilance to 
prevent the negativity of the cause from returning. Certainly 
there are instantaneous healings like those recorded in the 
Bible as accomplishments of the Master, but if your initial at
tempts are not so spectacular, there is still no reason to give up. 
In the world of track, the distance nmner will tell you it's not 
so much the start, but the finish of the race that counts. Many 
a mile run has been won by a man who was fifty yards behind 
the leader at the half mile point. Success comes to the man 
who doesn't quit! A man who keeps trying in the face of failure 
is called dumb and stubborn until he succeeds, then he is 
lauded for his insight and p erseverance. You can't win a fight 
unless you get up one more time than you are knocked down! 

Keep your faith! Work until the healing is complete and can 
be verified by medical doctors or anyone else who may care 
to pay attention. 

Some seeds take longer than others to put a sprout above the 
ground. One sure way to prevent results is to keep digging 
up your seeds to see if they have started to sprout. The Master 
had an excellent bit of advice for this situation: If ye have 
faith as a grain of mustard seed, ye shall say unto this mountain, 
Remove hence to yonder place; and it shall remove; and 
nothing shall be impossible to you. (Matt. 17:20. ) 

....... . . ... · · --
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How to heal yourself 

77 

Basically the same five steps apply to a healing, whether it 
is given to yourself or to someone else; but it will be worth
while to review the process as it is applied to your own body 
and affairs. 

1. Determine the mental cause and explain it to the patient. 
This step always seems easier for someone else, just as it is easy 
to look over someone's shoulder and tell him what he is doing 
wrong. If your most objective searching fails to turn up the 
mental cause, ask your spirit teachers for help. Then pay care
ful attention; you will be tempted to shrug off the answer as 
not applying to you, but no matter how absurd it may seem at 
first, face up to it. In some stubborn cases you may consider 
seeking help from another student of the healing art. In any 
case, root out the trouble no matter how much effort it takes! 

2. Seek spirit world help in breaking the old negative re
action patterns. Your spirit teachers are anxious to answer your 
calls for help. Now that you have determined the mental cause, 
it is well to renew your request for help in breaking the nega
tive thought patterns each morning just as you get out of bed. 
Again, pay attention! The more you cooperate and listen for 
the promptings of spirit, the quicker will you get rid of the 
mental poisons. 

3. With the help of spirit, apply the healing light to the 
nfl!icted area. For yourself it is just like giving someone else an 
ahsent healing. Sit quietly and visualize your spirit healer ap
plying the light by laying on his own hands. Then feel the light 
us it surges through each of your major centers and moves on 
lo cleanse and renew the problem area. 

4. Establish healthy mental and emotional patterns to pre
vent new outbreaks. This step is much more important for you 
than for any of your other patients because you are working 
l.o activate your psychic faculties and thus are more sensitive 
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to all your thoughts and reactions. The best possible advice on 

this subject was given by the Apostle Paul: Finally, brethren, 

whatsoever things are true, whatsoever things are honest, 1;.;hat� 

soever things are just, whatsoever things are pure, whatsoeDer 

things are loDely, whatsoever things me of good report; if there 

be any virtue, and if there be any pmise, think on these things. 

( Phil. 4 :  8. ) 
5. Keep working until the healing is perfect. Since we are so 

very susceptible to our own thoughts, it is of greater importance 

than ever that we do not become discouraged. According to 

your faith is it done unto you. 

Learn to live constantly in the healing light. To the extent 

that you are successful in mentally living in the pure white 

light, you will be healed of all your present pwblems, and you 

will remain radiantly healthy and happy until you are ready to 

lay down this physical shell and graduate to the next classroom 

in the spirit world. 

Expect excellent results 

The level of confidence that you project to your patient is a 
key factor in the success of the treatment. However it is not 
your outvvard expressions so much as your inner feelings that 
control your projected faith. The healer must remain com
pletely optimistic throughout the course of the treatment: 
giving thanks to spirit for each tiny physical manifestation ot 
improvement. And when no outward manifestation is yet v�s� 
ible, you should continue giving thanks for the fact that tne 
healing forces are acting so effectively on the unseen side of 
life that the healing is about to show through into the physical 
like a bud suddenly opening into a beautiful blossom. 

, 
A man suffered terribly from a spine infection called Pott s 

Disease, for which the medical profession had not yet found 
a cure. His seeking of some form of help led him to a small 
Spiritualist Church where the twice-a-week services began with 

--- ------------ - - - -
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individual spiritual healing treatments for all who would accept 
them.

_ .
He instinctively felt a great power there, and beg;n 

attendmg each service with a prayer for help in his heart. The 
philosophy imparted by the sermons slowly helped change 
�any �re�i�usly negative thought patterns, while the healing 
hght aamm1stered through the laying on of the healer's hands 
continually cleansed his physical body. It is difficult to imagine 
such a slow, and yet so steady an improvement il"J a condition. 
After the third week his regular answer to the question, "How 
are you feeling?" was, "Better." And he did get better, men
tally, financially, emotionally, and physically. At the end of 
the first year his doctors were amazed that his spine had com� 
pletely ceased draining, and the deformity was noticeably 
reduced. No one would care to say exactly when the healing 
was complete. He still takes his twice-a�week treatments for the 
benefits of well being in other areas of his life as well as the 
peace of mind that comes from knowing that the old problems 
can never come back through that wonderful light. 

Not all good healings take that long. A business executive 
developed a huge hemorrhoid. He decided to postpone the 
recommended surgery for two weeks because of the press of 
business. During this period he sought spiritual help. A simple 
pattern of anxiety coupled with lack of physical exercise was 
noted by the healer. An intensive program of twice daily 
nbsen

.
t trea�ments by the healer, coupled with a simple yoga 

exercise reheved ail the pain in two days. Within a week there 
was no evidence of a hemorrhoid at all. Thus he avoided both 
the time loss from work and a very painful operation. 

A migraine sufferer was accustomed to being knocked out 
hy her attacks to the point of simply going to bed until they 
passed. Generally she had an attack about every ten days which 
lusted twelve to thirty-six hours. One evening she arrived at 
n spiritual gathering to take part in a ways and means dis
cussion, �ut an attack had begun to hit her while driving to 
the meetmg. She sank into a chair and commented that she 
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would have to head for home and bed, and she "sure hoped 

she could make it that far." The work was new to this sufferer 

so she was amazed when two women snggestcd she stretch out 

on the couch and let them try to help her. They formnl a 

human-spirit chain with one wom:m sending the powerful 

light into the patient's head while the other pulled it out 

through her feet and the spirit helpers purified i t  and com

pleted the circuit back to the first healer. \Vithin ten minutes 

all the pain was removed, and the patient was able to enjoy 
the meeting and go home afterwards with a living hope for a 

new pain-free life. '1\o, this was not her last migraine lJCad
ache, but the attacks were cl'tickly reduccrl in frequency to 

about three a year of a much milder variety. After three years 

of study and pr::lCticc, she was able to report no headaches that 
couldn't be relieved by simply taking a couple of aspirin tablets. 

It is not necessary to accept any physical condition as incur

able. The same forces which built your body are available to 

repair it. The price of the repair job is complete cooperation 

with the great healing forces of the spirit world. 

How to handle special healing problems 

Sometimes a physical problem is aggravated by seemingly 

impossible surroundings such as extreme poverty, a totalh

sadistic spouse or head of the family, unrequited love, or a 

career that is obviously slipping due to the force of circum

stances. An individual may have been born into a difficult 

situation in order to learn some special lesson, and no healing 

efforts can be expected to be successful until the lesson is di

gested. At times like these you should give extra thanks that 

it is not you who performs the healing. The power of God 

manifesting tbrough your spirit helpers performs the healings, 

and it is as infinite as you arc willing to believe. 

Any time you feel that external conditions are a ma1or 

stumbling block to the healing eJiorts, talk it over with your 
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spiri� te

.
acher� and ask for their physical help. Often a joint 

mechtatwn w1th your patient will quickly reveal the basic 
l�sso� rc�u i:ed, or some simple change of approach to the pa�JCnt s thmkmg habits w!Jich will be the key to a perfect heal
mg. Of comse you are working with a whole bcina which you 
cannot �solate from its surroundings, but regardless of any 
astrologrcal or karmic influences, each individual is entitled to 
grow consUmtly into better and better conditions of health 
finances, happiness, peace, and joy. Teach your patient tha; 
this is his birthright, and encourage him to claim it every mo
ment of his life. 

. 
Ment�l c�ses present a different prohlcm of approach. Ob

VIOusly rt wrll accomplish little to reason with a catatonic or a 
paranoid who is playing l\'apoleon. In these cases the laying 
on of hands can often work wonders, but we must take care 
not to frighten or unduly excite the patient. The soundest and 
surest approach is directly from the spirit side of life. If the 
trouble is being caused by obsessing entities, spirit world m
terv�ntion may be the only way to reach your patient. G;oup 
healmg prayer and requests for help from the assembled spirit 
tea�hers of the group can produce enough force to bring any 
patient back to some greater degree of rationality. Seek what
ever help you feel is appropriate. Ccrtainlv this is a most whole-. ' 
some trmc to pro\·c the promise of the Master: Ask, and it shall 
be given you; seek, and ye shall find; knock, and it shall be 
opened unto you . 

Use your healing ability as often 
as possible 

. 
Whether you usc it to help yourself, your family, or all man

k�nd; you must agree that proficiency in the healing art is a 
g

.
rft of grea: value. Dut like a mind or a muscle, it requires the 

nght excrcrse to develop its maximum utility. A muscle will 
ut;o

1
phy with disuse, or a mind will become dim; and so it is 

Wlt 1 your ability to assist the spirit world with the healing 
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process. Never hesitate to help! If your assistance would be 
misinterpreted or resented, give it silentiy at the altar of your 
own heart, and tell no one. When you can help by injecting 
yourself directly into the situation \Vith prayer and laying on 
of hands, all the better. 

In truth we are all one, and anything you do to help some
one else mwd help you as well. The Master expressed this 
thought: And the King shall answer and say unto them, Verily 
I say unto you, Inasmuch as ye have done it unto one of the 
least of these my brethren, ye have done it unto me. ( Matt. 
25:40. ) 

You don't have to get yourself a reputation as "that nut who 
is always butting in trying to heal somebody," but with dis
cretion, tact, and prayer you can perform many healing mir
acles for the good of your brethren. As you give of yourself in 
loving service, you are blessed in many more ways than you 
can imagine. Add this as a new dimension to your life, now! 

Points to Remember 

I. Modern medicine is good. Never hesitate to call on it. 
II. The spiritual healer treats his patient's whole being 

by redirecting the energy flow from the astral or emo
tional to the physical body. 

III. Learn to see your aura, and mentally vary its size and 
shape. 

IV. Practice directing the flow of healt'lg energy from 
your hands. 

V. The five steps of spiritual healing are: 
A. Determine the mental cause. 
B. Seek spirit help both in breaking the negative 

thought-reaction patterns and in the physical 
healing. 

C. Apply the healing light to the afflicted area. 

' 
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VI. 

VII. 
VIII. 

D. Help establish new healthy mental and emo-
tional patterns. 

E .  Keep working until the healing is complete. 
In working with negative mental patterns, judge not! 
Merely heal. 
Expect excellent healing results. 
Practice often. 
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Use ESP to Gain Riches  
in Ever Increasing 
Abundance 

Ever since society became complex enough to outgrow the 
harter system, people have suffered from real and fancied 
troubles with money. The average American feels that he is 
restricted in his ability to express himself and accomplish 
worthwhile things by his lack of unlimited funds. A special few 
!uherit great material wealth, then have to strive all the harder 
to keep it from destroying their ambition and drive. Since 
money is some kind of problem to almost everybody, a closer 
look at what it rcaily i s  will help us get better control of our 
relationship to it. 

A new look at riches 

What is money, anyway? For most of us it has long since 
ceased to be pieces of silver or green ink on pieces of paper. 
Now, money is simply a few assorted numbers appearing as an 
nllstract thing we call our bank balance. \Ve all tend to be
come greatly excited over nothing where our bank accounts 
nrc concern ed. You will say, "Not me!" But let's think about it. 
The mathematical symbol for nothing is zero, which we express 

85 
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as 0. If your next bank statement arrived with one or two sym
bols of nothing placed between the numbers and the decimal 
point, you would get excited! But if it showed a check charged 
against you with the same extra nothings inserted, you would 

• pamc. 
Money is simply a symbol, an idea, a convenient way of 

measuring your claim to future goods and services. We en
tered this classroom called earth to learn to be masters of life. 
Our purpose is to control and direct our ideas, not to be en
slaved by them. \Ve are intended to express more and more 
of life, not limitation. The Master taught us simply on this 
matter: And ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make 
you free. (fohn 8:32. ) 

I am come that they might have life, and that they might 
have it more abundantly. ( John 10: 10. ) 

The Gospels are full of examples of Jesus using the higher 
laws for what we might call economic purposes. He turned 
water into wine, found his tax money in a £sh' s mouth, and 
more than once fed the multitudes by dramatically multiplying 
a food supply. Clearly the great Christian example taught us 
not to accept material limitations. vVe must learn to recognize 
apparent shortages of money as glorious opportunities to de
velop our mastery over earth life. 

Begin to become a magnet now; attune your being to riches. 
A young man had an idea for a product which he was sure 
would make life more enjoyable for many people. He had only 
$100 to spend toward promoting it. Most of us _would despair 
and submit to the limitation, thinking "this is just too big for 
me to attempt." This man managed to produce a few samples 
from materials he wheedled from his potential suppliers. So 
he spent his $100 for the biggest advertisement it would buy. 
He sold enough from the first go-round that he had $300 to 
spend on advertising the next week. Instead of just spending 
the $300 on advertising, he borrowed another $300 from a 
friend and spent the whole works on advertising. His con-

' 

I 
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fidence prompted him to continue pyramiding his business 
spending, and in less than three years he sold his company for 
several million dollars. 

The reason this doesn't happen every day is lack of that 
confidence in an idea which makes a man give the extra bit of 
himself which is the ingredient of all success. You are standing 
on the threshold of greater financial success than you have 
dared to dream. Let's step across! 

How to interest your spirit helpers in 
bringing you riches 

Many religionists have a terrible habit of degrading money, 
both in their thinking and from the pulpit. It is a crime against 
the well being of humanity to preach that money is £lthy lucre 
or that love of money is the root of all evil. As long as you make 
the awful mistake of believing these things, your spirit helpers 
will naturally strive to help you avoid any unpleasant contact 
with nice sized sums of money. 

It is time to understand the truth. Love of money is a good 
emotion! To love money is to use it wisely, and spend it hap
pily in the comfortable knowledge that there is an abundant 
supply. The negative emotion concerning money is greed. But 
this is exactly the opposite of love, because greed is fear of 
lack. To clutch and hoard money in fear of not having enough, 
is a powerful prayer for poverty. But financial comfort is simply 
a proper understanding of the laws of earthly living. 

You agreed to be born into this particular earth life to further 
your personal evolution and thus advance the whole species 
we call man. Part of corning back into material existence is a 
set of physical requirements for the proper maintenance of 
the vehicle of manifestation, and these needs must be met so 
long as you remain here. You are given your own unique equip
ment for supplying these needs as you grow toward the age of 
responsibility. You have a set of aptitudes which £t you for 
some particular kind of loving service which will allow you to 
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earn your keep. And you have a mind which equips you to 
discover your potentials and develop them. Let's be sure we 
understand that you don't have to be the economic bread
winner to earn your keep. 

A child earns his way in a very real sense by entering whole
heartedly into the growth process. No amount of money can 
express the feeling of joy in a parent's heart that comes from 
seeing his ( or her) child realize his potential by achievement 
of some small goal ( like an A in second grade math or a home 
run for his little league team ) that will seem inconsequential 
in just a few short weeks or months. And a wife certainly earns 
her share of the income by her care of the children and by 
providing loving encouragement for her husband. 

But there is a deeper lesson hidden in this analysis. Spirit 
is primarily interested in the progress of the spiritual side of 
your life. Like a parent who may reward a child's accomplish
ments with candy or a new bicycle as well as love and joy, spirit 
can and will shower you with material blessings as you ear
nestly strive for spiritual growth. The requirement is roughly 
the same as the parent-child relationship. No parent will give 
a child something he knows will detract from its growth and 
development, but he will be quick to give any gift which will 
obviously be beneficial. So if you can demonstrate to your 
spirit helpers that money will definitely aid your spiritual 
progress, they will help you attract it in ever growing waves 
of prosperity. 

A young married man felt he should provide more material 
and financial blessings for his wife and children. He had 
started at the bottom in his factory job just three months 
before, and the economic pressure of four people to support 
on his modest wage left no margin for error, much less any 
luxuries. His interest in spiritual progress heightened at about 
this time and he reasoned that he could unfold spiritually with 
much greater effectiveness if his mind weren't so full of the 
pressures that stem from lack of money. So he began to talk 

• 
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it over with his spirit teachers twice a day. His part of the con
versation went something like: "Beloved teachers, you know 
I am striving to grow on the spiritual plane, but I need your 
help. :\f y deep desire to provide a better material life for my 
family keeps trying to crowd out the spiritual, but I realize that 
both are necessary. Please help me progress in the business 
world as an aid to my spiritual development. Thank you for 
your loving help." 

Soon he started to get simple ideas of how to do things better 
on his job. The quality of his work improved as he seemed to 
apply more creative attention to it, and his sound suggestions 
to the foreman shortly earned him a substantial raise in pay. 
He continued to look upon his work as an exercise for spiritual 
as well as material improvement, and in three short years he 
progressed all the way to assistant plant superintendent. That 
is far from the end of his story, but it is enough to illustrate 
the truth of material progress under the guidance and direc
tion of spidt teachers by a human who is willing to cooperate. 

Your path to riches through 
ever-increasing effectiveness 

"Seek ye first the kingdom of heaven," is the injunction in 
point. But there is a rule of reason that comes with it. We live 
in a materially oriented, economic society, so your path to 
riches must lead through ever increasing effectiveness in the 
material world. Improved health is the logical first step. Any 
day you are not feeling your l,est, your effectiveness is bound 
to be lessened. Apply the lessons of our chapter on physical 
healing and gain ever more radiant health. 

Next comes your attitude toward life in general and your 
work in particular. In all of life, but especially in the business 
world, there is room for only one emotion. It is that manifesta
tion of positive love which men call enthusiasm. Life is an end
less series of games by which we strive to attain real spiritual 
advancement. One of the very important games is the compli-
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cated riddle called business. The game attitude gives us the 
best clue to the most healthy approach toward getting ahead. 
On the football field it is well knovro that the enthusiasm gen
erated by desire can make up for much lack of natural ability. 
Certainly, given two equally matched teams, the one wi;h the 
greatest will to win will put the most points on the scoreooard. 
We must constantly strive to generate willing enthusiasm for 
the accomplishment of each assigned task, but it should be 
tampered by a good gamesman's sense of sportsmanship. Of 
course we will gamble and take calculated risks to achieve 
spectacular gains, but we must abide by the established rules 
and sound ethical judgement. A spectacular gain that costs us 
the support of our spirit teachers would be a tragedy! This 
prompted the Master to remind us, What profiteth a man to 
gain the world, but lose his soul? 

. 
Enthusiasm and good sportsmanship will get you maxrmum 

mileage from the application of ESP to your work problems. 
Often there are several possible answers to a business problem, 
but there is always one most creative solution. Since it will 
benefit the most people, your ability to regularly come up with 
creative solutions guarantees your continued advancement. 
Truly creative solutions most often come from your higher self 
or your spirit teachers, Talk over your business problems alone 
in your quiet place with your spirit helpers. Explain each prob
lem exactly as you understand it, and ask for creative advice. 
Then relax and pay attention/ Sometimes an apparently wild 
idea will come drifting into your consciousness. Before you dis
miss it as ridiculous, talk it out with your spirit helpers, it may 
have an intensely practical application. 

An expediter had a chronic problem getting good quality 
parts out of several plating shops his company was using. In his 
quiet place an idea kept pushing its way into his consciousness. 
At first it seemed to say, "Why don't you set up your own 
shop?" He knew that his company didn't have nearly enough 
work to keep a plating shop of its own in operation, and he 
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would have dismissed the idea as worthless, but he paused first 
to talk it over with his teachers. As he verbalized the question, 
how could I sell an idea like this when we obviously don't 
have tl>e volume for it, he was met with this response: "Why 
not buy one of your suppliers? You can streamline its oper
ations to do a better job for your company and for its other 
customers as welL" He approached his boss with the idea, and 
together they went to see the president. A supplier was inter
ested in selling, and our expediter was offered the position of 
manager of his company's new division. This was only the first 
of a long series of promotions, each based on one or more 
creative solutions to chronic problems . 

No one can use these ideas for you. But if you pay attention 
and apply what you receive, there is no limit to your progress. 

How to set up a current to draw 
wealth into your life 

Seen from the spirit side of life, wealth is as abundant as air 
or ocean water, Both air and water move in currents, and so 
does material wealth. You can set up a mental current to draw 
riches into your life in tidal waves of abundance. The first step 
is to eliminate those thought patterns which have been bwck
ing the Bow of abundance to you. In our last chapter we set 
out a table of mental poisons and their symptoms. You may 
have noted references to lack of money as part of the symp
toms. Actually, any negative thought pattern will tend to re
strict the Bow of riches into your experience. Deliberately set 
out to clear your mental channels of all obstructions to the 
smooth entry of \vealth, now! You should spend at least ten 
minutes each morning and evening in your quiet place seeking 
contact with your spirit teachers. During each contact period, 
nsk for guidance and help in ridding yourself of the habit of 
negative thinking. Then pay attention to the little reminders 
of the areas where you are falling short, and resolve to improve 
a little more every day. 
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A woman of some means had been experiencing an undue 
amount of financial difficulty. She came to me with the com
plaint, "I have eliminated all my negative thinking, but my 
affairs are still in a mess and I seem unable to straighten them 
out. , 

As we talked, she explained how she had carefully weeded 
out her resentment of the people whose efforts had caused 
her problems; and I agreed she had done this job well. But 
further discussion clearly revealed a deep seated fear of finan
cial ruin. Such a strong fear is a very effective prayer for the 
manifestation of the thing feared, and · this was completely 
negating her positive prayer work. Her efforts to gain new 
perspective by looking on the whole problem as if it were a 
checker game slowly dissolved her mental block and brought 
about her return to financial peace. 

A special area that demands our careful attention is your 
acceptance of financial responsibility. Some people hate to pay 
their bills, and shirk carrying their share of the financial load 
in social as well as business situations. This is tantamount to 
praying for poverty and lack! Learn to en;oy paying your 
bills promptly and fulfilling your obligations graciously. Give 
thanks to the Infinite Source of all for the abundance yon 
have now, and spend it intelligently. Maintain a never ending 
vigilance to keep obstructions to the flow of wealth from creep
ing into your mental environment. 

Now that your channels are prepared, let's look to starting 
the flow of wealth into your personal experience. In the phys
ical world, when you want to get water out of a well, it is 
necessary to prime the pump. A similar pump priming is neces
sary in the mental-spiritual world we seek to master. How shall 
you prime your spiritual pump? Again we can find our answer 
by looking at the material world. When you want to get water 
out of a physical well, you prime your pump with the same 
substance, water. So when you want riches, money is the best 
substance to use in priming your pump. The Christian concept 
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of tithing is an excellent method, but only if it is done with 
the right attitude. In a very real sense, a farmer tithes when he 
gives his seed into the loving care of the soil. There Is no sense 
of loss or holding back at planting time because the farmer 
visualizes the joy of harvest. If you release your tithe to spirit 
with tl1e same happy expectancy, your harvest will be simi
larly bountiful. 

But some of us may say, I haven't the resources to tithe, I 
can barely make ends meet now. That feeling is undoubtedly 
the cause of your problem, but any attempt to use the law of 
abundance while harboring such an attitude would be disas
trous. If you feel too short to give money, then find a way 
to give of yourself in loving service. But look forward all the 
time to the happy day when you can also do your share with plain old-fashioned money. 

Spirit has infinite ways of multiplying your good. Scientific giving is as certain a way to improve your financial lot as mod�rn farming is a way to produce food. As you release each gift 
m love, you set up an irresistible spiritual current to draw wealth into your experience. It is only necessary to accept without anxiety or greed as the increased flow of riches begins. 
. 

A young typist encountered these ideas and decided to give 1t a try. Instead of the quarter she had been dropping into the collection plate on Sundays, she decided she could spare a dollar for openers. Each Sunday for four weeks she made her dollar donation to the church and sure enough, nothing happened, except that she began to feel better somewhere inside her being. In fact she felt so good that she decided to increase her weekly donation again, this time to two dollars. As she continued to feel better inside, it reflected in the quality of her work. On the tenth week of her program an opening developed for a junior executive secretary, and her new radiance and o!Iectiveness led the personnel manager to offer her the posit ion. The thirty dollar a month raise that came with it made our new secretary so happy that she decided to increase her 
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donation again, this tirrie to tmee dollars a week. We will sum
marize the rest of the story, just in case you haven't guessed 
the outcome. She married the junior executive and taught him 
the simple secret of her own advancement. Today she is the 
happy wife of a successful senior executive 

let spirit express riches in your life 

Now you have deliberately set up the current of wealth and 
it is only necessary to let spirit express riches in your life. Build 
an attitude of gracious acceptance as the happy changes begin 
to enter your experience. Spirit regularly operates through ap
parently natural and normal channels. Don't expect the heavens 
to open up and dump a million gold doubloons on your front 
porch. Your wealth will seek you tmough new ideas and op
portunities, and again it is your responsibility to pay attention. 
Yours could come from a new train of thought triggered by 
the chance remark of a friend or even a child. 

Act when the spirit impels it! The best idea in the world is 
no good to anybody until it is put to some practical use. As 
your idea unfolds, keep asking your teachers what is the best 
way to implement it. Never brush off an idea because it seems 
too simple or commonplace. Imagine the value in today's 
market of a patent on the principle of the safety pin! Or the 
zipper! There are just as many concepts waiting to be realized 
today. But your good doesn't have to come in the form of a 
new product. It could just as easily be a series of individually 
insignificant ideas about doing your present job better, or a 
promotion, or the unfoldment of a completely new career. 
Know that the tendency of the universal laws is to increase the 
happiness, health, peace, abundance and wealth in the lives of 
all who will cooperate. Usc your relaxed awareness to notice 
and capitalize on your opportunities. Then remember to give 
thanks, spiritually, mentally, and financially. 

- - - ------------
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How to protect yourself from 
financial harm 

95 

In our economically oriented society, it is a truism that any 
form of harm to you or a member of your family will have 
some negative effect financially. So it is necessary that we seek 
protection in its broadest sense. By this time you should be 
aware of the deeper truth of that wonderful passage from the 
91st Psalm, "For He shall give his angels charge over thee, to 
keep thee in all thy ways. They shall bear thee up in their 
hands, lest thou dash thy foot against a stone. 

You are certain, now, that the angels referred to in the Psalm 
are your own spirit teachers. As you earnestly work to co
operate with the great evolutionary plan of the universe, they 
will provide you with just such protection. You will live the 
truth of the promise, A thousand shall fall at thy side, and ten 
thousand at thy right hand; but it shall not come nigh thee. 

As always, your own efforts provide the small force that is 
amplified by spirit into an irresistible protective influence 
which you can place around yourself, your loved ones, and your 
belongings. In the old occult terminology, you can fashion a 
"ring-pass-not" which will absolutely prevent the approach of 
negative occurrences. How shall you build your own ring-pass
not? 

Our modern world has many examples of effective protec
tion from unwanted conditions and influences. One in partic
ular will help us understand the principle of the ring-pass-not. 
Many supermarkets, department stores, and other public build
ings are air-conditioned; yet their doors stand wide open all 
day. The cool inner air is protected from invasion by the un
desirable outside air by a simple curtain of air in motion. This 
invisible curtain allows normal in and out passage to the 
desirable elements like customers and employees, but it ef
fectively seals out the external heat, smoke, dust, fumes, and 
smog. 
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Your Heavenly Father provided just such a curtain of pro
tection for you. Are you using it? It works quite like the pro
tective air curtain of the supermarket, but it uses currents of 
thought and living light for its protective shield. It will work 
successfully for you, but only if you choose to use it. You must 
build your own personal consciousness of divine psychic pro-
tection. 

Start in a quiet moment and visualize a space suit of dazzling 
white light surrounding your body and extending its protective 
force a foot or more in all directions. Then say to yourself : 
"The white light of divine protection surrounds me now, seal
ing out all negative thoughts and experience. Only goodness 
and purity can penetrate this wonderful light, and I will send 
nothing but goodness out through it. Thank you, Heavenly 
Father, for your perfect protection." Now bask in the lovely 
white light and consciously feel its loving protection. Repeat 
this simple exercise as often as possible while building your 
certainty of personal divine protection. 

You should renew your protection by using the exercise at 
least mornings and evenings for the rest of your life. Then any 
time you feel you are in a tight spot either physically, mentally, 
financially, or psychologically; simply call on your teachers 
and the Heavenly Father to intensify your protective white 
light. This will not only help you, but it will exert a positive 
influence on all others involved with you. It will take much 
mental work before your light can give you 100% perfect pro
tection, but it will give you some degree of tangible, positive 
help from the very beginning. Start to practice now! The life 
you improve is not just your own! 

You can extend this protective ring-pass-not to include your 
home, your automobile, and to some extent the members of 
your family. The limit to family protection is cooperation in 
thought from the individuals you wish to protect. Althougl • 
you can exert some positive influence, every human being is 
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entitled to exercise his own freedom of choice in the matter of 
accepting such protection. 

Let's look at an example of protection of your automobile. 
Many years ago, after a series of three very minor accidents, 
I began nurturing the idea of an inch of psychic armor plate 
around my vehicle. Since that time, I have driven in the ex
tremely heavy Los Angeles area traffic for over twenty years 
in perfect safety within my inch of armor plate. In a couplE> 
of emergencies I could swear that another car has been stopped 
at just that one inch point, and an accident averted. There is 
one exception to the perfect twenty-year record. During one 
short period of great emotional stress, I decided that this whole 
spiritual business was a bunch of hogwash, so I dropped my 
daily renewals of the protective white light. In less than two 
weeks., I got clobbered in my brand new sports carl I regularly 
give thanks for this experience. It was the best lesson anyone 
eould ask for. Take it from someone who's been there, this thing 
really works! And you can't afford to be without it. 

You can lead a charmed life from now on. The great strength 
of the whole Judea-Christian tradition is its generous, loving 
God who wants only to shower blessings and protection upon 
his human images. The Master brought us the instruction, 
llitherto have ye asked for nothing: ask, and ye shall receive, 
that your ioy may be full. 

This is one thing that no one can do for you. You must do 
I he asking. Ask your Heavenly Father for the protective white 
light. Then accept the loving gift, and lead a spiritually 
charmed life forevermore. Do it now! "The white light of divine 
protection surrounds me now, sealing out all negative thoughts 
und experience. Only goodness and purity can penetrate this 
wonderful light, and I will send nothing but goodness out 
t hrough it. Thank you, Heavenly Father, for your perfect pro-
1 t. 

, CC lOTI. 
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How to en;oy your ever increasing riches 

You have paved the way for spirit to manifest ever growing 
abund&nee in your life, so now it is only necessary to learn to 
enjoy it. This may sound easy, but it is spotted with pitfa_lls 
left over from your past attitudes. A man who entered adult life 
shortly before the great depression of 1929 makes an excellent 
example of the problem. This man lost his savings when th_e 
bank failed, then went for some time without a job when his 
employer failed. Over the years he learned some of the laws 
of prosperity, but they were tempered by the vivid memories 
of the early thirties. He established a goal of success as $10,000 
a year, and attained it reasonably easily; but he could never let 
himself progress any farther. At every meal he kidded about 
carving very thin slices of meat to be sure there was some �eft 
for tomorrow, and his general attitude was one of lookmg 
over his shoulder for the corning disaster. By his own standards 
he was a success, but there was something drastically wrong 
with his yardstick. He might have progressed so much farther 
into the good life if only he could accept the infinite supply of 
the Almighty. 

As you grow spiritually, it is natural to grow financia�ly also. 
Don't restrict the wonderful flow of riches by doubtmg the 
infinite nature of its source. Accept the flow and use it! Your 
natural desires are good, and it is good for you and the economy 
to gratify them. Of course there is a point of balan�e be

_
tween 

gratification and overindulgence, but your
. 

own mtelhgencc 
will guide you if you pay just a little attention. 

. . Then enjoy paying your bills! Look upon each mvmce as a 
wonderful reminder of God's loving opulence. It is your happy 
pleasure to keep the flow of riches ever growing and circulating 
in your life by paying each bill as it becomes due. Ma1l your 
checks with a word of thanks to your bountiful Heavenly 
Father for your many blessings, and watch your goods grow 
and grow. Let your riches buy you time for things that aro 
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uplifting. There can be time for travel and mingling with 
people of other cultures and religions, for acaJemic or spir
itual study, and for those periods of relaxation that precede 
great spurts of spiritual growth. Relax and enjoy your ever 
increasing riches. You will bless many others as well as your
self! 

Points to Remember 

I. Money is merely an idea. 
II. Love of money is a good emotion. 

III. Demonstrate to your spiritual teachers that money 
will aid your spiritual growth. 

IV. Attract your riches through increased personal ef
fectiveness. 

v. 
VI. 

VII. 
VIII. 

IX. 
X. 

Practice creative problem solution. 
Improve your flow of riches by clearing your mental 
channels of the old negative blocks. 
Set up a current to attract riches by priming the pump 

• Accept the flow of riches into your life. 
Build your ring-pass-not to protect you from all harm. 
Enjoy your ever increasing riches. 
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ltow to 

Use ESP to Build a 

Dynami c Personality That 

Attracts the Right People 

Have you ever noticed how little groups tend to center 
mound certain individuals at a party? If the center of atten-
1 ion is a woman, you may try to shrug it off as a low cut evening 
gown, but in your heart you know there is much more to it. 
There is an intangible something which attracts people in 
much the same way that moths are attracted to a bright light. 
You have some of this power now, but you can develop much 
more. Y au can become a center of attention wherever you go! 
It is only necessary to learn the simple laws involved. 

How to use your psychic �enters to 
oxtend your personaliiy 

The real secret of personal popularity and effectiveness in 
�ocial and business relationships lies in an ancient saying often 
I> lamed on Emerson. It goes something like this : Wlwt you are 
s11eaks so loud, I can't hear what you say. All people are psychic 
to some extent, although many don't cnll it that and tend to 
Ignore it. But this is no reason for us to skip over it. Let's restate 
our proposition £or emphasis :  All humans receive psychic im-
11ressions from their surroundings, though this reception is 

101 
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largely unconscious to many people. Many times in your own 
experience, you have been touched by the obvious sinceri�y 
of one new acquaintance or the complete lack of scruples m 
another. You can be certain now that the feeling was psy
chically received. Similarly, you are instinct�vely �rawn. to 
some people and quickly form deep and lastmg fnendshrps, 
while it may take months or even years to learn to tolerate 
others. 

Let's examine the psychic reasons for this instinctive be-
havior as our best approach to gaining control over it. In spite 
of his reverence for intellect, psychologists insist that modern 
man is governed by his emotions to a much greater d�gree than 
he realizes. We play great games with ourselves trymg to be
lieve that our major decisions are based on sound intellectual 
judgment, but we rush into marriage or purchasing homes, 
cars or minks without so much as a shred of reason to support 
our actions. This is not necessarily bad, it is simply a fact 
worthy of careful contemplation. How long has it been since 
you got good and mad at somebody? Now that you have �ad 
time to cool off, you can see the tremendous power of emotion 
to cloud or completely obscure intellectual reasoning. Now 
what is that power? Does it have other effects on us? 

This brings us right back to the psychic centers. Your own 
psychic centers are active twenty-four hours of every d�y. 
They constantly send and receive the vibratory energy whrch 
is the power of emotion. Your aura is a field of the blended 
energies from each of your centers, an.d it is regularly ch.anged 
by your changing thought and emotronal patterns. It rs al�o 
affected by similar patterns in people with whom you come m 
close contact. Physical proximity to another person naturally 
brings your auras closer together, and your emotional reactions 
to each other are the result of the harmonic blending of these 
vibrations in the case of pleasant relationships or dissonance 
when the relationships are negative. Certainly you have at 
least one friend whose very presence is a comfort to you. You 
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· may have thought it silly to feel that way, but there is a sound · . basis in fact for it. Some auras react upon each other to produce •. emotional and psychological peace of much greater quality · than either person seems able to attain alone. It falls in with ,' . that interesting promise of the Master, Where two or three are 
. gathered together in my name, there will I be also. Don't hesi
tate to enjoy such relationships without reservation, it will ad-

• vance the spiritual progress of all concerned. 
. ,  What of the few persons whose presence seems to make you 
,· tense and uncomfortable? Some auras don't naturally blend 
. with each other without the conscious effort of at least one 
' of the parties. It is reasonable to avoid contact with people 

••· whose presence makes you uncomfortable. But you should .· look forward to the day when you learn to adjust your own 
. aura to compensate for the difference in vibration. Still it may ·· require substantial effort to adjust your aura enough to remain 

comfortable in the presence of one who is intensely self-cen
, tered and materially grasping. This may help us to understand 
. why we seldom receive physical visits from our own spirit 
' teachers. They certainly want to give us all the encouragement 
· and help we need, but to bring their highly refined auras too 

to our relatively coarse ones must make them just as 
as some lesser developed humans make us. 

extra thanks next time you are aware of a spirit teacher's 
and strive to purify your thoughts and aura as much 

possible to help make your friend's stay more pleasant. The 
basic techniques apply to making a visiting spirit or a 

tir normal person comfortable by adjusting your aura. 
is the secret of making other people like you. 

to make other people like you 

Regardless of your opinion of them or their station in life, 
is to your advantage to be liked by as many people as pas

Others' feelings about you do have an effect on your aura. 

' . 
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The positive feelings are helpful of course, but any negative 
vibrations must be continually cleansed out of your being if 
you are to remain at maximum effectiveness. Now the less 
negativity that impinges upon you, the less energy must be 
wasted in purifying your aura, and the more you will have 
left for conslTuctive accomplishments. 

The universe tends to return your basic projections as the 
pattern of your own daily experience, so let's start by examin
ing the sort of vibrations you project into your surroundings. 
It should be obvious that the more positive the emanations 
from your aura, the more pleasant will be the response from 
your environment. The sincere, confident approach to life is 
the most effective way to tune your psychic centers for this 
purpose. You may hide your true feelings from the conscious 
minds of others, but you can't keep from projecting them into 
the great psychic stream from which everyone receives im
pressions. There is no escaping it! If you expect people to be 
comfortable around you, you must project sincere goodwill at 
all times. There are no shortcuts, no gimmicks, and no pills 
that will do it for you. But a habit of genuine goodwill toward 
all your fellow beings will bring you many side blessings while 
it truly makes everyone like you. 

Projecting genuine goodwill is the first half of the battle, and 
it will give excellent results just by itself. But let's also con
sider a more positive use of your ESP in this area. If you could 
tune in to the other's moods by sensing the projections of his 
centers, wouldn't you know just what to say and do to achieve 
the maximum positive response? You already have a tool to do 
just that! Use your rapidly developing clairsentience to tune 
in on the other's psychic wave length. Everyone has some ex
perience in sensing another's moods, but you will increase in 
accuracy and sensitiveness as you apply your conscious at
tention to this very practical psychic application. 

As you sense your friend's mood, a combination of intuition 
and good judgement will lead you to adjust your own pro-
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jections to blend and harmonize. You will make a substantial 
contribution to the goodwill of the world by spreading peace, 
happiness, encouragement, and joy by entering into the spirit 
of applied psychic goodwill. Give of yourself to promote the 
good of those around you. Provide the light touch that gently 
kids a comrade out of a bad mood, or helps him adjust to a 
personal disappointment. 

Build the habit of psychically seeking the best method to 
bring out the good in your associates. There is no better way 
to add to your own good than by seeking good for others. Pay 
attention to your clairsentient impulses, and act on them for 
the upliftment of everyone you contact. · Often you will find 
that helping someone else involves selling an idea. 

How to sell an idea 

The first principle of idea selling is communication. Most 
often an idea has to be sold because your friend has a psychic 
or emotional block to clear thinking in his problem area. The 
direct approach is seldom effective, as typified by the old 
adage, "A woman convinced against her will is a woman un
convinced." And that is equally true of men. If you would 
effectively reach your friend, it must be from a position of 
psychic rapport. Similarily in the commercial world, a salesman 
will attempt the psychologically symbolic act of sitting on the 
same side of the desk as his prospect in order to create the 
impression that both men are on the same team, rather than 
being adversaries. You will rarely sell anything as an ad
versary, but the job is easy from a position of psychic rapport. 
Take the time to build it with friendly topical conversation. 
Then begin a friendly game of verbal fencing while your con
versation skirts the fringes of your main point. 

A typewriter salesman's approach to one particular office 
manager is a good illustration of the technique. During most ; of the period in question the office had no machines of the 
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salesman's make, but they operated about thirty competitive 

machines standardized as to model and typestyle. The sales

man's first visit was strictly a get-acquainted contact where he 

probed for future conversational material. Then on each sub

sequent visit he opened with friendly qu�stions
. 

about 
_
the 

office manager's family and the progress of his son m the Little 

League. On his second visit he inquired about maintenance 

problems and down time on the existing typewriters. On his 

third visit he sold them a dozen ribbons which proved to be 

slightly better than the ones in regular use. It was almost fiv
.
e 

months before he got around to leaving a demonstrator of his 

latest model, and all this time he kept the personal relationship 

uppermost in the conversation. Eventually he replaced ev�ry 

competitive machine with his own by clearly demonstratmg 

the savings in repair cost and lost typist time to be gained fr?m 

his product. The toughest part of his job was in overcommg 

the office manager's emotional resistance to change and to ad

mitting that he might have made a mistake in standardizing 

on the other line in the first place. This could only be accom

plished by indirectly approaching the subject, so the office 

manager never had to admit even a hint of an error. 

Note the details of the technique. Send your message psy

chically while your conversation skirts the main issue. Car�

fully avoid statements or implications that your p�ospect 1s 

completely wrong about anytlling. Instead, lead him slowly 

to see that there is a potential benefit to him from opening 

his mind to a new idea. When he is finally interested in explor

ing the new idea, ask a leading question like: why don't you 

try it? Or in the case of our typewriter salesman: how about 

my bringing a demonstrator for you to play around with for a 

couple of weeks? 
You are a master of the art when you can get your prospect 

to verbalize the idea as an outgrowth of your carefully di

rected discussion. Then praise him as if the idea were really 

his own. You don't have to have credit for a good idea as long 
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. it is actually hatched. People like to believe they are doing 
. own thinking whether it is true or not. Let them, as long 
as it helps. But remember that this technique should be used 

· only if you are genuinely interested in the other's welfare. 
· .  Otherwise your lack of sincerity will reach your friend's psy
, chic centers and eventually give you away. Always be sincere, 
' and work to help your associates tactfully but effectively. 

1 How to attract the right people 
, and opportunities 

Your sincere desire to be a positive influence in the lives of 
all who come into your sphere of activity is the secret of at

tracting the right people and opportunities. As you seek to 
' bring light and happiness to others, your spirit band will seek 

same for you. They are particularly interested in your 
as an aid to your further spiritual evolution. 

Thus you can see that when you are experiencing great hap
. 'ir the best way to insure its continuation is to give thanks 
· and pray for continued spiritual growth. The bumps and hard 

in life come to jog us back onto the spiritual pathway 
reminding us of the extremely precarious nature of our 

existence. When we stray from the path of growth, 
will keep bumping us harder and harder; and only as we 

seek spirit do we begin to find respite. 
· But you have a personal contact with His angels now. Go 

your quiet place and talk over your needs with these 
·'• helpers. They are real friends, and you can kid with them 

like any other people. If anything, their sense of humor 
better developed than ours, and a good joke often works 
improve your contact. I have felt closer to a particular 

for a long time because of the running bit of banter 
carried on for the two years it took to complete our 
book. Relax and enjoy good fellowship with your spirit 

and ask them for help. Then observe the little indica
of its forthcoming. Since our channels of communication 
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are not yet as effective as those bet\veen occupants of physical 

bodies, you won't necessarily understand exactly how spirit 

intends to help you. But if you remain alert, expecting help 

and guidance, it will always be there at the right time. 

A widow sat down to talk over her problems with her spirit 

teachers. She expressed her feelings like this: Look here, 

friends, the children have grown up and left the nest, and 

things are pretty lonely for me. There must be a good man 

who needs warmth and companionship as much as I do, please 

help us find each other. She lost count of the number of weeks 

she daily repeated her request for help, but she never lost hope. 

Then one Sunday in church her meditation was interrupted 

by what felt like a sharp electric shock. She looked in the 

direction of the energy source and found herself staring into 

the eyes of a man in the row in front of her and two seats to 

the left. She smiled and returned to her meditation. Instantly 

she received an impression that she should arrive early for 

the next few services and be sure to get the same seat. She 

carefully made it to her seat next Sunday, and again felt an 

electric shock just as the same man found the seat next to her. 

Again she smiled, and they exchanged a few pleasantries before 

the service. By the fourth Sunday he asked her to join him for 

coffee before going home. It wasn't what we would call a 

whirlwind courtship, but it did develop into a warm and happy 

marriage that has added much pleasantness to the later years i 

of both these wonderful people. 
Notice that, as always, the spirit forces guide and help, but 

you must follow up with your own best efforts to manifest 
the desired results. One young man had been out of work for 
three weeks before he realized he could ask for spirit help. 
Finally he went to his quiet place and talked to his teachers : i 
"Somewhere there must be a job that needs me as much as 
I need it. Please, my teachers, help us find each other." As 
he started on his daily round of job seeking, he barely missed 
a bus, so he decided to walk along to the next stop to help 
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pass the time. Along the way a local newspaper that he seldom 
read caught his eye and he was impelled to pick it up. He was 
still looking at the new batch of help wanted ads as he boarded 
the bus. He noticed a particular ad just as his bus reached the 
corner mentioned in the paper. He hopped off, rushed into the 
bmldmg, and was hired; almost before he realized what was 
happening. 

Your spirit friends are always ready to help you. And you 
�nder�tand the trut� that you

_ 
help each other by cooperating 

m positive undertakmgs. Nothmg is too big or small to deserve 
help from spirit, but only if you are doing your best to help 
yourself. Give it a try! 

How to cope with difficult personalities 

. Now you are doing beautifully, attracting new and interest
mg p:ople a�d opportunities into your experience. But every 
o�ce m a while you seem to attract someone who proves very 
d1ffi:ult to

. 
get along with. How shall you handle yourself? 

FirSt adjust your attitude toward the situation. Be thankful 
for this wonderful new opportunity to demonstrate your mas
tery over problems which have previously plagued you. Next 
�nde�stand tha

_
t the reason you rub each other the wrong way 

IS an mharmomous blending of your auras. Obviously you can't 
expect to change your adversary's aura, but you have now 
learned to ad j�st your own. The secret is in your preparations 
before you deliberately enter the proximity of such a p erson. 
When ):ou kn

_
ow a meeting is imminent, arrange to be alone 

fo� � mmu te, 1f only in the bathroom. Consciously call on your 
�pn·:t teachers for help in controlling your reactions and ad
JUStmg you� psychic centers to produce the changes in your 
aura that :v!ll

_ 
help blend with the other's and protect you from 

an� negative mfluence. Then mentally will your psychic centers 
adjust under your teachers' direction. Now set your own atti
tude. Remember that no matter how offensive a person may 
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seem to you, he or she is an expression of the same God and the 
same life that you are. Mentally salute the God-self in the 
other, put on your warmest smile, and walk out to your meet
ing. 

If you are caught off guard by a chance meeting, mentally 
go through the whole process while you are exchanging greet
ings. Use your smile liberally, and constantly keep in mind 
the simple fact that it takes two people to disagree or argue. 
Here is a perfect opportunity to practice selling your ideas. 
You will never be sure of your effectiveness in this area until 
you can consistently sell your sound ideas to the acquaintances 
you consider the most difficult. You can enjoy a happy rela
tionship with anyone you meet if you will take the trouble to 
make it that way. 

A company had contracts with several unions but seemed 
to be having particular difficulty wit.l-t a small local which cov
ered only a dozen of its employees. There was a running battle 
for almost two years which consumed enormous amounts of 
time for both sides. Every meeting seemed to break up with 
threats and bitterness, and strike preparations were underway 
almost constantly. When a new beef developed over the 
company's refusal to take a man sent over by the union hiring 
hall, the young vice-president decided to attend this meeting 
along with his usual set of negotiators. Just before leaving the 
office, he sat for a few minutes in the rest room making his 
mental preparations. He asked his spirit teachers for help, and 
resolved to see only the God-self in the business agents through
out the meeting. His friendly smile and warm handshake 
started things off on the right foot, and he seemed led to say 
exactly the right thing at every tense moment in the dis
cussions. At the end of a two-hour meeting, the union repre
sentatives were convinced that the company had acted in 
good faith, and a friendly ending to a meeting took place 
for the first time. This marked the beginning of a long period 
of peaceful relations between the two sides, all because some-
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body took the trouble to be spiritually prepared for a difficult 
meeting. 

You can win understanding and sympathetic consideration 
from anybody, if you will conscientiously use what you !mow. 
Never hesitate to call on your spirit friends for help. Helping 
you helps them also! Let spirit participate in making your 
daily round of experiences more pleasant for you and every
one you contact. It's fun and profitable, tool 

The give and taka of real friendship 

Now that we can get over the rough spots, let's take a look 
at what we should expect from a real friendship. When auras 
naturally blend and produce the happy sensation of effortless 
comfort in another's presence, you have discovered the basis 
for a deep and lasting friendship. True friendship is character
ized by the absence of dependence or need. It is a special re
lationship for the simple sharing of experiences which en
rich both lives in the process, or it is something else. It is the 
same with earthly or spirit friendships, the sharing of experi
ences and mutual striving for growth and the good of mankind 
helps all parties. 

Either an earthly or a spirit friendship can of itself be an 
expression of the mystic experience. When auras blend in the 
deeper relationships, the light of each is strengthened and a 
new plateau of spiritual consciousness may be attained. Sitting 
in near darlmess with your friend, you may actually light up 
the room, or produce such a spiritual vibration that one of the 
higher spirits can bring a special manifestation. Your totally 
unsellish admiration for each other may lead to a momentary 
flash of consciousness where you literally think and feel, not 
as yourself, but as your friend. Welcome any such sensation, 
because the surest way to the experience of complete oneness 
with God is directly through the ability to think and feel as 
someone else. The ability can then be expanded so you think 
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and feel as the whole planet, and finally the universe; and 
thus you find the ultimate in spiritual companionship with the 
God-essence itself. We will discuss the mystic experience in 
detail in Chapter 9, but let's close this section with one quick 
brush at how to find a true friend. 

The secret of finding true friendship lies in your answer to 
the question: What do you expect to get out of a friendship? 
If you are looking for material gain, prestige or the like; you 
must realize you aren't seeking true friendship at all. But if 
you can say you want just the happy sharing of warmth and 
unselfish affection for the sheer joy of the experience, you un
doubtedly have many friends already. So you'd like to have 
more? O.K. If you don't hide in a box under the stairs all day, 

. you must regularly find yourself around people. They are your 
new friends. Treat them that way! Greet everyone you en
counter with a warm smile and a friendly hello. 

For you ladies ( and sometimes even gentlemen) who say, 
I don't dare smile at strangers because it will probably be 
misinterpreted; there is an obvious answer. Nobody will mis
interpret your smile unless you want him to! We all respond 
pleasantly to someone else's warmth, but we are still ready to 
give it all the respect it requires. The way to find a friend 
is to give friendship. All strangers are made of the same God
essence as you are, so they must be friends already. It's just 
that you haven't found out yet. Treat everybody that way and 
you will never be lonely. You will never want for true friend
ship either. 

Points to Remember 

I. You can become a center of attention wherever you 
go. 

II. You constantly send and receive psychic impressions 
through your aura and psychic centers. 
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III. Psychological comfort or discomfort in another's pres

ence depends on the degree of blending of your auras. 
IV. Project genuine goodwill to everyone you meet. 

V. Let your clairsentience guide you in sensing other's 
moods and blending harmoniously with them. 

VI. Ask for spirit help in attracting the people and op
portunities you need. 

VII. You can learn to adjust your aura to blend with diffi
cult people. 

VIII. To find a friend, give friendship. 

• 

-- ' . ., 
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c h a p t e r  6 

ltow to 

Find the Strength to 

Face Any Crisis 

Our workaday world gets much pleasure and respite by 
poking good natured fun at itself. One of my favorite expres
sions of office humor is the little sign that says: "If you can 
remain calm while all around you people are screaming and 
tearing their hair, you just don't understand the situation!" 

There may be much truth to that little slogan, but there is 
another kind of calm which results from knowing more than 
those who panic. This more gives us all the strength we need 

' 

to face any crisis. Let's start building our strength with a look 
at the sources of stress, and the havoc they often cause. 

Why some people crack under stress 

Whether you like it or not, God is the substance and very 
life of your being. Some people refuse to accept this simple fact, 
and so build up an illusion of separation from God. They 
think of their being as bearing the same sort of relationship 
to God that a fountain pen bears to the engineer who de
signed it. Thus they feel isolated and on their own, and they 
have nothing to fall back on when the going gets rough. They 
expect about as much help from God as if they were a fountain 
pen praying to its designer for help after being stepped on. 
So that's what they get. 

115 
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Our study of the psychic energy centers shows that we are 
much more intimately connected to the universe and our fel
low creatures than any materially oriented individual could 
realize. We understand that the rest of the world tends to 
treat us exactly as we expect it to in the depths of our own 
being. Thus we recognize that we attract all our own bad 
breaks as well as the good that so regularly come to us. We 
easily understand that guilt and fear are deadly negative 
prayers which summon bad breaks with irresistible power. So 
we strive daily to rid our mental and emotional lives of all 
negativity. And we are making real progress! But nobody is 
immune to the sin of backsliding. We get all wrapped up in 
the apparent importance of our own little sphere of activity, 
and literally forget to keep our perspective. So we lapse back 
into some of the old negative patterns, and cry out in anguish 
when we begin to reap the disastrous results. 

If you have allowed the illusion of separateness from God 
to creep back into your being, you are in a very miserable 
state. When things look hopeless and the world seems to be 
closing in on you, where shall you turn? Some people reach 
the breaking point and crack under the stress. Our mental 
hospitals and psychiatrist's couches are full of them. But there 
is no need to let this happen to you. Turn back to God as the 
only real source of personal strength, and you will make it 
safely through the most difficult situations. 

How to lind your source of 
personal strength 

Down through the ages, men have found their greatest 
strength in the same place. It comes from an unshakable faith 

. in God, such as that which prompted the psalmist of old to 
exclaim: I will lift up mine eyes unto the hills from whence 
cometh my help. My help cometh from the Lord, which made 
heaven and earth. He will not suffer thy foot to be moved: he 
that keepeth thee will not slumber. ( Psalm 121:1-3.) 
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Even before you embarked upon this earthly life, He gave 

angels charge over you. In the work of our second chapter 
met your own guardian angels. We most often call them 
spirit teachers, but regardless of the label, they are an 
present source of tangible help in any emergency. They 
helped you many times in the past, whether you are 
of it or not, and the variety of their methods is infinite. 

devoted student of this work told me the following story in 
sincerity: 

Last year while I was still driving cross-country trucks, 
I had an excellent demonstration of spirit protection. Late 
at night I got very sleepy, so I pulled my rig off the road 
to take a short nap. It happened that I stopped at the top 
of a long grade, and I must not have set the brake prop
erly. I woke up with a start to see that my truck was 
careening down the hill at terrific speed. But my fear 
quickly vanished as I noticed the shadowy form of a 
powerful Indian handling the steering with a skill that 
was obviously out of this world. He kept the truck on the 
road around a couple of wild curves and finally brought 
it to a stop in a safe place on the shoulder. I had seen 
Tomahawk in my meditations before, but this was my first 
obvious demonstration of his physical protection. I am sure 
I owe him my life from that instance, and I feel his pres
ence now every time I get at the wheel of a motor vehicle. 
He is a constant source of physical protection. 

' This is not such an unusual story. Normal people are helped 
the spirit world in countless ways every day. A middle-aged 

was walking home from an evening church meeting. 
she passed a tall hedge, she found herself looking right into 

muzzle of a revolver. The voice said, "let's have that 
" but it was interrupted by a :fla5h of blue light like a 

lightning bolt which knocked the gun to the pavement. 
bandit fled in terror, and the woman hurried home to give 

to her spirit helpers in the safety of her own sanctum. 
' A young boy was swimming alone in a secluded bay. As 

' 

' 
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often seems the case for young boys, he overestimated his 
prowess and soon found himself over his head and sinking 
from panic and exhaustion. Suddenly a hand grabbed his 
trunks and lifted him just out of the water. He was transported 
in this fashion back to where the water came up only to his 
waist, and deposited back on his feet by the invisible hand. 

These are not pipe dreams, they are natural examples of the 
help you can expect when you are working in tune with your 
spirit teachers. You earn special protection by spiritual striving, 
and by consciously working with your spirit band. You are 
privileged to stop at any time and return to the capricious rule 
of the law of averages, but very few who have tasted this 
protection do. If you haven't yet started to seek contact with 
your teachers, now is the best time! 

How to understand your stresses 

Most of us would agree that life on this earth is very much 
like a chess game. Your various activities correspond to your 
chess pieces, and you move them about trying to gain an 
advantage. But the rest of the world seemingly acts as your 
opponent, and tries to counter your moves. All the stresses in 
life result from frustration and disappointment arising out of 
our own poor moves or the excellent moves of our opponent. 
This is the simple reality of life until you decide to change 
your relationship to it. 

There are two ways to work from this analogy to alleviate 
our stresses. First we called it a chess game. Now if you can 
really understand life that way, you will realize that it isn't 
a tremendous tragedy to lose a game once in a while. This can 
be a mighty help in regaining your perspective, no matter how 
bad a pickle you manage to get yourself into. But most of us 
also like to win our share so let's get back to the board and 
play. We started out by looking at the whole world as the 
opponent, but an old saying is in point here. It goes: "If you 
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lick 'em, join 'em." The world will remain your opponent 
you choose to join it. What are you trying to accomplish 

Instead of trying to scratch a living out of a hostile world, 
small change of perspective can do wonders for your peace 
mind. Why not adopt a basic purpose to work for the good 
mankind? Of course you still have to work! Man needs the 

sense of accomplishment that comes from a day's job 
done. But what of your attitude? A man who has scratched 
for a living comes home weary and discouraged at the 

of his day. But another man who worked on the same job 
day for the benefit of his fellow men, comes home with a 

on his face, a song in his heart, and the same wage in his 
The reason you do a job, and your attitude toward it, 

a lot more to do with the fatigue factor than the actual 
of physical energy you expend. Check your feelings 

the way to work each morning. Be sure you have the right 
and perspective! 

. · ·. Often we think we need help when we really need only to 
our approach to the problem. Then we get disgusted 

our Cod and our spirit teachers because we are not res
by some spectacular super-normal intervention. It is 

that you learn to recognize the times when you 
need help. In times of genuine need you can take 

in the unbreakable promise of the Lord, Before they 
I will answer; and while they are yet speaking, I will 

. (Isaiah 65:24. ) 
will never be forsaken by His angels! They may let you 

in the uncomfortable situation you have built for your-
. · just long enough to be sure you learn your lesson, but they 

never let you come to lasting harm. When the world seems 
closing in on you, go to your quiet place and call on your 
teachers for help. Then sit in the silence until you get the 

But don't be surprised if the answer is, "You are per
capable of working this out for yourself." A significant 
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part of your mission on earth is to learn your own mastery ove; 
physical and material conditions. Tangible help when you don t 
need it would be weakening, so this you will not receive. But 
when the chips are down, and your best is not good enough, 
you are in the same position as Jesus when he said: Thinkest 
thou that I cannot now pray to my Father, and he shall pres
ently give me more than twelve legions of angels? ( Matt. 
26:53. ) Let that be your faith also. 

A teen-age girl was exploring a small cave alone. She tripped 
on a timber and caused a collapse of part of the roof, appar
ently trapping herself inside. In the utter darkness she knelt 
to pray. Soon tender hands lifted her to her feet and guided 
her faltering steps around two small bends to a brush covered 
hole just big enough to climb out. If you have faith, the Father 
will send more than twelve legions of angels when you need 
them. 

How to ask for help for others 

The farther you progress in this work, the less apt you are 
to need help for yourself, and the more you will want to seek 
help for others. This sharing of our spiritual blessings is an 
essential requisite to further growth. As always, sincerity and 
faith are the two greatest keys. Let's look at the methods of the 
Master. 

Jesus often brought healing help by the laying on of han�s 
or some other form of definite physical contact. Follow hrs 
example and practice the healing work you started in Chapter 3. 
But the true catalyst in all his ministry was the Master's great 
faith which is perhaps most clearly demonstrated before the 
tomb of Lazarus. 

Then they took away the stone from the place where the 
dead was laid. And Jesus lifted up his eyes, and said, Father, 
I thank thee that thou hast heard me. And I knew that thou 
hearest me always: but because of the people which stand by 
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said it, that they may believe that thou hast sent me. And 

he thus had spoken, he cried with a loud voice, Lazarus, 
forth. And he that was dead came forth . . . .  

In more modern times, the great Hindu leader most often 
Malratrna Gandhi used a somewhat different approach 

helping others. He entered the silence to pray for help, then 
his faith by announcing a personal fast until his 

was answered. His spiritual leadership was the inspira
behind the birth of the great nation which is modern 

You will gain much by entering your quiet place to ask 
teachers for help in understanding the deep faith of such 

spiritual man. Then strive to build an equal faith in you. 
The simple trust in the power of God demonstrated by a 

brought many blessings to the people around 
· She talked to God in her room, in the garden, and even on 
streetcar; regularly asking help for her neighbors. All the 

animals were her friends, including two little 
who occupied a hole in the wall of her room. She fed 
and prayed for their welfare also. Her faithful prayers 

a dying rosebush, and produced the most beautiful 
in the city. She was so close to God that her very 

had a healing effect on anyone in need. When she 
on, she was missed by people and animals alike. Do 

is necessary to satisfy your intellect and build a faith 
that-it is worth more than all the material possessions you 

accumulate! 
shall you ask for help for others? Go into your quiet 

and greet your spirit teachers. Talk over your friend's 
as you would with someone on earth; and ask for spirit 

Then according to your faith it is done! Believe that God 
your friend through the agency of the spirit world, 

it is so. Then give thanks. Know that spirit is working to 
the highest good into the lives of all concerned. With 

· technique you can obviously do no hmm, and the potential 
is beyond the limits of human imagination. Never refuse 
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to ask for help for anyone in need. The asking will truly benefit 
you both. 

The secret of getting help for yourself 

It's relatively easy to ask for help for someone else, because 
the question of whether you deserve it doesn't get in the way. 
But the first thought that hits most of us when we feel we 
need personal assistance is, "Am I worthy of it?" It seems that 
we can remember our every shortcoming just when we need 
help the most. 

Modern psychologists call this guilt, and it is the most de-
structive commodity in the universe. The first thing a mentally 
healthy person learns is not to carry a grudge against any 
fellow man, but we somehow forget to apply that to ourselves. 
There is a beautiful passage in the Lord's Prayer which bears 
directly on this: And forgive us our trespasses, as we forgive 
those who trespass against us. You are entitled to forgiveness 
from the universe in the same measure that you forgive others 
for real or fancied wrongs against you. Meditate upon this 
carefully. Then proceed to honestly and fervently forgive any
one and everyone who may have wronged you. Now claim 
your own forgiveness! Remember, the Master came to show 
the way, not to chastise or condemn. Even on the cross he 
said, Father, forgive them . . . .  Go before your spirit teachers 
in your quiet place and claim your forgiveness for everything 
that seems to stand in the way of your worthiness. 

Once you have dissolved the blocks of guilt, the only limit 
to progress is your own faith. A living faith must be built on a 
sound base of understanding, and it should be renewed by 
twice daily contacts with your spirit teachers. Each time yo11 
sit in your quiet place and receive a positive response to yom 
call, the reality of the spirit side of life becomes more certain 
to you. Strengthen and renew your ties with your spirit teach-
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ers throughout the good periods of life, so you can count on 
their help when you really need it. 

How shall you go about asking for help? How can you be 
sure you are heard? Any time or place you are accustomed to 
talking .to your teachers, you can be sure they are there, and 
they wtll hear you! Tell them your problems and the extent 
of your .effort� t� solve them. Demonstrate that you are doing 
everythmg Withm your power to achieve the solution with 
yo�r 0\'_'11 effor�s. Then ask for that little extra push from spirit 
wh1eh �� certam to tip the scales in your favor. Feel your 
teac�ers response, and believe they are helping you. Then ac
cordmg to your faith, you will receive whatever you need the 
m�st. Let's look at a detailed approach to some typical situ
atiOns. 

How to get a new job 

At some time or other, each of us has the feeling that the 
�ecret o.f �II ou� future personal happiness lies in landing a new 
JOb. This IS a time of special crisis, and we should begin with 
a careful assessment of the factors which have put us in this 
un�omf�rtable situation. \'Vhether you are out of work or just 
plam miserable on your present job, there is a deep lesson to be 
l�a:ned before you blindly strike out on a job hunt. All of 
hfe s bumps come to teach us some special lesson, and we will 
be stuck with our problem until we wake up enough to digest 
its inner meaning. 

The place to start is in your quiet place, meditating on the 
lesson to be drawn from your difficulty. The question to ask 
is: "Wha� are the qualities or attitudes in me that have brought 
me to this uncomfortable situation?-or, How did I go about 
attracting this?" When I am in difficulty, I have to find the 
key and change something within me in order to accomplish 
the cure. Ask the question of your higher self and your teach-
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ers, then pay attention to the answer. This is no time to ra
tionalize and make up all sorts of excellent excuses. The only 
way you can claim the power to extricate yourself is to admit 
it was your misuse of your power that got you into this fix in 
the first place. 

A man was on the verge of quitting his vice-presidency of 
a small but rapidly growing corporation. For several months it 
had seemed that his efforts were not appreciated and somehow 
it was all for naught anyway. Before taking any action, he 
retired to his quiet place and asked the key question: "What 
is there in me that makes my job seem such a waste of en
ergy?" In the peace of his silence the following train of thought 
unfolded: Because of your intense interest in spiritual things, 
you will never achieve the depths of satisfaction from your 
job that most executives do; but you do have an obligation 
to your family, and it will be to your spiritual advantage to 
continue fulfilling it. Your satisfaction is to be attll.ined from 
helping other people, and your executive position gives you 
the wherewithal and opportunity to bring inspiration and 
tangible help to many. You need a change of attitude, not a 
change of job! If you switch jobs in your present frame of 
mind, the next one may turn out to be even more miserable. 

He took his lesson to heart, buckled down on the job, and 
eventually amassed a fortune sufficient to retire to a happy life 
of philanthropy. 

Another man who was out of work got quite a different 
answer. The voice within him said, "Your cynical attitude 
toward your employer and your immediate supervisor lowered 
the quality of your work so much you had to be fired. It's time 
for you to adopt a completely positive approach, clean yourself 
up mentally and psychologically, get off your fanny and go 
looking for your new job, now!" 

Only when you understand the lesson of your situation are 
you ready for spirit help in correcting the physical and mate 
rial aspect of it. When you feel you understand, send your call 
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for help loud and clear. Say, "Beloved teachers, I'm doing my 
best to assimilate my lesson and change for the better, now 
please help me find just the right spot to unfold more of my 
talents in loving service to mankind." 

Then keep the faith! Do everything you know how to help 
yourself, and you can be certain that spirit will come through 
with all the extra help you need, now and forevermore! 

How to flncl your perfect mate 

Marriage is one of the least understood of our major insti
tutions. Regardless of our age, education, or emotional ma
turity we tend to rush into it blindly; then spend years in 
suffering or trying to patch it up. Our psychologists and mar
riage counselors preach constantly that the key to a successful 
union is compromise, but there is a higher truth that is worthy 
of careful examination. Compromise will certainly make a bad 
situation more comfortable, but a marriage without compro
mise is infinitely more desirable. Your ideal mate is so com
pletely in tune with you spiritually, mentally, and psycho
logically that compromise is rarely necessary. 

The idea of compromise assumes initial disagreement and 
infers some pushing and pulling at each other. If you are 
already married in a less than ideal relationship, I certainly 
don't advise a bunch of hasty actions. Each individual situ
ation carries its own set of special obligations, and differences 
should be resolved along carefully directed spiritual lines. But 
If you are single, and looking forward to marriage sometime 
ln the future, take heed. 

There is a great deal of truth to the old idea that marriages 
ure made in heaven. The good ones really are! But many times 
the most completely unlikely people find some attraction for 
cuch other and confuse it with love. They get a silly idea that 
the simple act of a marriage ceremony will somehow dissolve 
all their differences and they will ''live happily ever after." 
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This is one of the areas where we need the most help from our 
spirit teachers. If you already have your eye on a potential 
partner, bear with us for just a little way while we discuss 
that important preliminary. 

Your own quiet place is the best base of operations for the 
�eeking of a soul mate. Call on your teachers and talk it over 
with them. Tell them of your desire for true spiritual love and 
marriage, and tell them what you expect to bring to your mate. 
Listen to the little impressions that warn you of too much 
selfishness in your dreams of the ideal marriage, and work to 
polish and beautify your concept. Then ask for guidance and 
help in locating your ideal mate. Know that somewhere there 
is another person whose being will blend perfectly with yours 
in the creation of an ideal marriage, and this person is seeking 
you even as you are seeking. 

Then go to places where people of like nature to your own 
are likely to be attracted. If you are religiously inclined, the 
church of your choice is an excellent place to meet new friends. 
Or try a course in night school, the neighborhood little theater, 
civic activities, or charitable work. Wear your friendly smile 
and be easy to meet. Any new friend may be the instrument 
of your introduction to your soul mate. Sooner than you dare 
expect, you will meet someone you think ( or hope ) is the 
wonderful mate you are seeking. As the acquaintance begins 
to warm into friendship or infatuation, you are nearing the 
critical point where spirit help is most important. 

With your teachers' help, you must decide if this is your soul 
mate, or if you should just keep right on looking. Understand 
that unless you are a saint, it would be a grave mistake to con
template marrying one. The real question is, do your faults and 
weaknesses blend along with your strengths? Do you want to 
change the other person? Or does he want to change you? If 
you are interested in the other for anything except exactly what 
he (or she ) is right now, forget it! Go into your quiet place and 
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. your teachers if you are glossing over anything in the 

· other's character or personality that will be unbearable in the 
. long run. Are you relaxed and comfortable at just being your
, self in your potential mate's company? Does he pay attention 
'" to you when you are out with other people? And vice-versa? 
, Could you just sit back to back for an hour without talking 

· . . and feel uplifted by the warm glow of the blending of your 
auras? ' 

·· . Listen to your higher self and your spirit teachers; they are 
,' not blinded by the strange workings of body chemistry we so 
', mistake for love. A natural blending of spirit and aura, 
' completely without the necessity for compromise, is the ideal . state. And it is attainable on our earth. You settle for less at 
, risk of years of tugging and compromise. Marriage is a 
·.classic example of the value of quality as opposed to quantity. 

.· . I don't necessarily subscribe to the theory that there is only 
soul mate for each of us, but I'm certain that for every 
individual who would make you a good soul mate, there 
at least a million who would make you a lousy marriage 

Without spirit guidance, you are not equipped to 
a wise decision in the heat of a courtship. Go into your 
place and commune with your spirit teachers as often 

as long as necessary to be sure you are not heading into a 
. Spirit guidance is real and it will never fail you! This 

be the time it is hardest to do so, but it is to your best 
to pay attention to the voices of those whose vision 

clear. 

to get instant help in an 

There was a terrible screeching of brakes, and two auto
that had been apparently bound to wind up as a 

mass of metal stopped fractions of an inch apart. So 
of becoming a stretcher case, the young salesman met a 
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corporation president who offered him an excellent chance as 
his new sales manager. Not disaster, but new opportunity! 
This man seemed to lead a charmed life, and so can you. 

All life as we know it on earth is maintained by an extremely 
delicate balance of seemingly hostile forces. Without the in
sulating effect of the atmosphere, we would burn to death in 
the sun during the day, then freeze in the darkness at two 
hundred degrees or more below zero. Every day we read of 
individual lives snuffed out by literally thousands of different 
methods, yet many of them were in the very prime of their 
usefulness to society. If the world's great poets, doctors, authors, 
and scientists don't naturally receive special protection from 
the spirit agencies why should we expect that you can? 

The answer is contained in the question itself. Because you 
dare to expect it, spirit help is available to you. Of course there 
is the inevitable price. We never get something for nothing, 
even from spirit. The price for complete spirit protection is 
your sincere and steady effort to work with the spirit world 
in uncovering your "mission" in life and unfolding your great
est potentials for good to the whole of mankind. Don't wait 
until it's too late to put on the brakes! Start earning your spirit 
protection, now. In a very real sense we each have a spiritual 
bank account, much like a checking account in a commercial 
bank anywhere in the United States. The primary rule for 
using such an account is you cant take out more than you 
put in. 

If you haven't already, now is just the right time to start 
making twice daily deposits to your spiritual account in the 
peaceful atmosphere of your own quiet place. In a broader 
sense, the spiritual communion in your quiet place will begin 
to color your whole life with a richer understanding of people, 
and you will be impelled to shine your light to help them over 
the dark spots. As you devote more attention to the world of 
spirit, you will notice more and more evidence of tangible 
spirit help in your routine affairs. Give thanks for it and resolve 
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to earn more of the same. We will begin the search for your 
mission in the next Chapter. 

Points to Remember 

I. The illusion of separateness from God robs men of the 
emotional strength to handle stress. 

II. 
III. 

IV. 

v. 
VI. 

VII. 

VIII. 

Faith � God is the source of all personal strength. 
Stress IS caused by our wrong attitudes toward the 
world. 
Spirit protection is tangible and sometimes dramatic 
in its handling of emergencies. 
Spirit will never forsake you. 
You are richly blessed by sharing your spirit help 
with others. 
Your honest striving and faith in your spirit teachers 
guarantees all the help you need. 
Work with your spirit teachers and build a charmed 
life. 
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/tow 

ESP Can Reveal Your 

True Reason for Living 

Step outside on any clear night and look up at the myriads 
' , of stars shining in the great nothingness we call the sky. Science 

tells us that each star you see is really another sun, probably 
bigger than ours and quite possibly surrounded by or

, biting planets like this one. The magnitude of the universe 
, remains beyond the ability of our intellect to encompass, yet 
in all its vastness, it seems to be made of the infinite repe

', tition of a few simple patterns. No matter how complex the 
organism or galaxy, it is made up of nature's basic building 
blocks, all assembled according to logical patterns. 

From the submicroscopic world of atoms and molecules to 
the marvelous milky �ay, man looks at nature's patterns and 
: ,ponders his own meaning. 

age-old question, "Why am I here?" 

One of the major characteristics which distinguishes man 
the lower animals is his ability to objectively contemplate . 

own nature and seek a meaning and purpose for his ex
Man has asked this burning question since he first 

to think, "Why am I here?" Brilliant philosophers have 
cu a fantastic multiplicity of answers based on sound logic 

monumental soarings of reason. No matter what your in-
131 
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clination, you can find someone's philosophical system that ·will 
help you for a time. But philosophy somehow seems to get 
bound up in an intricate series of mental gymnastics until the 
poor struggling student gets ready to accept the old jibe that 
goes something like, "An expert is a person who lmows more 
and more about less and less, until finally he !mows every
thing about nothing, and becomes a philosopher." Things aren't 
really that bad, but it is certainly true that no purely mental 
system can lead you to the persoruzl experience of meaning in 
your own life. 
-

Jesus had a stimulating answer to our basic why. He said, 
I am come that they might have life, and that more abundantly. 

With this simple concept as our clue, we can gain much in
sight by looking at nature herself. Throughout all of nature 
we see life striving for expression, seeking constantly for im
provement of form and being through the process of evolution. 
If we can sense a purpose in nature, it must be simply the 
expression of life. But this brings us smack up against the next 
logical question, what is the purpose of life? If we can under
stand the purpose of life in its general sense, perhaps there 
will be the answer to the meaning of our individual existence. 

What distinguishes a living organism from a blob of dead 
matter like a rock or a clod of dirt? We might say the ability 
to reproduce its own kind, or the method by which it derives 
nourishment from its environment. But the truly significant 
feature of life is consciousness. Some degree of consciousness 
is exhibited by every living organism from the single-celled 
amoeba through the plants and lower animals to its highest 
earthly form in man. When viewed from this standpoint, the 
whole process of evolution is obviously aimed at producing ever 
higher forms of consciousness. 

It is as if the Infinite Consciousness which created the uni
verse is seeking to duplicate its infinity of consciousness on the 
plane of the particular. Therefore we can reasonably equate 
consciousness to livingness. But this brings us to the simple 
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conclusion that the purpose of life is to express more and more 
of itself in ever upward spiraling approximation of the infini
tude of the Creator. You may ask if there is any practical ap
plication to this bit of speculation. Yes! It can lead us to a 
useful understanding of our individual reason for living. 

Your place in the scheme of things 

In order to find our individual place in the scheme of the 
universe, it is necessary to dig a little deeper into the details 
of the great pattern. We have agreed that the expressed pur
pose of life is continual development of higher and higher 
forms of consciousness through the evolutionary process. But 
just how does that work? 

Within each species, the law of natural selection works for 
the constant improvement of the type. This is also called the 
survival of the fittest, and it means exactly that. Only the 
stronger and more intelligent members of a species survive 
and thus have the opportunity to reproduce the kind. Thus 
the basic weaknesses are gradually weeded out of a species 
by the simple expedient of the death of those who have them. 
Throughout the world of nature we see how careful the great 
mother is of each species, but how unconcerned about the 
individuals within it. All the so-called laws of chance serve 
to perpetuate and improve the species at the expense of the 
inferior individuals. 

The lower animals, lacking the precious gift of self-con
sciousness, don't understand this hard fact of nature, and so 
go on being chewed up by the laws of chance. This is also the 
case with most individual humans. They live from day-to-day 
subject to the unmerciful caprice of accidents, microbes, dis
ease, pestilence and the like; living, suffering, and dying with 
little thought to the reasons back of it aiL It's a terrible waste 
for man to believe himself subject to these ancient laws! The 
first key to freedom lies in our objective consciousness, the 
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ability to understand our relationShip to our environment and 
to the Creator. 

Now if the purpose of life is evolution, and the pattern for 
the lower species is chance, we are bound by the same laws 
until we figure a way out. But there is a way out! It lies in 
using our objective consciousness to establish a new relation
ship with the principles of evolution, based on our exercise of 
the power to choose and cooperate. The consciousness of one 
individual human being is sufficiently developed that it may 
realize and claim the same care from the forces of nature 
that is lavished on a whole species of lower creatures. You can 
decide that the old laws of chance shall be replaced as they 
apply to your personal existence with a new set of laws which 
we might call the laws of conscious cooperation with the evo
lutionary force. 

This understanding led the psalmist of old to exclaim, What 
is man, that thou art mindful of him? And the son of man, that 
thou visitest him? For thou hast made him a little lower than 
the angeLs, and hast crowned him with glory and honour. Thou 
madest him to have dominion over the works of thy hands; thou 
hast put all things under his feet. 

Make your own decision to cooperate with the great forces 
of evolution! Then go to your quiet place and announce it to 
your spirit teachers. Send out your call to your spirit band; 
then in the silence say aloud something like this, "Beloved 
teachers, I am happy to tell you that I earnestly want to co
operate with the great evolutionary plan of the universe. I 
realize that I have much to learn, but even that is part of work
ing for my own evolution. I pledge my best efforts henceforth 
to the accomplishment of my personal evolution and the maxi
mum contribution to the upliftment and progress of all man
kind. I will seek your special guidance in a quiet moment at 
least twice a day, and be alert at all times to your impressions 
of inspiration and help. I accept the tender, loving protection 

f 
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all emissaries of God in whatever form they come, and 

my wholehearted cooperation." 
Then set out to discover your personal mission or reason 

this particular incarnation, and fulfill it to the best of your 

to discover your individual mission 
this life 

All of life is like a great symphony; and we, as individual 
are like the notes that combine to make the whole 

· complete with melody, harmony, counterpoint, 
all the glorious details. When the orchestra is assembled 

play, if just one note is omitted or comes out of sequence, 
whole performance is something less than it might be. Your 

contribution is important to the great symphony 
call life. And it is a fact that you agreed to achieve certain 

goals before you entered the tiny body that has grown 
to be what the world considers you. 

You are necessary for a special contribution to the progress 
mankind during your lifetime. Isn't it about time you set 

to discover what it is? There is a wonderfully reciprocal 
here; your own spiritual progress is advanced most 

your special contribution to mankind's upward march. 
how shall you look for your mission? 

' Your first step is a careful review of the subconscious pattern 
your past to get a look at the direction in which you have 

led. Your subconscious is aware of the needs of your 
or and has been working throughout your life to prepare 
Even your most glaring weaknesses were designed to 
in your grooming for the culmination of a lifetime of 

to the progress of mankind. Some missions may seem 
or more important than others, but that is only the 

to our egocentric lower selves. In any symphony, 
notes may stand out more than others, but all are neces

to the perfect whole. 
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We may gain an important insight by contemplating a story 
from the life of the Buddha. It is said that after six years of 
seeking enlightenment through the ascetic path, Gautama 
sat near a garden on the verge of death from his long starva
tion. A woman appeared bearing an offering of thanksgiving 
for the birth of her son and, mistaking Gautama for the wood
god, fed him with the precious offering prepared .from the 
milk of one hundred newly calved cows fed to fifty white cows 
and their milk fed to twenty-five and with theirs twelve more 
and again with theirs to the six best of the herd, and that yield 
boiled with fine spices and finely ground rice planted and indi
vidually picked with a pure heart. The purity of the nourish
ment so rejuvenated the young prince that he arose and pro
ceeded to the Bodhi tree where his meditations brought on the 
enlightenment which made him the Buddha. Without those 
simple ministrations of the grateful mother, the world might 
well have been deprived of one of its greatest teachers. 

Some of us have tasks to accomplish that may stand out like 
those of the Buddha, but most of us will find our lot to be more 
like that of the grateful mother. But each person's mission is 
well suited to his talents and experience, and it is important to 
the over-all progress of mankind. The process of evolution, 
like its tool, the process of physical growth, is a steady heaping 
up of many, many small achievements. 

As you carefully review the subconscious pattern of your past 
life, pay attention to your chronic problems as well as your 
special aptitudes and experience. Quiet meditation on the pat
terns you have discovered and prayerful consultation with your 
spiritual teachers will begin to reveal the general outlines of 
your mission. It is not necessary that you know the exact details 
until the time draws near for its fulfillment, and no amount of 
impatience will get the knowledge for you. Consider it enough 
to realize the broad outlines of your daily preparations, and 
strive to improve your effectiveness and your channels of 
communication with your spirit teachers whose guidance will 
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. • be invaluable when it becomes your turn to take positive action. 
. Work with them towards the time when you are meant to 
achieve. 

How to direct your efforts toward 
accomplishing your spiritual mission 

What is the best way to set about accomplishing your mis
sion? First and most important, maintain your balance and 

. . continue to lead a normal life. The Oriental religions teach that 
. life is divided mto three major epochs which we might call .· childhood, the householder stage, and the later life when the 
. . ' family has been raised and there is more time and energy left 
. for cultural and religious pursuits. It is important that we 
, .don't shirk our material responsibilities. How could you expect 

' 

. ·· to stand in the presence of the Master and ask to join in service 
· .. ·· to mankind if you ha,;e not even fulfilled your regular obliga
·. tions as a householder? That would be obviously absurd! We 
' can take a lesson from the approach to the material world 
·. expounded by our Hindu and Buddhist friends. They tell us to 
·· kill out all ambition for material advancement, then work as 
1 one who has it. 
' 

. Sounds shocking at first, doesn't it? But a little reflection ; will show you that here is the best way to succeed in the mate' .rial world; without ambitious emotional involvement in your 
to cloud your thinking, you will naturally do a better 

job and so get ahead faster. The by-product is an absence of 
·· guilt arising out of petty little plots to get ahead or yielding to 

for unethical practices, Thus you can enter your 
daily meditation periods with a clear and untroubled 
and progress unimpeded along the path of spiritual 

It is during your meditation periods that you should prop
turn your attention to receiving guidance as to your 

mission and the means of accomplishing it. Your 
relaxed awareness will reveal each opportunity 
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for spiritual service as the time is right. Pay attention, but 
keep your balance. Nothing is as destructive of good spirit 
contact as anxiety. Be willing to take one simple step at a time, 
without always knowing what the next will be. Keep your faith, 
and enjoy being a spectator as much as a participant in the 
unfoldment of your earthly sojourn. 

Dr. George Washington Carver regularly talked with his 
dear Creator in the silence. His loving attention to the peanut, 
the flowers, and the clays of the soil in his dear Creator's pres
ence brought forth such a multitude of new and useful products 
that he revolutionized the entire economy of the South. The 
depth of his personal faith shone so brightly that it profoundly 
influenced the spiritual lives of countless thousands. If he were 
standing before you now, his words would tell you that any 
man can accomplish truly wonderful works if he has enough 
love in his heart for his f�llow man and his dear Creator. Let 
your love shine out through all your actions as you strive to
ward the accomplishment of your mission. 

How fo start your spiritual chain 
reaction of gcod 

There is a great deal of truth to the old adage, The Lord 
helps him who helps himself. Spirit works most effectively by 
amplifying the efforts of a human agency. Ask for guidance, 
then act on it to the best of your ability, always keeping a 
strong faith that your help will be there whenever you neecl 
it. As you learn to work more effectively, spirit will increase 
the level of its help. It is rather like canasta or a paratroop 
invasion-the most successful people get the most help. Start 
your own spiritual chain reaction of good, now! Go into your 
quiet place and ask your teachers for instruction. Then act 011 

the impressions you receive. It can be the turning point of your 
whole life. 

A middle-aged woman was impressed by her teachers to 
seek a class in psychic unfoldment. Her children were growu 
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now, so there was no question of lack of available time. She 
made a few phone calls and the same class was recommended 
by several friends. Her progress seemed painfully slow at first, 
but after six months she suddenly unfolded a wonderfully 
accurate ability to bring through messages from those now 
living on the spirit side of life. She has since served thousands 
of people, bringing many little personal proofs of survival of 
the individuality after the change men call death. The passing 
of her husband left a physical void, but her ability to com
municate with him in her own quiet place considerably less
ened her loneliness, She was able to live an economically 
productive later life by providing private readings for the 
assistance of many seekers of truth. 

A young man was finishing his second year of college, still 
with no idea of what he wanted for a career. Late one evening 
in his quiet place he saw a very clear symbol of himself in 
hospital garb performing an operation. A review of his first 
two years' classes showed he had been taking an excellent pre
medical course. He gave thanks for the previous subconscious 
guidance and threw himself into the study of medicine with a 
zeal born of the wonderful feeling of spirit cooperation. He is 
an excellent and highly successful surgeon today. 

Your life can be enriched by unfailing help from on high! 
Seek your guidance, then start to help yourself. His angels will 
go before you, making your way happier and more productive 
than you dare even dream. Now is the best time to start! 

Your palh lo peace of mind 

Many people subscribe to the fallacy that contentment is 
the measure of peace of mind, but this tends to deflect their 
striving into less spiritudly productive avenues. Peace of mind 
Is a dynamic product of achievement that knows it can and 
will continually do better. Discontent can be an excellent tool 
of the spirit world in guiding us along our individual pathways 
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of growth. We should always give thanks for our healthy dis
content as a precious spiritual gift. It is the expression of our 
subconscious desires to work toward the fulfillment of our 
spiritual mission. You are assured of ever increasing peace of 
mind if you train yourself to regularly view your discontent 
in these terms. Ask each little feeling of restlessness to reveal 
its spiritual message. Then pay attention to the answer-it will 
tell you more about your mission in life. 

Progress in any field of endeavor is a direct result of some
body being dissatisfied with the status quo. In modern re
ligious parlance, the driving force behind the advance of 
mankind is divine discontent. It is spirit urging us onward! 
By cooperating with the directing forces of spirit, you can 
turn each apparently negative emotion into a stepping stone 
to glorious growth for yourself and others. Ask each uncom
fortable feeling for its spiritual message, then respond to your 
teacher's direction. As you regularly respond to the promptings 
of spirit, your life becomes a panorama of joyous progression. 
This is the true source of all personal peace. 

Henry Ford's discontent with the transportation of the day 
led to the first mass production of the automobile, and changed 
our economy forever. Whitney's cotton gin, Douglas's airplane 
and Land's Polaroid camera are similar examples of applied 
discontent. Each brought new comfort and happiness to many 
people. 

Don't be afraid to think big, but don't refuse to take the 
small steps either. A mother was uneasy about the lack of cross
walks for children on the way to a nearby school. Her per
severance gathered enough signatures on the petition to get 
a city survey which resulted in boulevard stop signs, and a 
crossing guard during school hours. Who can tell how many 
young bodies were saved from harm by her efforts? Every 
step that helps others must help you. Start now! 
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Points to Remember 

I. Nat�re's purpose is the expression and improvement of hfe through the process of evolution II. Life's purpose is to express ever more �f itself and 

III. 

IV. 

tkus the infinitude of the Creator. 
' 

The laws of ch�nc� ser�e to improve the species at the expense of rts mfenor individuals. 
You �an lift yourself above the laws of chance by conscwus cooperation with the forces of evolution V. Seek to discover your personal mission in this lifeyour �lanned contribution to the progress of mankind. To gam control of your progress : kill out all ambition, then work as one who has it. 

VI. 

VII. 

VIII. 

Spirit speaks to you of your mission through the avenue of divine discontent. 
Peace of mind is a dynamic product of achievement. 
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/tow 

ESP Can Insure the Success 

of Your Every Undertaking 

It is the spirit that quickeneth; the flesh profiteth nothing: 
the words that I speak unto you, they are spirit and they are 
life. (John 7:63. ) As you learn to use your ESP to stay in 
contact with spirit, your own life will be quickened. You will 
find that the success of any undertaking is directly affected by 
its relationship to your spiritual mission. It is so certain that 
we can express it as a natural law . 

The law of personal success • 

We can safely state that none of us is a Master, or we 
wouldn't need to be spending our time in this earthly class
room. Therefore our own efforts are never enough to insure 
the success of our undertaking. Spirit help is our key to success! 
But your spirit teachers are not particularly interested in your 
worldly or material success. They hover near to assist in your 
personal growth and to see that you accomplish the tasks you 
nccepted before you voluntarily entered the present earth life. 

In this respect, worldly life is like a swiftly flowing stream. 
Any fool can float downstream with little or no effort simply by 
clinging to a passing log or piece of debris. But if it should be 
desirable to go upstream, you need a boat with a powerful 
motor. The power for any upstream accomplishment must 
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come from spirit, and this leads us to infer our law of personal 
success: Any undertaking which prepares you for, or con
tributes to your spiritual mission will succeed; and any under
taking which is incompatible with your spiritual mission will 
fail. 

You can avoid costly mistakes and failures by checking out 
each potential endeavor with your spirit teachers before you 
decide to try it. A successful corporation executive found an 
excellent opportunity to help a friend go into business for 
himself. Their special aptitudes were complementary, and the 
executive's contributions of time could be in his hobby hours, 
so he rushed into the deal without bothering to check with his 
spirit teachers. The enterprise was well planned and got off 
to a rousing good start. It made a profit the very first month, 
and after four months success seemed assured. But suddenly 
the executive discovered that his friend had been systematically 
diverting collections on account into his own pocket instead of 
into the business. In the legal battle that ensued, the business 
was ruined. Net result: the executive lost ten thousand dollars, 
five months of hard work in the moonlight, and what he had 
thought was a good friend. • 

A somewhat belated meditation in his quiet place revealed 
the reason for his setback. The time he spent working in tho 
sideline business was needed for him to begin writing a short 
self-help course in practical metaphysics. So six months lato 
and ten thousand dollars short, he began a successful meta
physical writing career in his hobby time. s

.
p�rit could caw 

less that he lost the money-it was a good spmtual lesson fm 
him, and as soon as he got back on the spiritual track, pros
perity again flowed to him in wa�es of abunda�ce. 

. . ·i Another executive regularly pard more attentiOn to hrs spu I 
teachers. One evening as he reached out to spirit in his quid 
place, a strange light appeared on the wall. It formed itscll 
into letters which said, "In three months the parent compa11y 
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will close your division with very little warning. Start dis
creetly sending out resumes as soon as possible, and we will 
help you relocate painlessly." 

It came as quite a shock because he was happy with his 
position and knew that he was doing a good job in every way 
the situation allowed. But you don't argue with spirit when 
you receive such positive advice, so he followed directions. 

· . . On the same day he was informed that the division would be 
closed, he received an offer of a new position with a local 
company at a slight increase in salary. By following directions, 

, he was not jobless for even one day, and he avoided the anguish 
that naturally accompanies the unexpected closing of a mate
rial door. 

The advantages of working with the spirit world are tre
mendously greater than anyone who hasn't experienced it can 
imagine. Let's look further into your part of working with spirit 
on new ideas. 

How to examine a contemplated new 
undertaking in the light of your 

. . lpiritual mission 

You were given a mind as one of the tools to be used during 
this earth life experience, and this is a good place to exercise 
lt. Why bother spirit with questions about undertakings that 

. common sense will tell you not to start? It should be obvious 
that anything you do must be honest and should not be harm. 
ful to others. Certainly it should be compatible with the spir
Itual view of life. If it fails to pass these simple ground rule 
tests, drop it at once! 

If your idea passes the general ground rule tests you are not 
)'et ready to take it to spirit. You also need a set of specific 
rules for you. Let's put them in the form of simple questions. 

1. Does it provide new uses for many of your already de
veloped aptitudes and strengths? 
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2. Will it provide opportunities to develop new strengths? 
3. How would you feel about it in the awesome presence 

of your Maker? 
If you can give positive answers to all three questions, you 

are at last ready to take it into meditation in your quiet place. 
Call for the presence of your spirit teachers and carefully ex
plain your idea to them. Then ask if it is compatible with your 
spiritual mission. Be careful that your anxiety and/or en
thusiasm doesn't close your mind to spirit advice, and wait 
for the answer. It will always come. Feel it before you leave 
your quiet place! 

As a simple example let's say you are thinking about taking 
a course in evening school. This is certaiuly honest and harm
less, and advancement of personal knowledge is always com
patible with the spiritual view of life. How about the personal 
tests? You would not be allowed to take the course if you had 
not fulfilled the prerequisites, so we can assume it will provide 
new uses for your present strengths; and its whole purpose is 
to provide opportunity to develop new strengths, skills or 
knowledge. I can think of no course offered by a socially re
sponsible educational institution that might cause you to feel 
uncomfortable in the presence of the Creator. It has now passed 
all the mental tests, and as far as you can logically tell, it should 
be a good move for you. Now you are ready to take it before 
your spirit teachers for their special council. Go to your quiet 
place, relax, and call for your teachers. Tell them, "I am con
sidering taking this particular course in night school, and it 
seems like a good thing for me to do. Please give me the bene
fit of your wider vision. Will it fit into my spiritual mission?" 
In the ensuing silence one may be impressed, "It is good for 

. you, little sister, do not hesitater Another may hear, "Not this 
year, my brother, it would be too great a strain on your health." 
And yet another might suddenly feel, "It would be good for 
you, but there is something much better just over the horizon. 
You would be wiser to wait for it." 
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When you ask in this manner, your teachers will consistently 

. give you sound advice, but it is important to realize that the 
' decision is always your own. It is your personal responsibility .. ·· to decide and act in your own life! This can never be delegated 
• or abdicated. It is analogous to consulting an expert on earth. · You may go to your attorney with a legal problem and receive ' sound advice as to your alternatives and their probable out
, comes; but the decision and the responsibility remain forever 
· your own. The more you think and act responsibly, the greater 
. help you will naturally draw from the spirit world. It is an

, other working of the law of natural selection-them as has, gets. 
, . Coming out of the armed service just after World War II, a 
i man was pondering his choice of two proffered positions. One ' ' 

. appeared to offer better opportunity for advancement, while •. the other offered a better starting �alary. Certainly he needed 

· .
to work for a living, so the ground rule questions were satisfied. 

· l-Ie decided to take both offers into his quiet place and consult 
: his spirit teachers. In the silence he received an unexpected 

answer: "You are leaning toward the position that seems to ' ' the best chance of future progress, and that is lauclable. 
. there is a setback coming to that company within the year, 
it will keep the occupant of your potential position tied 

for several years. Take the job that pays more money, 
apply yourself. You will be pleased with your progress." 

By listening to the voice of spirit, the man avoided a material 
and launched a highly successful career. The same 

guidance is yours if you will but ask, and listen! 

to summon your spirit teachers 
assist you 

When you reach the point in your meditation where you 
spirit agrees your undertaking is in keeping with your 

mission, rejoice! You can be sure, now, that your teachers 
·ready and eager to help you. But they can do little without 

specific permission for them to help. 
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Don't be the "Please, mother, I'd rather do it myself" type. 
Ask for spirit help. Your teachers are real people, and you will 
get the best results if you treat them that way. Talk to them 
just as you would talk to a good friend who still inhabits an 
earthly body. You have attracted your special set of spirit 
teachers because you all share in the same basic mission. 
They are literally partners in your progress, so your success is 
theirs also. They will help you in countless ways, but they 
won't do the things you can and should do for yourself. Again 
remember that spirit works best by amplifying your efforts. 
So put out some effort for your friends to amplify. 

A young man working at the very bottom in a furniture 
factory began to get an urge for a career in electronics. He 
took this feeling to his teachers in his quiet place and asked 
for guidance. In the peaceful atmosphere of the meditation, 
everything seemed to make sense, so he enrolled in an elec
tronic assembly class at night. After twelve weeks of hard work 
he received a certificate and began his search for a suitable 
job. He was chosen over fourteen other applicants with similar 
backgrounds for his first job in electronic assembly. Next came 
the urge for an engineeri11g degree, and again he sought guid
ance in his quiet place. This time help came in the form of 
his company's financing the cost of books and tuition in the 
evening section of a local college. It took eight years of hard 
work, but he regularly advanced on the job as the new educa
tional work improved his qualifications, and his years in the 
shop contributed to his being one of the top electronic pro
duction engineers in the state. 

A middle-aged man was told that his wife needed a very 
serious operation. They were both working, and it seemed to 
take all they could earn to keep the children in high school 
and make ends meet. In his quiet place he talked over his in
tense desire to find a way to finance the operation. After he 
covered all the details, he sat in the silence and waited. After 
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about ten minutes a voice seemed to say, "Worry not, good 
brother, you will have help within three days." 

On the third day there was a check for $2,000 in the mailbox 
together with a letter from an attorney in a distant state ex
plaining that this was a bequest from the estate of a distant 
uncle. 

Regularly call on your spirit teachers for help, then cooper
ate! Help will be there whenever you need it. 

Your law of growth 

We have regularly alluded to the price of all this spirit help 
!IS your striving to align yourself with the goals of your personal 
spiritual mission. Regardless of what direction that might lead, 
your personal growth is the best possible catalyst for its 
nccomplishment. Look around you at the lower animals and 
the plant kingdoms; the lower a species in the evolutionary 
scheme of things, the more certainly its individuals lack the 
choice of their activities. For instance dogs and monkeys move 
ubout freely, but trees and shrubs are restricted to one location 
for a whole lifetime. But the one mafO!' requirement of all indi-
viduals of all species is personal growth. 

The law of life is growth, and its opposite is stagnation or 
decay. Everywhere you turn, you see evidence of vigorous 
growth or signs of decay. Nothing ever stands still! The law 

. of nature is grow or die and make room for the new growth 
• of something else. It matters not if your chronological age is 

, 20, 60, or 99; your choice is still the same: grow or die! Be
cause we humans are blessed with the most comprehensive 

. · mental faculties, it falls upon us to take a greater initiative 
• ' In directing and perpetuating our personal growth processes. 

Yes, I believe you can grow a new hand or foot if you need 
It! But if you are blessed with a complete and well functioning 
physical "horse" to ride through life, it is all the more impor-
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tant not to relax your striving. We began the first chapter 
with simple exercises for psychic and spiritual growth, and 
everything that has come since is pointed in the same direction. 
What are your personal weaknesses? You can grow by con
sciously working to improve each weak area, be it physical, 
mental, financial, psychic, or spiritual. Most intelligent people 
would want to do that anyway. But by itself this is not enough! 
Your true fulfillment will come as you strive to exploit your 
strengths in the direction of . accomplishing that part of your 
mission which is most obvious to you now. 

A young man in a junior supervisory position began to feel 
the stirring of an urge deep within his being. It kept saying, 
perhaps you were meant to be a minister. For a long time he 
contented this urge by reading books on comparative religion 
and metaphysics. Then he subscribed to several New Thought 
publications and started to take courses in metaphysics. His 
embryonic attempts at application of the principles he studied 
brought advancement on his job and added new meaning to his 
daily existence. More and more he felt he must definitely 
contribute to mankind's progress in these broad fields. As time 
passed he became increasingly successful in his material work 
with personal earnings near the top ten percent of individuals 
in the nation, but he was still stirred by the urge to serve in a 
religious capacity. In his late fifties, he began courses in tho 
"development of mediumship" and gradually unfolded an ex· 
cellent ability in that field. It was not until he reached what 
most men called the retirement age that he found himself ht 
a position to serve with his new ability. But all the later years 
of his very productive life were brightened by the joy of serv· 
ing as a medium for messages from the spirit world. He woultl 
be the first to agree that his material success was tremendously 
aided by his lifelong preparation for that vague spiritual goal. 

Your spiritual mission may not be scheduled for accomplish· 
ment tomorrow or next week, but your earnest seeking ant! 
preparation will certainly benefit every area of your preseul 
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life. Follow that urge to learn something new! Every talent you 
develop will contribute to your progress and to that of man
kind as a whole. 

How to succeed every time 

Some men seem to succeed in everything they try, while 
others c�awl along over the carcasses of their many failures. �u�cess 'IS never an accident{ It may look easy for some, but 

, 1t IS a!ways a result of carefully laid spiritual groundwork. 
We might describe the secret of success by a simple three· 

,•' step formula: 
1. Unify with your spiritual mission. 
2. Sum:non your subconscious and spirit help. 
3. Let It grow and work to make it even better. 

. . �hateve: you undertake must be compatible with your 
' spmtual mission to insure success. Screen each desire care
'. , fully, 

.
and take �h� worth� ones into your quiet place for spirit 

. . 
m determmmg therr compatibility. When you get the 

spmtual green light, ask for help from your subconscious 

, 
and

. 
from �ou� personal spirit helpers. Renew your spirit 

. c
.
ontact twiCe daily m your quiet place, and ask for help each 

. time, never :or getting to give thanks for the help you have 
receiVed. Then make your physical start and give 

plenty of y
.
our own effort to amplify on behalf of your 

Keep faith with your spirit teachers and they will 
forsake you. Success in any endeavor is yours for the 

trying. 
Walter Russell combined his concentrated desire with a 

abiding faith in God to become successful in music liter
archi�ecture, painting, sculpture, and philosoph�. He 

his success to his unity with the Universal One and 
his belief that h

.
e must do each thing as it presented itself, 

he should do It as a demonstration of his belief in man's 
pc wer. He left us the challenge that communion 

- -� 
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between the self and the Universal Self is the only way to 
achieve the impossible. 

With God, all things are possible. Tune in on the spiritual 
success wave length, now! 

Points to Remember 

I. The law of personal success: any undertaking which 
prepares you for, or contributes to, your spiritual mis
sion will succeed; and any undertaking which is in
compatible with your spiritual mission will fail. 

II. Use your common sense in evaluating potential new 
ventures. 

III. Specific rules for spirit help : 
A. Does it provide new uses for many of your already 

developed aptitudes and strengths? 
B. Will it provide opportunities to develop new 

strengths? 
. 

C. How would you feel about it in the presence ol 
your Maker? 

IV. Then ask your teachers if it is compatible with your 
spiritual mission. 

V. The law of growth: grow or die! 
VI. The three steps to success: 

A. Unify with your spiritual mission. 
B. Summon your subconscious and spirit help. 
C. Let it grow, and work to make it better. 
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Use ESP to Establish a 

Personal Relationship 

with God 

As you improve your contact, and learn to work with your 
spirit teachers, you will quite naturally feel a closer relation
ship to the great life force of the universe which men call God. 
Certainly no one in communication with the other side of life 
would deny Its existence. But there is a much deeper personal 
experience of God that longs to manifest for you. Down through 
the ages, spiritual men of all faiths have experienced mo
mentary periods of communion with God in a personal way, 
beyond time and space. Religionists generally call this the 
mystic experience, Freud called it the oceanic feeling, and 
Jesus called it the pearl of great price. Regardless of the name 
you choose to hang on it, we can agree that this is the most 
important single experience of any person's life. Let's begin 
a systematic search for your personal experience, now. 

How your active intuition expands your 
concept of God 

Primitive men of all ages recognize a whole host of gods. 
There will be a god of the river, of the wind, the hunt, the sun
shine, the rain, the tree, the rock, and on and on. By looking 
at the personalities projected upon their gods by these back· 
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ward believers, we can get a better understanding of our own 
concepts. And what are the principal characteristics? First the 
gods are all more powerful than man, but they demonstrate 
very human emotions and weaknesses. The regular practice 
of the primitive is the attempt to flatter or bribe the gods with 
praise and sacrifices in order to seek favor or ward off wrath. 

An interesting remnant of this old process is the rain dance 
of the American Indian by which the spirit of rain is pro
pitiated and drought is brought to an end. Similarly, it is 
normal in some primitive cultures to bring a gift to the river 
god to bribe his favor for a safe crossing. We snicker at such 
practices in the smugness of our modern society, but in a 
larger sense we haven't come so very far from those things 
ourselves. 

We claim to worship one living God, but what is our concept 
of him? The old testament is full of descriptions of the anger 
and vindictiveness of the Hebrew idea of God. For instance, 
in (2 Judges 2: 13, 14. ) we find: And they forsook the Lord, 
and served Baal and Ashtaroth. And the anger of the Lord 
was hot against Israel, and he delivered them into the hands 
of their enemies round about, so that they could not any longer 
stand before their enemies. 

Have you really come so far from that concept? Isn't this 
the basis of what our psychologist friends call subconscious 
guilt? Fortunately for the collective psyche of the whole 
Western world, there entered upon the scene a man of great 
stature whose mission was to emphasize that our God is a God 
of love. For those who can simply accept the concept of vi
carious atonement, Jesus of Nazareth brought the perfect gift 
of freedom from guilt. Mter all, if the Master gave his earthly 
life on the cross for the forgiveness of your sins, what have you 
to be guilty about? 

This was a simple teaching for the primitive mass mind of 
its day, and it is harder to swallow by today' s intellectual stand-
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' ards. The modern thinking man finds it just as hard to accept 
' . the dogma of original sin as vicarious atonement, and that 

is good for him. Thus he is in a position to make his own 
peace with the Universal Life Force, but only if he can free 
himself from the haunting subconscious doubts and guilts of 

' yesteryear. It is good for our wavering subconscious to be 
treated with some of Jesus' teachings of love and law to offset 
the collective race sense of guilt that impinges upon us in un
guarded moments. 

These things have I spoken unto you, that my joy might 
remain in you, and that your joy might be full. This is my com
mandment, That ye love one another, as I have loved you. 
Greater love hath no man than this, that a man lay down his 
life for his friends. (John 15 :11-13. ) Some meditation on this 
in your own quiet place will help prepare your subconscious 

- for its part in your coming experience. The basic idea is to 
get more and more love attached to your concept of God. We 

- have chosen these words of Jesus because they are the prelude 
r to our understanding of that often misconstrued statement: 

. . .  he that hath seen me hath seen the Father . . .  (John 
. 14:9. ) 

Obviously Jesus wasn't referring to his physical body as the 
· me which to see is to see the Father. We must make a dis

. 
tinction in our thinking between the man, Jesus, and the 

1 Christ Spirit which manifested through him. Our best trans
lation of the quotation would probably be, "He who has seen 

,
the pure love of the Christ Spirit manifesting through me has 

the Father." 
You can never reach God through your intellect. In a larger 

you can never reach God at all-that is, without a gift 
on high which the orthodox Christians most often call 
The mystic experience is indeed a gift from God himself, 

you must first be prepared to receive it. The beginning 
preparation is to expand your concept of God. This is a 
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job for your intuition. Spend a little time in your quiet place, 
daily for as long as is necessary, meditating on your highest 
concept of God. Let your intuition explore the depths of the 
infinite love which created the beauty of life and the vastness 
of the universe, and yet has a tremendous individualized love 
for something as tiny as you. Grow yourself a wonderful new, 
living concept of the infinite, loving God. 

The reciprocal relationship between you, 
your spirit teachers, and God 

A closer look at your spirit teachers will help your expanding 
concept of God. Truly, He has given his angels charge over 
you, and they do keep you in all of your ways. But just who and 
what are they? All of them have had bodies of earthly flesh 
and have experienced the strange mixture of suffering and joy 
that we call living on earth. Many of them will have new 
earthly bodies one of these days, and the accomplishments 
they help you attain here and now will certainly help them 
then. Where are they? What are they? In the Bhagavad
Gita the Lord, Krishna, explains to Arjuna that: When a man 
dies he first goes to the exact heaven of his own belief. Then 
after a stay of an appropriate time, the soul enters again into 
the scheme of things on the other side of life while preparing 
for a new birth into a brand new earthly body. 

Whether or not you agree with the two-thirds of the world's 
population that believe in reincarnation, you can accept the 
simple fact that your spirit teachers once had bodies of flesh, 
but now have been relieved of the confines and demands of 
their mortal bodies. Therefore they have no requirement to 
earn a living in the same sense as we who remain on earth; 
and the absence of the demands of the flesh gives them the 
opportunity for much clearer spiritual vision, and in some cases 
even the ability to predict selected future events on earth. 
Yet, one who has passed over prematurely will feel a tre-
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mendous handicap in trying to complete the projects he left 
undone. 

Plainly, the better communications you establish with yom 
spirit teachers, the better you will be able to learn from them 
and profit by their guidance. Always remember that you attract 
the kind of spirits which more completely blend with your 
personality and approach to life. If you should receive a sug
gestion that you do someone physical or psychological harm 
or commit a criminal act, break off communications at once and 
begin praying for the blessing of light to come to the offending 
spirit. Such occurrences should be extremely rare in the ex
perience of any spiritually oriented person, but we all have 
negative periods during which we might attract one of lesser 
evolvement. This is simply a word of caution. No spirit of the 
light would advise you to hurt another person or commit any
thing resembling a crime! You are always responsible for your 
own actions, regardless of whose advice you are taking. 

Now back to the good part. Use your ever growing rapport 
with your teachers to help ell:pand your concept of God. You 
can talk to them about God and receive many uplifting im
pressions and ideas. When you enter your quiet place to 
meditate on your growing relationship with God, invite your 
teachers to be present and participate. The beautiful part about 
spiritual work is that there is no competition. There will be no 
Jealousy on the part of your teachers, and absolutely no feeling 
that you are trying to go over their heads. Everything that 
helps your personal progress also helps them, and from their 
spiritual vantage point they are totally aware of it. Best of all, 
they are able to feed you new ideas on the fringes of your 
current understanding, thus helping you grow into a richer, 

· fuller relationship with God. There is a deeply personal ex
perience and relationship to be gained! Seek it either through 
the intercession of your teachers, or directly by your own 
efforts. But seek itl 
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Hew to reaeh God directly 

For those who were raised in the Protestant faith, it is 
encouraging to know that the mystic experience can be yours 
directly and without your conscious knowledge of help from 
the spirit world. Ever since Martin Luther introduced the do it 
yourself movement into Christianity, hardy souls have been 
seeking the light on their own. And seeking always pays off 
to those who are sincere. 

Generally the first experience is spontaneous when it comes 
directly, and it comes as quite a surprise to its recipient. As an 
excellent example of this, l quote from a letter sent to me by 
a lady in the midwestern United States: 

One morning I had already risen for the day but some
thing prompted me to flop across the foot of my bed 
and sort of wake up more fully. And a strange sight came 
in view like two diamond shaped frames in which were 
enclosed sparkling jewels (not lights ) like the glitter of 
precious stones. Some blinked off, others on-off and on 
they went, all colors for a few seconds, beautiful beyond 
description. Then they dimmed out and I saw sky and 
stars like the whole universe moving to the right and 
gradually fadin,_.g out. Somethin� within n:e n;ade me 
reason, I'm seemg the whole Umverse, but rt nerther ex
cited me nor scared me. 

I had an experience in the spring of 1953 that was the begin
ning of my earnest seeking in this field, and it may help your 
understanding to share it. It was my first out of the body ex
perience, and I found myself standing in utter darkness in the 
center of a huge dome-shaped structure. Suddenly a great 
shaft of light shone down from somewhere above, engulfing 
me. I felt that I was completely alone in this light when a 
voice spoke with great authority, "Let him whose eye is single 
lift himself up and reveal God." 

Then a tremendous power surged through my being and I 

' 
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was able to levitate my body and float through the air with 
ease. This seemed to be the normal method of travel between 

' various groups of people whom I addressed from a floating 
position about six feet above the ground. You can imagine my 
disappointment upon returning to my physical body and find
ing that these wonderful powers had not returned with me. 
This was the initial challenge to do something spiritually 
worthwhile with this life. 

·' 

' 

But we don't want to wait for some chance bit of luck to 
bring our mystic experience. Let's get on with a program to 
bring it about for you. By now it should be deeply meaningful 
to you to contemplate the fact that you are spirit. God is spirit 
and you are created in his image and likeness. We have agreed 
that the self contemplation of spirit is the original creative 
force. Since you are spirit, your contemplation of God is truly 
the self contemplation of spirit, and as such must be itself 
creative. So the secret is to enter your quiet place and con
template God. Imagine the richest personal relationship with 
God that your expanded concepts can encompass, and claim 
it as yours now. Thus, as spirit, you can truly create your own 
mystic experience. 

Of course it is necessary to surmount the same old stumbling 
blocks of doubt and fear. They will try to haunt you with 
questions like: Do you dare? Are you worthy? Isn't this all 
really just nonsense? If you are bothered by these doubts, read 
some Whitman, or Meister Eckhart, or Thomas Aquinas. The 
mystical vnitings of great men such as these will convince 
you that there is nothing more worthwhile than the mystic 
experience. 

Then go into your quiet place and reach inside yourself to 
the infinity which is God. I want to share one more experience 

, with you. It was a quiet Saturday afternoon, and I was 

_ stretched out on the couch contemplating these great truths. 
l Suddenly I seemed to enter another realm of consciousness 

and I felt those great words of the 9lst Psalm spoken not as 

--
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words, but as the law of the universe. Because he hath set his 
love upon me, therefore will I deliver him: I will set him on 
high, because he hath known my name. He shall call upon me, 
and I will answer him: I will be with him in trouble; I will 
deliver him, and honor him. With long life will 1 satisfy him, 
and shew him my salvation. Seek it! There is nothing beside it. 

How your mystic experience will change 
your life forever 

No amount of words spoken or written will ever take the 

place of your personal mystic experience. 'Whatever you may 

imagine of the splendor and wonder of it will prove incom

plete by a whole dimension when you have the real thing 

to compare with it. It may last for a few moments or an hour, 

or it may come and go regularly. But your first glimpse will 

show you that the light is real. Something happens deep within 

your being, though it may seem to be happening outside some

where. For the truth is that at that moment, you and the 

universe are one in a totality of feeling and realness that 

defies the limitations of the language. Suddenly you know, and 

you need no further proof. But what do you know? Even that 

defies description, but it includes your ownership of eternal 

life, your brotherhood with all living creatures, and your 

personal relationship with God. It is suddenly yours forever, 

and nobody can take it away from you! 
Now it's time to get this experience into the proper perspec

tive. Spirit used an interesting analogy to help me, and it seems 
worth passing along here. Think of yourself as a very young 
Hying fish. You have lived all of your short life beneath the 
surface of the ocean in the relative darkness of the deep. This 
compares to the normal physical life we all lead on earth. Now 
the wonderful day comes when you are attracted by the 
shimmering surface above. Instintively you gather the neces
sary speed and make your first fantastic Hight up into the 
sunshine and air above the water. For a few seconds you soar 
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on your young wings, completely exhilarated by the new ex
perience; but just as surely as you soared up there, you must 
shortly fall back into the great ocean. Your consciousness is 
forever changed, and you will seek to soar in the wonderful 
world above many times during your lifetime. But you cannot 
escape the fact that you are a fish. It will avail you nothing to 
bemoan the fate that has made you dependent for the life o£ 
your body upon the sustenance to be derived only from living 
under the water. 

There is much to be learned from this little analogy. We 
have come to the classroom called earth life to learn and to 
grow. Some of us realize our potential as flying fish and man
age to soar momentarily in the great mystical union with God 
and His Universe. But just as surely as we enter this wonderful 
experience, we are deposited once more into the same life, with 
its same mundane problems and the same seeming drudgery 
of routine living. Shall we be stupid and bemoan our fate? 
That could only hurt your progress. The wise man will give 
thanks on his knees for the momentary respite from the class
room of life. He may look upon this wonderful experience as 
recess and look forward to another with the same happy an
ticipation as a young schoolboy awaiting the recess of his class. 
But this is not an excuse to abdicate our earthly responsibilities! 

Yes, your life is changed permanently. You can't help but be 
happier and more at ease for the rest of your life. But you 
created a set of earth problems that you must still work out, 
and you contracted to accomplish a mission before you entered 
the body of this incarnation. Your mystic experience shows 
that you are making wonderful spiritual progress. This is 
certainly not the time to fall by the wayside and waste your 
golden opportunity for service and growth. Give thanks for the 
Infinite joy of the mystic experience, and seek it often, even as 
the flying fish often soars. But come back to earth refreshed 
and willing to be an effective part of society! Live the prac
tical mystic life. 
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How to live the practical mystic life 

One of the great gifts of your mystic experience is a new 
frame of reference for all of life. You have a new feeling of 
oneness with all of God's creatures, so you will be much less 
inclined to hurt anything or anybody. Such sports as hunting 
and fishing lose much of their luster, and some mystics go to 
the point of becoming vegetarians so as not to take their 
sustenance from the killing of sentient beings. There is a 
danger of going out of balance with such practices, and you 
should be careful of the effect on others if you carry your new 
inclinations to extreme. Having spent an interesting three 
years as a vegetarian myself, I can tell you for sure that you 
can be a double barreled nuisance to your friends without half 
trying. A vegetarian is almost an impossible guest to normal 
people, and a bit of perspective will help you understand that 
it is all a matter of degree anyway. 

Yes, it's good to live such a life that you bring a minimum of 
suffering to your fellow creatures. But science has shown that 
even a tomato registers anxiety or pain when cut with a knife, 
so why should we kick up a big fuss? The Creator in his infinite 
wisdom gave us bodies which require much of the protein and 
amino acids found in meat, and who are we to question Him? 
There are many carnivorous animals besides man, and we don't 
condemn them for living as their bodies were designed. So 
don't condemn yourself either! Live as normal a life as possible, 
and let your new light shine through in the many acts of kind
ness and friendship you find the opportunity to bestow upon 
your fellow creatures. 

You should be a joy to all who meet you! Follow your happy 
impulses to kindness and generosity, but again a note of bal
ance is in order. You may feel impelled to save the whole 
world, but your resources may temporarily limit you to simple 
and inexpensive acts of kindness. The tendency is to forgot 
yourself completely, but this is as utterly ridiculous as complete 
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selfishness. You are very like the goose that laid the golden 
eggs. The goose must be fed and cared for if it is to continue 
to produce. Don't let some greedy imbecile kill it and cut off 
the supply for everyone. 

Because of your mystic experience, you are now God's per
sonal ambassador to mankind. Strive to follow the injunction of 
your older brother who came to show us the way, Let your 
light so shine before men, that they may see your good works, 
and glorify your Father which is in heaven. ( Matt. 5:16. ) But 
it isn't prudent to run off looking for some personal cross to 
get tacked up on! The Master's sacrifice was intended to be 
enough to last mankind for all time. You are of more use to the 
world healthy and alive. Live to experience the true joy of 
helping others, and of fulfilling your own spiritual mission. 
Your achievements will bless you into all of eternity. 

Then let's be sure we understand that the mystic experience 
is not the ultimate achievement, either. It is indeed the most 
wonderful individual experience presently imaginable, but 
it should be considered more as a new beginning than as an 
end in itself. In one sense it is like the proverbial carrot held 
in front of the rabbit to induce him to pull the cart faster. 
Here is your taste of what true spiritual oneness with God 
can mean, now come on back to earth and earn the right to 
dwell there always. As you labor in His vineyards and strive 
to feed His sheep, you will unfold ever more of your inner 
spirituality until you learn to dwell in His secret place of the 
most high. "He that dwelleth in the secret place of the most 
high shall abide under the shadow of the Almighty. I will say 
of the Lord, He is my refuge and my fortress : my God; in him 
will I trust. . . .  He shall cover thee with his feathers ( of love ) 
and under his wings shalt thou trust. . . .  " These words are no 
longer just the poetic mouthings of an ancient shepherd boy, 
they have shown themselves to be the law of your being. 

. . Enjoy your sojourn with the Creator and let it be the inspira· 
· tion for your life of meaningful service to mankind. 
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Points to Remember 
I. Our doubts and guilts stand between us and our per

sonal mystic experience. 
II. In meditation, let your intuition grow you a wonder

fully new, living concept of the Infinite, loving God. 
III. Ask your spirit teachers for help in achieving your 

mystic experience. 
IV. Seek it directly; claim your personal relationship with 

God. 
V. Your life will be changed forever but keep your balance! 

chapter 10 

/tow to 

Use Advanced 

Psychic Phenomena 

for ESP 

You may have wondered why we stuck with just the very 
elementary and basic forms of ESP throughout the first nine 
chapters. Even though there might be more glamor in some 
other approach, all educators agree that a sound groundwork 
of fundamentals is necessary before building the superstructure. 
My personal feeling is that the work of Chapter 9 is an ab
solute prerequisite to any intelligent excursion into advanced 
psychic phenomena. But we have worked for lo these nine 

· chapters, now let's play! Let's have a go at the glamor part 
, of ESP. 
' 

Now you are ready for advanced 
· phenomena 

· 

The humility that comes from a deep mystical experience, 
: or at least from a thorough understanding of the idea, gives 
. you a sound appreciation of the next dimension. You can 
, easily understand the simple confession of the Master, When 
• ye have lifted up the son of man, then shall ye know that I am 

·. he, and that I do nothing of myself; but as the Father taught 
·• me, I speak these things. (John 8:28. ) 
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It is for lack of this humility that many areas of ESP have 
accumulated what we might call a bit of a bad name. A few 
psychics and mediums seem to forget that it is not their little 
self which is doing the work, and the unfortunate result is 
jealousy, back-biting, and even fraudulent demonstrations. 
Happily these people are few in number, but the sincere work
ers have a great task in living down the negativity. However 
we have long since ceased to condemn the whole medical 
profession for an occasional quack, and we must now do the 
same for the workers in ESP. If you feel impelled to do so, 
enter the work; but take care to bring your humility with you. 

We are about to survey a vast panorama of fascinating psy
chic phenomena, but it is important that we pause for one 
more word of caution. The Master cautioned us, "Give not 
that which is holy unto the dogs, neither cast ye your pearls 
before swine, lest they trample them under their feet, and 
turn again and rend you. 

Psychic phenomena is for the use and instruction of seekers 
and believers, not for parlor games. Use sound spiritual judge
ment in when and where to use it. Its misuse will set you back 
much farther than you might think. From this somewhat sober 
mental platform, we will begin our happy exploration of the 
deeper psychic realms. 

Types of experience you may expect 

In a work of this size we can hardly scratch the surface of 
the wonderful world of the psychic, but we will begin with a 
brief description of some of the more common occurrences. 

1. Knocks and Raps. 

Spirits often indicate their presence, or even enter into the 
conversation, with distinct knocks or raps on the wall, a 
window, or some piece of furniture. This simple manifestation 
is present in many places where it is ignored or shrugged off as 
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the house settling, the wind blowing, or the like. Just the other 
day I attended a gathering of people at a very nice lady's 
house. During an interesting bit of conversation about spiritual 
things, there came a loud rap on the wall indicating; a visiting 
spirit's agreement with what was said. A little dog heard, and 
I believe saw the spirit and barked a friendly greeting. I looked 
up and said, "Hi, there." But our hostess immediately said, "Oh, 
it's just the wind." 
, It is highly unfriendly to snub our spirit friends in such a 
manner. Yes, some creaks may be from strains on the struc
tural members of a house, but there are unquestionably others 
which are real manifestations from the spirit side of life. Pay 
just a little attention and you can easily tell the difference.. 
I once had an end table in my living room that was made some
thing like a box, open in front but closed on the back and 
sides. Every night around bedtime, one of our spirit friends 
told us "good night" by sounding three quick raps, one on 
each side and one on the back of this little end table. We en
joyed him immensely, but you would be amazed at the un
nerving effect it had on some of our visiting earth friends. There 
is no reason to be frightened of this friendly manifestation 
from the spirit world. They will give you stronger raps if you 
get in the habit of saying "hello" to them. 

2. Aura Vision. 

In the chapter on spiritual healing we discussed the human 
aura and its relation to the health of your body. As you work to 
develop your aura vision, you will begin to occasionally notice 
an aura that is not attached to a living human body. This is not 
a trick of your tired eyes! You are privileged to look at the 
aura of a visiting spirit entity. Again a friendly greeting will 
help the spirit to better manifest to you. Here is a wonderful 
chance to use your developing clairaudience or clairsentience 
to enter a more direct communication with the world of spirit. 

We are often visited in our living room by such spirit mani-
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festations. They remain anywhere from a minute or two to a 
couple of hours, and we often manage very interesting con
versations. It's just as much fun to be visited by a spirit friend 
as by one who still has a body. Why not enjoy both? Nothing 
can help you achieve this more than your own relaxed aware
ness and a friendly attitude toward those gracious spirits who 
come visiting. 

3. Automatic Writing. 

Some well meaning spiritualists will warn you of the dangers 
of automatic writing, but they are dangers only to the emo
tionally unbalanced. With your inner strength born of the 
mystic's understanding of the universe, there is nothing to 
fear at all. If you care to give it a try, it is best to set a regular 
time either once a day or once a week, and announce this to 
your spirit teachers. Then on your schedule, sit down in the 
comfortable place you have chosen, armed with pencil and 
paper. Relax for a moment and call on your spirit teachers for 
protection and assistance. Then ask if they have anyone who 
wishes to write through you. Next hold the pencil in your 
normal writing position on the paper and let spirit move your 
hand, causing. it to write. It may take more than one sitting 
before anything happens, but almost everybody will get some 
results within a reasonable time. 

It is when you start getting results that you need to keep 
your judgement and reason about you. You can often get real 
words of wisdom and good spiritual advice by this technique, 
but sometimes it is possible to contact a lesser evolved entity 
who will flatter you, lie to you, or even direct you to do some
thing ridiculous or criminal. If the writing begins telling you 
that you are a great avatar or a reincarnation of Napoleon, or 
asks you to go shoot Joe Doaks down the street; break off the 
contact and ask your spirit teachers to assist the offending 
spirit to find light. Like · most other spirit manifestations, this 
technique works very well · for some, not so well for others, 
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and not at all for those who tense up and refuse to let spirit 
move their hands. It is well worth a try for any spirih1ally 
oriented person. 

4. I nspiratio!Wl Writing. 

. 
A useful variation of automatic writing is knowr1 as inspira

tional writing. Again you sit with pencil and paper (or as in my 
case with a typewriter) and call on your teachers ·to be with 
you. Tell them that you are ready to write under their in
spiration, then relax. Very soon you will be impressed with 
an idea. Write it down in your own words, and likely as not 
another will come to you while you are still writing the first. 
Whether consciously or not, most authors use this technique 
for virtually all of their writings. 

Though I will certainly accept the responsibility for any 
errors which have crept in, I must confess that both this book 
and the previous one, The Miraculous Laws of Universal 
Dynamics, were produced by inspirational writing.1 It is truly 
amazing how much you learn when you sit down to work for 
spirit through this medium. One teacher in particular handles 
a great deal of this work through me; I call him Professor 
Rienhardt. While handling some of the more difficult ideas, we 
will often seem to "write ourselves into a corner," and I in
stinctively stop and look up laughingly with the question, 
"O.K., Rienhardt, how are we going to get out of this one?" 

Instantly there will come an intuitive flash that clearly shows 
it was. me in the corner, not the spirit helper whose higher 
vision had it all planned from the beginning. Anyone who 
will take the trouble to develop some degree of sensitivity 
can become an effective messenger of spirit through this simple 
technique. Experiment with a little automatic writing first 
to get the feel of the thing, then try this. You will be glad you 
did. 

� AI  G. Manni�g, The Miraculous Laws of Universal Dynamics. Englewood 
Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, lnc, 
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5. Inspirational Lecturing. 

Quite similar to inspirational writing is the phenomenon of 
inspirational lecturing. Certainly the whole world would agree 
that the best speakers don't simply read a previously written 
speech. They may use a set of notes to chart the course, but the 
real meat of the lecture comes through more or less spon
taneously. I was privileged to attend regular Sunday lectures 
by one of the most powerful religious speakers in the c?untry. 
His voice literally filled the large auditorium with gmdance, 
inspiration and a lively wit. Experiencing the man in this man
ner built a mental image of him as almost 10 feet tall and a 
virtual human dynamo. When I finally met him in the flesh, 
he turned out to be short ( about 5'5" ) and mild mannered 
almost to the point of being retiring. But every time he walked 
out on that platform, he was transformed by the spiritual light 
and turned into a fantastic showman as well as an inspiration 
to all within earshot. 

Not everyone gets the chance to speak before a group regu
larly, but it will be good for you to accept any and all invita
tions to do so. Prepare by calling on your spirit teachers for 
inspiration and specific help. Then choose your subject and 
make a short outline-stick to subjects that are familiar to you 
so you can keep your poise and confidence. When your turn 
comes, stand up and speak! The first three times are the 
hardest. After that it honestly gets to be fun, and you can 
bring much solid inspiration to many people. Never refuse an 
invitation! Your spirit teachers want to work through vou. 

6. Psychometry. 

There is a vibratory essence in any object which picks up 
the happenings and moods of its surroundings and the people 
who handle it. With a little practice, you can hold someone's 
watch or ring and tell him how he feels today, what he has 
been thinking about; who gave him the object and under what 
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circumstances; and countless little things that have occurred 
while he was wearing or carrying it. 

This practice is called psychometry, and extensions of the 
technique are manifold in the psychic world. There is some 
argument as to whether the object merely forms a convenient 
point of concentration for reading the mental aura of the sub
ject, or actually carries the vibrations itself. Your mystical 
knowledge will tell you that there is much more to the world 
than the simple three dimensions we see, and there is a way 
in which both arguments are true. 

Try some simple experiments in psychometry yourself. Hold 
any object in your hand and ask it questions about its history 
and the events that have taken place in its presence. Expect 
your answer to come through one of your normal channels of 
intuition, clairvoyance, clairaudience, or clairsentience. This 
is one of the first steps to useful mediumship for many students. 
You could well be one of them. 

7. Precognition. 

The Bible makes quite a thing out of Pharaoh's dream which 
Joseph interpreted as predicting seven years of plenty followed 
by seven years of famine. Joseph's future seemed to be made 
by his interpretation, but it was Pharaoh's dream which we 
would classify as the precognitive experience. Any feeling, 
vision, word or symbol that accurately foretells of a coming 
event is a manifestation of precognition. Your common sense 
can often extrapolate from a set of known facts and accurately 
predict the outcome without your claiming occult powers, but 
there is a vast gray area beyond the usual bounds of common 
sense where your ESP can be extremely practical. 

Immediately some eager beaver will say, "O.K., tell us who 
is going to win the feature race at Santa Anita tomorrow." A 
disinterested medium might be right half of the time, which 
is excellent in a field of ten or more horses but there is a 
joker if you plan to use it for personal profit! When the 
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something for nothing motive enters in, we get so bound 
up in the anxiety born of greed that we block our receipt of 
the very information we seek. 

Nevertheless there is much good guidance and help for 
yourself and others to be gained from learning to recognize 
precognitive tips from spirit. Pay careful attention to your out
standing dreams and the other normal symbols which reach 
you through your ESP. Try to interpret their meaning, but 
temper your judgement with down to earth prudence. 

8. Spirit Photography. 

There are many examples of spirit entities having their pic
tures taken beside an unsuspecting member of the family. 
Such manifestations are classed under the general heading of 
spirit photography. Some people strive consciously to photo
graph spirits and consider it a form of mediumship, while 
others get the manifestations completely by accident. It is 
definitely true that spirit entities are occasionally photographed. 

At one time I tried some simple research in spirit photog
raphy, using infra red film in the hope of getting better mani
festations. However, it turned out that I got more clearly 
recognizable results by accident while taking regular pictures 
of some friends. Now with the power of hindsight, I think I 
understand the reason. Infra red film is specially sensitive to 
electromagnetic radiations of lower frequency than visible 
light bordering on the range of radiant heat, but spirit mani
festations must lie in the range of the spectrum on the other 
side of visible light-somewhere beyond ultra violet. Therefore 
it is easier for them to step down their vibrations to the upper 
end of the visible spectrum than to further step them down 
to affect infra red film. 

It costs very little to try your hand at spirit photography. 
Almost everyone has a camera. Ask your spirit friends and 
teachers to pose for you, then take some pictures. After they 

' 
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are developed, examine the prints carefully for faces or whole 
bodies that were not physically present during the festivities. 

· You might also examine your old pictures with this thought 
in mind. A spirit face may have been clearly visible for years, 
yet ignored because no one had the insight to notice. 

9. Independent Voice. 

As opposed to clairaudience which is heard only by the 
medium, there is a pl.enomenon called independent voice 
which can be heard by all those present. As you work to de
velop your psychic centers thus, providing a better instrument 
for the use of your spirit friends, you may be treated to some 
interesting bits of this fascinating phenomenon. 

A whistle or a simple hello out of nowhere could be the be
ginning of your new ability. If it appeals to you, ask your 
teachers for help, and keep your ears open. Be sure to respond 
to spirit greetings of this nature and encourage more. If you 
should be fortunate enough to combine this with good aura 
vision, you may talk to visiting spirits just like you talk to 
your earthly friends when they come to call. 

10. Spontaneous Psychokinesis. 

This somewhat menacing title is the name given to that class 
of phenomenon which involves spirit forces lifting or moving 
physical objects. It is basic human nature to accuse spirits ot 
moving or hiding things. During World War II we were treated 
to numerous stories of groups of gremlins whose mischievous 
antics helped relieve the tensions of the day. But what we are 
talking about is the physical movement of objects while onP 
or more people are watching. 

Obviously things of this nature require better conditions and 
more spiritual development of the medium than simple clai -
sentience or intuition, but they are possible if you are willing 
to work for them 
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11. Trumpet. 
A fascinating combination of psychokinesis and independent 

voice results in the phenomenon called trumpet mediumship. 
The instrument is generally a conical shaped aluminum tube 
which resembles a trumpet like the ones used during the 
Middle Ages. In the presence of the medium, the spirit forces 
cause the trumpet to levitate and, from the raised position, 
voices of those from the other side of life speak through the 
trumpet for all to hear. 

Few things give us the appreciation of the power of the 
spirit world as that which comes from a good trumpet demon
stration. Not many people develop these things on their own, 
and not too many succeed even in good development classes, 
but this is just as real as the egg you ate for breakfast. 

12. Trance. 
Many spectacular psychic occurrences come from the simple 

phenomenon, trance. Basically, trance is the temporary sur
render of part or all control of your physical organism so it 
can be used for the manifestation of a spirit entity. Spirits con
trol the body of the medium so that the voice quality and 
mannerisms exhibited are like the ones they displayed while 
still living on earth, and carry on "normal" conversations with 
those present. One should never try to develop trance medium
ship without the presence of a good teacher from the earth life 
who is familiar with the work, because you will not normally 
remember what takes place while you are in trance. 

The story of a prominent medium is replete with examples 
of the danger of a good trance medium being exploited by un
scrupulous assistants who direct the manifestations to achieve 
their own selfish ends. This story is beautifully told by Gina 
Cerminara in her book Many Mansions. 

A big advantage of trance to the earnest student is the possi
bility of receiving lectures directly from highly developed 
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teachers on the spirit side of life. Naturally the trancing medium 
will not be able to hear the message first-hand, but modern 
tape recorders can easily catch the lectures for convenient 
replay. 

13. Platform Mediumship. 

Although it isn't a truly separate type of phenomenon, plat
form mediumship deserves a brief word here. To stand before 
a group and bring spirit messages of meaning to each one in 
turn is an excellent demonstration of the existence of another 
dimension beyond the door men call death. When this work 
is done sincerely and without pretense, it is one of the better 
ways of introducing new students to the work. 

Probably no two platform mediums work in exactly the same 
way, but they all use some combination of their basic senses 
of clairvoyance, clairaudience, and cla:irsentience. If there is 
a secret to this work, it is becoming so used to working with 
the spirit world and so confident they will never let you down, 
that you completely relax on the platform and let all anxiety 
or stage fright dissolve in the thrill of loving service to man
kind. I have been called upon to give messages in this manner 
occasionally and, though I don't consider myself really good 
at it, I feel we should always try to serve. One of my greatest 
rewards from this activity was the look of bright happiness 
that appeared on a complete stranger's face the first time I 
was able to bring through a spirit by name and relationship. 
When I said, "I am touched by a spirit I feel was your father 
and I believe his name was Harry," the look on her face was 
enough living proof of the reality of spirit contact to last us 
both a lifetime. 

Since I had started to study ESP and spirit contact only a few 
short years before this occurrence, it is my personal opinion 
that anyone can develop some degree of this ability, by the 
simple art of application of the self with a deep desire to suc
ceed. 
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14. Billet Reading. 

Closely akin to platform mediumship is the more spectacular 
art of blindfold billet reading. Here the members of the au
dience are requested to write the name of a person in spirit, 
a question that tbe spirit should be able to answer, �nd their 
name on a small piece of paper generally called a b1llet. The 
billets are collected in a basket in plain sight of the audience 
and deposited on a table in front of the medium. Meanwhile, 
the medium has been thoroughly blindfolded. 

The demonstration starts by the medium picking up a billet 
and through psychometry and spirit help, calling out the names 
and answering the questions. Meetings of this nature are also 
good for opening up the minds of new students to the tre
mendous power of the spirit world and the advantages we 
may gain by learning to work with it. 

15. Astral Travel. 

I made several references earlier to out-of-the-body experi
ences. It is not uncommon for students to leave their physical 
bodies in some form of a trance or sleep state and travel with 
the conscious part of themselves to distant places on earth 
or into the spirit realms. The most common name for this is 
astral travel. What part of you actually travels? It is generally 
agreed that the emotional body of light, most often called the 
astral body, is the vehicle which carries the seat of your con
sciousness on these journeys. 

Many of your most vivid dreams are in reality astral ex
periences, but it is also possible to deliberately leave the body 
and go to some predetermined place. Think of the time to be 
saved by attending classes in the spirit world while your ph�s
ical body lies in bed getting the rest it needs. It would be hke 
recapturing a whole third of your life! Don't scoff. It is within 
the realm of possibility for all. 
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16. Apports. 

Spirit has the power to transport physical objects over great 
distances, virtually instantaneously. Naturally there is as yet 
no scientific explanation for the process, but it has happened 
to many people of good integrity. When spirit brings you an 
object, you have little knowledge of whether it was manu
factured in the spirit world or merely brought to you from 
some distant storage place. In either case we call the object 
an apport. Leland Stanford, the noted patron of Stanford 
University, collected many apports during his years of serious 
personal investigation of psychic phenomena. This is a startling, 
but controversial manifestation which probably does much 
more for the faith of the medium than for the audience. 
After all, it is only the medium who can be absolutely sure 
that there was no fraud or trickery. Therefore these demon
strations should be reserved for very carefully screened groups 
of believers. 

17. Spirit Materialization. 

Under the proper conditions, a well developed medium can 
furnish the physical energy necessary for spirits to manifest 
in apparently physical bodies. The spirits come in the shape 
and physical characteristics best known to the person they 
wish to contact. They can carry on a normal conversatio11, and 
may even allow you to touch them on occasion. Once you have 
seen a spirit aura visiting your home, it is no great stretch of 

· tbe imagination to visualize this aura forming a force field 
around which the energy drawn from the medium's body con
geals to produce the manifestation. This too, is a form of 
phenomenon that has been subject to fraudulent duplication 
in tbe past, and it is apt to antagonize those who are not yet 

. ready to understand. It should be demonstrated only to the 
. spiritually prepared few, and tben its real purpose should be to 
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serve the spirits who are longing to contact their loved ones 
directly. 

18. Other Phenomena. 

We could go on and on and on, but this is hardly the place 
for it. There are things like levitation of the human body, in
dependent spirit writings on paper or slate, spirit painting and 
sculpture, and many more. As yet there may be no scientific 
proof of any of these, but they happen in the daily lives of many 
sincere students. There is a legend about a lady who asked 
Edison: "What is electricity?" The great man's answer is said 
to have been: "Madam, electricity is, use it." Certainly this is 
excellent advice for us. Psychic phenomenon is, use it. 

How to discover your own advanced 
phenomena 

Now let's come back to you. What does all this mean to you 
personally? And what might you be doing about it? Let's start 
way back at the beginning for a moment. The most realistic 
view of this life is that it is like a day or perhaps a semester 
in school. You have certain lessons to learn and special tasks 
to accomplish along the way. Your achievements during this 
session of life-school will benefit you both now and in future 
classes to come. Like earthly children in grammar school, we 
can make it hard or easy for ourselves by our attitude and the 
extent of application of our efforts to the tasks at hand. 

Now as regards the subject of psychic phenomena, the proper 
use of some phases will undoubtedly help you in your life's 
mission. The better your working knowledge, the better you 
will be equipped to learn and grow. You entered this life with 
definite natural aptitudes for handling the specific types of 
phenomena which will be most useful in accomplishing your 
mission. Some of us may develop a great many variations while 
others will seem limited to just a few; but there is something 
for everybody. Certainly the more you open your mind, the 
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more useful these things will become to you. Your sincere, 
open attitude can help lift up the consciousness of all man
kind. 

How shall you look for your hidden talents in this field? 
First, as always, is your developing sensitivity to notice the 
tiny or subtle manifestations of spirit that take place all around 
you every day. In simple words, pay attention! We can't put 
enough emphasis on this simple technique-pay attention. A 
basic law of nature is that attention always elicits response, 
and this is greatly amplified in the psychic fields. As you notice 
the little knocks on your wall say, "Hi, you're very welcome 
here," to the spirit and you will be amazed at how much more 
frequently they will come. Be on the lookout for spirit auras 
and greet them all. You wouldn't ignore a physical body 
coming to call on you, and your spirit friends are equally 
real. Why snub them? 

It has been said in every major religion, "As you turn to 
God, God turns to you." This is another manifestation of the 
law of response. Your spirit teachers are the angelic am
bassadors of God, sent to help you. Certainly the more atten
tion you give them, the greater response you can expect. 
Take your earnest desire into your quiet place and ask your 
teachers to help you continually improve your contact with 
them. React with a thank you to their exhilarating touch or 
the small symbol of greeting that is certain to reach you. Then 
ask for guidance and help in unfolding your psychic abilities. 

Begin a campaign to open your mind. Get books on ESP and 
the psychic world from your library and study them. Visit as 

' many different types of psychic demonstrations as you can 
find, and seek to fully understand the principles behind each. 
You will naturally meet people who like to talk about these 
things, and you can learn a great deal in this manner. You may 
be invited to join a development class which can be an im
portant step in achieving things like trance, trumpet, and 
platform mediumship. But here your down to earth good 
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judgement is necessary. There are many deeply spiritual people 
teaching in this field, but unfortunately there are also quacks 
and pirates. Know what you are getting into before you do it. 
Particularly if you are contemplating trance, or any phe
nomenon where you surrender temporary control of your 
physical organism, be sure that all sessions are attended by a 
dose friend or relative who can tell you exactly what happened 
while you were gone. 

Do everything possible to put yourself at ease while you are 
seeking, whether it be in your own quiet place or in a good 
class. Nothing drives your demonstrations away like your own 
anxiety. One student was in " development class working for 
trumpet. For nine weeks she had some interesting visions and 
guidance, but no physical manifestations. Then toward the 
end of the tenth meeting, her trumpet raised slightly and 
seemed to emit a low growl. She became so excited that she 
jumped up, grabbed the instrument, and looked inside. This 
anxious action completely broke the vibration, and for many 
weeks the trumpet remained still and silent. 

The same relaxed awareness that gave you the first glimpse 
of the world of your spirit teachers is the catalyst for any 
advanced development you may desire. Take it with you, 
wherever you go! 

Concentrate your efforts on one simple 
phenomenon at a time 

It seems that all spiritual work is a lesson in patience. We 
are like children In these matters, doing silly things like stand
ing back to back to compare heights as we grow, and always 
wishing we had achieved everything already. This is the point 
to pause and renew your oneness with the Infinity of Creation. 
To the Infinite Being divisions of time and space are meaning
less nonsense since He is all time and all space already. The 
better your feeling of oneness, the easier it will be to control 
your impatience. But here in our finite world, it is best to 
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tackle one job at a time, even in the realm of spirit manifesta
tions. 

A little communion with your teachers in quiet meditation 
will help you choose the particular type of manifestation 
which is most likely to come to you in the beginning. Then 
really try to develop it. Ask your spirit teachers for help, and 
regularly apply your psychic energies and conscious attention 
to a development program. 

One student decided that she would do best by striving for 
the development of aura vision. In her quiet place, she asked 
for advice as to method, and help in unfolding this psychic 
faculty. Quickly the idea came to look for her own aura first. 
She brought a large mirror into her meditation area with the 
idea that she might stare at the area around her head, then 
close her eyes and possibly get an after image of her aura. The 
process got slightly short-circuited when she stared at her head 
for a few moments and noticed a faint fringe of light around 
it. At first the light seemed to come and go, and she wondered 
if her eyes were playing tricks on her. But a few days' practice 
taught her that the trick was in the way she looked at herself 
in the mirror. If she kept her eyes focused right on the center 
of her forehead while she looked at the area around the edges, 
her aura seemed to stand out very clearly. 

The beauty of aura vision is that it can be practiced almost 
anytime and anywhere. Our student soon found that she could 
spot the aura of people clear across a big room, or even walk
ing down the street. Alone without a mirror, she could practice 
looking at the aura around her fingers, arms, and feet. There 
is a whole new science of human aura waiting to be unfolded 

. for the healing and educational benefit of mankind. Dedi-
cated students like this one will one day bring it forth to the 
world. 

The degree of application to your development work makes 
all the difference. We still live in a material world that makes 
lts special demands on our time for the earning of our keep and 
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for the fulfillment of our previously contracted earthly obliga

tions. To shirk any of these is to fall backwards spiritually as 

well as materially. Seek your own point of balance that does a 

good job of satisfying the world's demands but leaves you 

the maximum time for spiritual striving. 

The recapture of just half the time you usually waste or 

fritter away will give you progress that is richly rewarding. 

An excellent period for affirmative prayer is the time spent driv

ing or riding to work. Many psychic exercises lend themselves 

to practice while you are actually working. There is plenty of 

time to handle everything without neglecting your family 

if you want it that way. There is an old saying that if you want 

a job accomplished quickly, give it to a busy person to per

form. You will always accomplish just as much as you honestly 

set out to do-no more, and certainly no less. Do it! 

How to seek spontaneous phenomena 

The idea of seeking something spontaneous contains a seem
ingly intellectual conflict quite similar to some of the basics of 
Zen Buddhism. From the lessons of Zen we may also find the 
help we seek. Anyone who claims to understand it doesn't! 
Zen is not capable of comprehension by the mind because it is 
an experience completely outside the realm of finite thought. 
Thus in seeking Satori, the intellect plays a very subordinate 
role, much like a servant preparing the master's house to re
ceive a welcome guest. This servant knows not when the 
guest will come, or what he looks like, but he perseveres and 
is eventually rewarded with the privilege of serving the guest 
personally. 

So it is with spontaneous phenomena. We can play the role 
of the servant and prepare for its coming to the best of our 
ability, but we cannot of ourselves bring it to pass. The Zen 
monk doesn't refuse to work for Satori just because his intellect 
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and physical body are not able to control it. He knows that 
the experience is worth all the perseverance he can muster. 
Similarly, we should never refuse or give up our seeking of the 
truly spontaneous phenomena. But how shall we seek? 

Once again you must start with your steadily developing 
relaxed awareness. Take it to your quiet place and talk the 
matter over with your teachers. Ask for spontaneous psychic 
manifestationc to be directed to you by the spirit world. 
Earnestly desire an ever improving rapport with spirit, and 
communicate it to your teachers as the reason you are inter
ested in phenomena. Check your attitude carefully and often. 
Are you still looking for something for nothing? Are you seek
ing thrills or parlor game type entertainment? Work to purge 
your being of any traces of such negative attitudes. 

There are only two good reasons to seek spirit phenomena, 
and both should be present before you can expect results. First 
is simple friendship, the warm love that makes people want to 
enjoy each other's company; and the other is a desire for that 
cooperation which encourages mutual spiritual growth. The 
side-show artists may always be with us, but their shallow 
results fall infinitely short of the product of friendship and 
cooperation. Constant policing of your attitude, and main
tenance of your relaxed awareness are your contributions as 
the humble servant waiting for the arrival of the invited guest. 

As little demonstrations begin to take place around you, con
sciously direct your mental and psychic powers to amplify the 
spirit signals. It is normal and necessary for your spirit friends 
to borrow physical energy from you in order to produce their 
manifestations. Your relaxed and willing cooperation will mate
rially assist the development of regular and frequent demon
strations of the presence of spirit entities. 

A small group of seekers gathered in their host's living room 
one warm Sunday afternoon. During a lull in the conversation, 
someone said, "Gee, it's hot! Why don't we open a window?" 
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Before anyone could move a window opened by itself, and no 
physical body was within six feet of it at the time! Though 
startled, the host said, "Thank you, good spirit, now please 
join us in our discussions." Then each person, in tum, was 
touched by a spirit hand in greeting; and the conversation 
continued, much uplifted by this simple spirit manifestation. 

Children are often richly blessed by spirit companionship, 
and we should be alert to avoid the adult tendency to teach 
them that such things are impossible. A spiritually minded 
young mother thought she heard an unusual amount of laugh
ter coming from her small son's room. She walked softly to the 
door and peaked in. He seemed to be playing ball with some
thing or somebody his mother couldn't see, so she walked 
quietly back to her kitchen. Presently the boy came looking 
for his mother. To her question, "What were you doing in there 
that was so much fun?" he answered, "Oh, I was just playing 
with one of my friends." Because she accepted this answer 
with understanding, it was a beautiful experience for both 
mother and son. 

A young couple became acquainted with these manifesta

tions through spirit activation of a little joke. One night at 

bedtime, instead of getting up to tum out the lamp, the hus

band waved his hand at it and said, "Poof." Instantly the light 

went out, and they laughed at the coincidence. But nex� 

morning the lamp worked perfectly and the bulb was not 

burned out. On the second night the wife said, "Let me try it 

this tune. Poof." And sure enough the light went out again. 

They laughed and agreed the light must be burned out this 

time. But again the next morning the light burned and the 

switch worked perfectly. On the third night the poof worked 

again, so they decided to take the hint and begin a serious 

study of psychic phenomena. The lamp functioned quite nor· 

mally for years afterwards, but their seeking led them on to 

many interesting experiences. 
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How to approach the direction of 
phenomena 
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The slightest taste of spontaneous psychic phenomena seems 
to whet one's appetite for more, and very quickly there grows 
up a desire to produce it at will. In other words, you suddenly 
realize that you urgently desire the ability to produce at 
least some f9rm of phenomena whenever it seems appropriate . .  
Before there is much chance for real progress along these lines, 
it is again necessary to police your motivations. The question 
is, why do you want to produce phenomena? When and where 
would you want to use them? 

We are quick to rationalize our inner motives and tell our
selves that these desires are purely for the spiritual advance
ment of mankind. But are they really? Earlier I mentioned 
my first out of the body experience wherein I seemed to have 
the power of levitation. My reaction the next morning was: 
Wow, if I can only learn to do that in the flesh, I can nil the 
Hollywood Bowl with people and really open their eyes! What's 
wrong with such a well meaning attitude? Simply that the 
statement was a good rationalization of a not so good desire for 
fame and fortune by creating a sensation. It's very hard to get 
rid of the selfishness and little ego that would willingly exploit 
the psychic for personal gain. That sort of sensationalism would 
close more minds than it opened, and create all sorts of wild 
controversy and skepticism. There is certainly a place for the 
more startling phenomena, but that is in small classes of truly 
dedicated students who will understand the real meaning of 
such things; give thanks; and talk about it only among people 
who will not be affronted. Be sure you understand the reasons 
back of your desires, and purify them before you seek. 

O.K., now you are convinced you have cleansed your attitude 
:. of all selfishness. How do we start? First it is necessary to pro
' vide some reasonably appropriate physical facilities. For some;. • 
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time you have been using a favorite quiet place. Let's examine 
it in detail to see if it can also be suitable for a place to de
velop phenomena. An ideal place would meet these special 
requirements: 

1. It will be absolutely quiet while yon are using it. 
2. It can be locked from the inside to prevent your being 

interrupted. 
3. It is equipped with some sort of blackout curtains so you 

can exclude all light when necessary. 
4. It is supplied with a comfortable chair and a small table 

which can be used as an altar. The altar may contain two 
candles in holders, incense, incense burner, a mirror, and 
anything else that appeals to your esthetic sense. 

Let's call this place your meditation chamber to distinguish 
it from any convenient location you may use for a quiet place. 
Prepare your meditation chamber for use by lighting the 
candles and incense, then lock the door to insure against inter
ruptions. It is good to open with the Lord's Prayer, the 23rd 
Psalm, or both; then call on your spirit teachers and ask for 
their presence, their protection, and their help. Now tell your 
teachers the specific purpose of your meditation. Let's say 
you want to develop automatic writing and promise to join 
them regularly for this purpose. All that remains is to mentally 
direct your subconscious faculties to assist in the phenomenon, 
pick up your pencil and assume a comfortable writing position, 
then remain relaxed and patient until you get results. 

Directed phenomena in the darkness 

If you want a seed to sprout and grow, it is normal to plant 
it in carefully prepared soil. There in the darkness of the loving 
mother earth, something triggers the growth process and the 
seed comes to active life, putting down roots and soon sending 
a sprout upwards to seek the sunlight. For some reason not 
yet clearly understood by the human mind, the development 
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of many forms of psychir, phenomena must also begin in a 
complete darkness, symbolic of the little seed planted in 
mother earth. 

Trumpet, trance, spirit materializations, apports and the like 
specifically require nearly total darkness during your develop. 
ment period. If you have any inclination or tendency towaru. 
trance, you should arrange to be accompanied in your chamber 
by someone you trust implicitly. Also a tape recorder would 
be very useful so you can carefully review the discourses which 
come through your physical organism while you are away in 
trance. 

Now let's go back to your meditation chamber, light the 
candles and incense, lock the door, and adjust the blackout 
curtains to exclude all light from the outside. It is probably 
a good idea to have a trumpet on hand whether that is your 
primary interest or not. These little instruments are advertised 
at very nominal prices in any psychic periodical. Anyway, open 
with a prayer, then call your teachers and tell them that this is 
your regular period to sit for psychic development. Then ex
tinguish the candles and sit quietly in the darkness. 

This is not the time to be so insistent on one special phe
nomenon that you reject others which may begin to come. You 
will probably be visited by tiny lights, and often by a whistle 
or the calling of your name. This is also an excellent place for 
the further unfoldment of your clairvoyance, clairaudience, and 
clairsentience. Be receptive to whatever manifestations your 
teachers are able to bring, and respond with thanksgiving for 
each one. Sincerity, patience, and perseverance are your con
tribution to this development process. Your spirit teachers will 
furnish the rest. 

A woman sat in the dark for psychic development and was 
taken on an out-of-the-body trip to a classroom in the spirit 
world. She attended a fascinating lecture on reincarnation, and 
at its conclusion she was shown a small silver cross that was to 
be a spirit gift as a memento of the experience. When she re-
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turned to her body she was delighted to find a small silver cross 
on her altar, exactly like the one she had been shown by the 
spirit teacher. 

You will never be fully aware of the fantastic power of the 
spirit world until you experience it personally. Start sitting for 
psychic development now. 

Directed phenomena in the light 

It will be a time of great happiness when you are able to 
bring your newly developed psychic abilities out of the dark
ness into the world of light. You can't help but derive real 
satisfaction from demonstrating psychic and spirit contact 
to the little groups of believers you contact along the way. Our 
civilization needs many more dedicated workers to help in the 
task of opening the collective mind to the true relationship of 
our physical world, to the world of spirit, and to the universal 
scheme of things. 

There is much new philosophy waiting for the time when 
man can open his heart to its teachings of the reality of the 
brotherhood of all beings and our direct relationship to the 
Creator. As you become more adept at demonstrating psychic 
phenomena, it is important that you understand the responsi
bility that comes with it. Because you can demonstrate the 
truth of principles which the average individual only vaguely 
suspects, you have become a special ambassador of God to 
everyone you contact. From now on, it is not just your psychic 
demonstrations that will be observed, but the sum total of 
everything that is you. 

It is imperative that you accept your new responsibility and 
strive to live a life of true inspiration to all. Yes, you are still a 
human being with human faults and weaknesses, but those 
within your sphere of influence will be apt to forget that fact. 
To them you are an ambassador of God and the spirit world, 
and their concept of God will be greatly influenced by every-
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thing you seem to stand for. As a practical matter, there re
mains much pettiness and bigotry in our world, and more than 
your share will undoubtedly come your way. Accept your re
sponsibility as a spiritual leader and rise above such things. 

Our Master Teacher left us the simple ground rules: resist 
not evil, turn the other cheek, and If thy brother trespass 
against thee, rebuke him; and if he repent, forgive him. How 
many times? Forgive him unto seventy times seven! This is 
not to suggest that you become a spineless jellyfish who is 
afraid to stand up for what he believes, but it is an effective 
way of minimizing the strife and vexation around you. It is 
clearly a matter of good judgement of the importance of a 
problem to the spiritual well being of you, the group, and the 
community; whether you shall grab a whip and drive the money 
changers out of the temple, or smile and turn the other cheek. 

You are here to be about your Father's business. As you seek 
to live your life in that manner, you will receive all the guid
ance and help necessary to your effectiveness. Let your light so 
shine before men that they may see your good works, and 
glorify your Father which is in heaven. 

Points to Remember 

I. The humility born of deep mystical understanding is a 
practical prerequisite to advanced psychic phenomena. 

II. You may expect many different types of phenomena. 
For example: Knocks and raps, aura vision, automatic 
writing, inspirational writing, inspirational lecturing, 
psychometry, precognition, spirit photography, inde
pendent voice, spontaneous psychokinesis, trumpet, 
trance, platform mediumship, billet reading, astral 
travel, apports, spirit materializations, and many more. 

III. Seek to unfold your own advanced phenomena as part 
of your over-all spiritual development program. 

IV. Phenomena are not for thrills or parlor games. 
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V. It is useful to prepare a meditation chamber that car 
be locked from the inside to be certain you are not 
disturbed during your development work. 

VI. You will become an ambassador of God to all mankind 
Accept your responsibility. 
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!tow to 

Insure Your New Growth 

Those who have read my book, The Miraculous Laws of 
Universal Dynamics, already understand that this book is really 
Volume II of a series, and it constitutes our third trip around 
the evolutionary spiral. We closed Volume I with a suggested 
method of beginning your new growth by scientific prayer for 
the manifestation of an organization to fill the gaping void be
tween science and religion. 

Throughout life we see evidence of the spiral of evolution. 
Radio is a simple illustration. It began by the use of a plain 
little gadget, the old-fashioned crystal, until it was replaced 
by the more complicated vacuum tube. Less than half a cen
tury later we returned to the use of the crystal, now renamed 
transistor in honor of its greatly increased effectiveness. We 
returned to the old concept, but a whole revolution higher 
on the evolutionary spiral. From technology to dress styles to 
morals, things seem to progress in a spiral rather than a straight 
line, and the same is true of our spiritual progress. We con
tinually return to the old ways, but with deeper understanding 
born of our more extensive experience. Even the apparently 
unresolvable conflict between modern science and religion will 
melt away as we travel the spiral onward to a new living re
ligion based not on blind dogmatic faith, but on enlightened 
understanding of the inner meaning of the old teachings. We 
will approach God with a fuller measure of knowledge than the 
generations who were asked to accept on blind faith. In our 
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time, faith can come to mean certainty, not merely hope or 
wavering trust. Let's take a better look at the apparent conflict. 

Science vs. religion 

Blind faith may have been a good vehicle for the population 
of 2,000 years ago, but our contemporary society has taught 
us to prize something else. The scientific method is the vogue, 
and its tool is the intellect. But we must manage to view science 
in its proper perspective. Just what is it? What are its limita
tions? And why should we worship the intellect more than 
some other tool like a hammer or a saw? 

A high school teacher might open his elementary class by 
defining science as the systematic classification of knowledge 
obtained by study, experimentation, and practice. This is a 
good working definition, if you understand that knowledge is 
neither static nor sacred. Science constantly seeks new knowl
edge, and reclassifies the old in the light of that which comes 
later. But isn't this just another form of growth? Isn't today's 
knowledge merely yesterday's speculative ideas proved true? 
And aren't today's truths often discovered to be but special 
cases of greater truths? 

A good example of unfolding knowledge lies in the history 
of geometry. It started with Euclidian plane geometry. Here 
were evolved the basic concepts of the point, the line, the 
plane, and the various plane figures such as the triangle, circle, 
and polygon. Then came the addition of another dimension. 
Plane geometry was conceived to be merely a special case of 
spherical geometry, still true but only as it approximates a 
point on a sphere. Then a whole new set of higher principles 
evolved to explain the world more nearly as it is. Thus it made 
possible theories of navigation which practically benefited 
travel of all ldnds. In the same way, Professor Einstein showed 
that physics as it was known is true, but only at relative speeds 
which are insignificant with respect to the speed of light. 
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Not all concepts of science stand the test of time as well as 

Euclidian geometry and elementary physics. The batting aver
age is pretty good because the theories are based on the ob
servation of actual phenomena, but scientists are quite human 
and capable of making mistakes. Even the collective group of 
specialists referred to as science is capable of making whopping 
big mistakes I 

Less than five centuries ago the majority of the scientific 
community still believed our world to be flat. True, the Greek 
civilization, B.c., knew the world to be a sphere but that would 
be small comfort to Columbus if Queen Isabella had refused 
to back him. There have been many more recently accepted 
theories which seem utterly absurd by the measure of late 
twentieth century knowledge. We won't belabor the point, but 
a couple of good examples are worth laughing about. 

Less than three centuries ago Georg Ernst Stahl expounded 
a theory of combustion which was generally accepted by the 
scientill.c community for nearly a hundred years. In this con
ception a material of fire, which Stahl named phlogiston, is lost 
by every combustible in the process of burning. Phlogiston 
plausibly, but quite inaccurately, explained the process now 
called oxidation and reduction, as well as the heat given off 
by the animal body and its restoration by food. The discovery 
of the element, oxygen, ultimately led to the abandonment of 
the phlogiston concept; but the theory was so firmly established 
that oxygen was first called "dephlogisticated air." How many 
bright and shiny scientific theories of today will vanish with 
phlogiston into the archives of the dead past? Only time will 
tell, but we can be sure the number is greater than most people 
realize. 

From the time of the death of phlogiston, well into the 
twentieth century, the theory of ether has waxed and waned 
in scientific popularity. Ether was a hypothetical substance 
occupying all space including that filled by solid matter, and 
serving to transmit any of the forces which one material object 
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exerts upon another from a distance. As sound is propagated 
by vibrations in the air; so light, gravity and magnetism were 
theorized to be propagated by vibrations in ether. Stated in its 
simplest torm; sound is to air as light, gravity, and magnetism 
are to ether. For the whole of the nineteenth century and well 
into our own time, ether reigned as the best explanation of the 
related phenomena. It was not until Albert Einstein showed 
that many of the properties ascribed to ether could just as well 
be attributed to empty space and time, that the theory was 
seriously challenged. Ether is generally in disrepute today, but 
that whole realm of science is in a state of flux and it wouldn't 
�eriously stretch the imagination to see the old theory return 
to prominence-but with the term ether replaced by a fancy 
new name like transistor instead of crystal. 

This discussion is not intended as a slap at either science or 
religion. It is simply an attempt to provide some historical 
perspective. In the short run, science can be as dogmatic as 
the most intolerant religion, but time has its ways of bringing 
out truth. It is logical to respect both science and religion for 
the good that they accomplish, but it's also prudent to keep 
each in the best possible perspective. 

Science and religion look at matter 

The ancient Greeks conceived of matter as composed of 
tiny solid particles; reasoning that if you start to divide a piece 
of any substance, you can continue to divide it into smaller and 
smaller parts until finally you will reach the smallest particle, 
which will prove indivisible. They named this hypothetical 
smallest particle the atom. 

Antedating the Greeks, but persisting in an unbroken line 
to this day, some mystery schools and religious orders taught 
that matter is merely a specialized form of energy. They were 
langhed at b; scientists for many centuries. The discovery of 
radium with 1ts curious property of radiation gave a faint ink 
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ling that these way out people might have a point. But it took 
the atom bomb to prove them right. 

Even in the 1930's, an atom was a relatively simple thing 
made up of arrangements of only three basic particles: the 
very light, fast moving, negatively charged electron; the dense, 
positively charged proton; and the dense, electrically neutral 
neutron. However, a little stranger soon began to make himself 
known in atomic circles. He was light and fast like an electron, 
but he carried a positive charge. He didn't fit very well into 
their neat little atoms, so the scientists politely labeled him a 
positron and hoped that if they ignored him he would go away. 
But instead of going, he brought along his whole family; so 
today the number of recognized atomic particles is well ovet a 
dozen and threatening to continue the increase. 

Of special interest to the layman is the concept of anti
particles and anti-matter. Modern physics now tells us that 
each atomic particle has an exactly opposite counterpart. It 
seems conceivable to our scientists that an atom of regular 
matter could collide with an atom of anti-matter and the result 
would be some sort of explosion, with the two atoms cancelling 
each other out, leaving nothing, as in algebraic addition. There 
has even been scientific speculation of whole galaxies of anti
matter in outer space, and the possible results of their collision 
with regular galaxies. 

A recent article on anti-matter provokes me to a little tongue 
in cheek scientific speculation. If we look upon nothing as 
being made up of equal parts of matter and un-matter ( a  more 
convenient term than anti-matter ) ,  we are able to produce the 
first completely scientific explanation of the miracle of the 
loaves and fishes : 

Jesus stood on the mountainside wishing to feed the hungry 
multitude, but he had nothing except a few scrawny fish with 
.vhi h to supply them. Being a man of great understanding, He 
1sed " fish for a pattern and divided his nothing into equal 

!?arts of fish and un-fish. Having no !?articular use for the 
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1m-fish, He threw them away and fed the multitude with the 
regular fish; and so also with the bread. Facetious? Of course, 
but it still leaves much food for thought. 

Only as man uses his creative imagination, does he gain new 
insight into the true nature of the world around him. This 
imagination has built excellent machines and devices to extend 
the useful range of our senses; but we must take care not to 
let them restrict our thinking to the dead part of our objective 
environment. 

Your new beginning is your contribution 
to the world's future 

The promise of the future is always evolution of man's 
knowledge; the continuing improvement of scientific tech
niques and gadgetry leading to ever greater scientific under
standing of the universe. Even scientific history has a way of 
repeating itself, like the spiral from crystal to vacuum tube to 
transistor. Where is this scientific spiral of growth leading us? 
Eventually and inevitably back to God at a wonderful new 
level of understanding. 

Enough progress has been made that we are nearing a major 
breakthrough toward the union of science and religion. Out of 
this union will grow the new beginning of peace and co
operation between all beings of the earth. Right now there is 
a significant opportunity for a few people to make a very spe
!Jial contribution to this important phase of the progress of 
man. The breakthrough is inevitable. It is bound to happen 
sooner or later. But think of the untold suffering and anguish 
that could be spared many millions of our brother beings if this 
union of science and religion can be achieved fifty or a hundred 
years sooner than by accidental fallout from our space and 
defense programs. 

This brings us back to the conclusion of The Miraculous Laws 
of Universal Dynamics where I suggested the need for a new 
kind of organization, "a living, vibrant group unhampered by 
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the rigors of academic pressure and the strict scientific ap
proach or the doctrines and dogma of traditional religion." 

We briefly sketched the mission of such a group, and I in
vited the reader to join in prayer for his own progress and the 
birth of the group. It concluded with this suggested twice daily 
affirmation: "I trust in God with all my heart and He directs 
my growth in the Christ Idea. He is giving birth to an effective 
organization to unite science and religion into a living, vibrant 
organism, now. Thank you, Heavenly Father, for this perfect 
gift to mankind." 

Your new beginning of spiritual 
accomplishment in ESP 

Balance is necessary even for spiritual growth and achieve
ment. The ancient occult teachings tell us that we should strive 
in thcee specillc areas if we would attain balanced growth. 
They are ( 1 )  work for personal growth and progress, (2)  work 
for the progress of your school, and ( 8) work for the progress of 
all mankind. Your progress is inextricably bound up with the 
progress of all life on this planet. You provide the best spiritual 
growth for yourself when you strive also for the good of man
kind through the vehicle of some organization whose aims and 
beliefs are consistent with your own. 

Note that number one is always your personal growth. 
Nothing will ever relieve you of the basic responsibility for 
developing the potential of your own individuality! That must 
ever be your underlying goal. In a very practical sense, the sub
mergence of your individual goal in earnest work for the good 
of all mankind is the best path to personal attainment. Naturally 
the sensible way to work for the advancement of mankind is 
through an organization. There are many worthwhile schools 
through which you can serve. Choose any one that appeals to 
you, but do work with one or more of them! It will be to your 
own greatest advantage. 
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Your prayers are important/ 

The great wall of China stands as a magnificent example of 
what can be accomplished by group perseverance. It was 
fashioned out of determination, stick-to-it-iveness, guts, and 
very little else. But it will live forever as a monument to the 
potential of group effort. No member of any group or school 
can ever be more important than you, because it is only the 
accumulated efforts of everyone that adds up to results. 

Points to Remember 

I. All life is a spiral of evolution. 
II. The apparent conflict of science and religion is the re

sult of lack of historical perspective. 
III. Creative imagination is the source of all material prog

ress. 
IV. The promise of the future is a breakthrough which will 

unite science and religion into one vibrant, spiritual or
ganism. 

V. Balanced growth comes from working for the progress 
of yourself, your school, and all mankind. 
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